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“I may disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it” — Voltaire

Lombardo enters lion’s den;
slays the two-headed hydra

By Chuck Muth
It was half-time between the
Rams-49ers game last night.
And I decided, against my better
judgment, to surf over to the Nevada gubernatorial debate which
featured Republican candidate
Joe Lombardo vs. the tag team of
Democrat incumbent Gov. Steve
Sisolak and his unofficial press
secretary, “Stuttering” Jon Ralston,
who masqueraded as the moderator.
Ralston’s incessant “uh-uhuh’s” made it almost unwatchable
and reminded everyone why he no
longer has a TV show. He was, in
a word, awful. And as predictively
biased as everyone knew he would

My Point
of
View
By Rolando Larraz
The My Point of View
opinions went blank on
February 8, 2022 in memory of the founder and editor-in-chief of this publication, Rolando Larraz, who
during the last 25 years
expressed his point of view
and opinions on matters of
interest to this community.

be; “gotcha” questions galore.
I’m not gonna review the entire
debate, other than to say Sisolak’s
nose grew six inches after question
after question — especially his false
claim that he’s never raised taxes.
He has. He even admitted it —
though he said one of his tax hikes,
the mining tax, didn’t affect him
“personally” since he hasn’t bought
any gold bullion.
Oh, and by the way, he’ll raises
taxes again if voters are dumb
enough to re-elect him. You can
take that to the bank. But the guy
greased his schtick on not raising
taxes by inserting the weasel words
“on everyday citizens.”

Lombardo nailed him on that;
pointing out that tax hikes on corporations and businesses only end
up being passed on to “everyday
citizens,” a reality the left refuses
to acknowledge.
Lombardo then boldly, without
weasel words, told Nevadans his
position on tax hikes…
“I’m telling you at this point,
right here, in front of the audience
and public viewers, I will not raise
taxes. Never.”
Never.
Well, Ralston was having none
of THAT. So he posed a hypothetical that “there could be a situation
(See Governor Debate, Page 4)

Prisoner status ignored by candidates
By Perly Viasmensky
Las Vegas Tribune
We receive lots of emails daily from candidates begging for donations, but none of them
express an opinion about the condition of the
state prison and the treatment inmates receive
from the guards in the prison. Neither do those
candidates address the subject of how to correct
the wrongs inside the walls of the prison system.
It is true that inmates are there for a reason —
many made mistakes, many committed a crime
— but they are still human beings paying their
debts to society.
According to the webpage of the Nevada
Department of Corrections:
“The Nevada Department of Corrections
Medical Division is committed to providing
quality, evidenced based health care using
an efficient system of managed care that is
professional, humane and appropriate and is
supportive of the overall mission of the Nevada
Department of Corrections.”
There is no wonder why they say that paper
holds anything you want to put on it.

A little too late... Starting next week, members of
the Nevada Department of Health and Human
Services are assisting NDOC in ensuring the
mental and physical wellbeing of every offender
in Nevada Department of Correections custody.

The son of Blanca Gonzalez-Rivera is an
inmate at High Desert State Prison. The prison
personnel have the medical record of Dagmar
Diaz, Blanca’s son. Because of a horrible accident where he had a brain fracture, Dagmar
developed epilepsy.
The State has a moral and legal obligation
to provide health care for those people whom it
incarcerates. The Federal Courts have mandated
that inmates, though incarcerated, remain entitled to basic medical care.
Inmates enter the system with varying educational levels, income ranges, and medical
histories. Statistics show inmates often have
lower academic/educational levels, lower average incomes, and a higher-than-average rate
of illness and chronic disease compared to the
general population.
You don’t need to go to medical school to
know and comprehend that people with epilepsy
should not be left alone in case of an unexpected
attack. Dagmar Diaz was left in solitary confinement for long periods of time. His medication
(See Prisoners Ignored, Page 2)

Hypocritical BCC strip club distancing
By Ed Uehling
Las Vegas Tribune
Yesterday, Tuesday October 4,
the Clark County Board of County
Commissioners (BCC) was scheduled to make a basic decision. It
was to decide whether to bend its
easiest-to-bend distance (a mere
250 feet) protection of their Holy
Industry, the Wall Street-run hotel/
casino industry, from what most
would deem to be the county’s most
sinful danger: contamination from
the Strip Club industry.

It was to decide whether the
public’s health and safety would
be compromised by a strip club.
Current law provides that strip
club activities cannot be closer than
250 feet from the County’s holiest
of holy sacraments, gaming. After
all, in the twisted mind of our control-freak commissioners, enticing
people to put their hard-earned savings into an activity mathematically
configured to cause the weakest
among us to lose 3-10 percent or
(See Strip Clubs Targeted, Page 3)

Ad campaign warns Marchant seeks
to end early voting and vote by mail
By Michael Lyle
Nevada Current
A Democratic Association of
Secretaries of State-backed group,
which launched a wave of advertisements in battleground states, is
investing nearly $6 million in Nevada to prevent Republican secretary
of state candidate Jim Marchant,
an election denier who has pushed
conspiracy theories claiming voter
fraud, from becoming the top elec-

tion official.
The first Nevada ad, from a
political action committee called
the Safe Accessible Fair Elections
(SAFE), began airing Tuesday and
warns Marchant wants to end early
voting and oust Nevada’s vote-bymail process.
The group recently announced
plans to spend $25 million in Nevada, Michigan and Minnesota — it
plans additional efforts in Arizona

and Georgia — where secretary of
state candidates have used false
claims of voter fraud to promote
sweeping changes to the election
process ahead of the 2024 presidential election.
“It’s a code red and these secretaries are one of the last lines
of defense when it comes to protecting our election systems,” said
Kim Rogers, executive director of
(See Anti-Marchant Ads, Page 5)

Biden is a figurative suicide bomber–here’s what’s happening

By Wayne Allyn Root
Our country is being destroyed.
It’s clearly a purposeful communist attack upon America from a
thousand different directions. But
the president isn’t Joe Biden. He
is just the figurehead/puppet. The
real president is former President
Barack Obama.
This is clearly the third term
of Obama. His fingerprints are
everywhere.
No president can legally serve
three terms — hence the need for a
figurehead. I believe Biden is just

a “DDD”: a dummy with dementia
who’s in diapers. He says whatever
is written on cue cards and signs
whatever paper is put in front of
him. That allows Obama to run the
country from the shadows.
As long as they feed Biden his
baby food, change his diapers and
allow him to sniff little girls’ hair,
Biden does whatever his handlers
tell him to do.
But Obama isn’t the brains
of the operation. Obama is just a
communist tool. Obama takes his
(See Wayne Allyn Root, Page 2)
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By Chuck Muth
I attended a candidate meet-andgreet last night at the home of Vicki
Wille in Las Vegas that was hosted
by the Nevada Firearms Coalition
(NvFAC) PAC, the single most
effective gun rights organization
in the state.
Very interesting evening to say
the least. To start…
Ms. Wille is a gem. Beautiful
house. Packed crowd. And while
talking with a judicial candidate
— more on her in a minute — I

JOE LOMBARDO

looked up on the bookshelf and was
immediately taken aback.
One of the books — mixed in
with all manner of conservative
tomes — was “Art of the Pimp”
by my friend, the late Dennis Hof,
who won his State Assembly seat
in 2018 despite being a prominent
legal brothel owner and dying three
weeks before the election.
That’s not exactly a book you
find on most conservatives’ bookshelves — other than mine. But as
it turns out, Ms. Wille was a big Hof

supporter and she and I were at the
big campaign rally in Pahrump for
Dennis the night before he passed
away.
Small world, huh?
Wait ‘til the end. It gets smaller.
Back to the story…
I sent an email out promoting
the NvFAC event. In response I got
an email from one of my readers
that included the following…
“Will Lombardo be there to
explain why he doesn’t support gun
rights? Specifically, Constitutional

Carry?” He added in a subsequent
email, “If you mention Lombardo’s
name at the NvFAC, you’ll probably
get booed off stage by the membership.”
Not even close.
Joe Lombardo is no Lord Voldemort (Harry Potter). Or even Frau
Blücher (Young Frankenstein). For
the record…
“Joe Lombardo is the only
candidate in the race for governor
who has carried a gun every day
(See Lomardo, Page 3)

Charles Daniels resigned Friday as
director of the Nevada Department
of Corrections at Govenor Steve
Sisolak’s request.

Duarte-Herrera, who was serving
a life sentence at Southern Desert
Correctional Center, had escaped.
However, Duarte-Herrera had
already been missing for several
days.
“This morning, my office was
informed by the Nevada Department of Corrections that an inmate
was reported as missing,” Sisolak
said in a statement Tuesday. “My
office later learned that upon further
investigation by NDOC the inmate
has been missing since early in the
weekend. This is unacceptable.”
William Gittere, the deputy director of operations, was named as
acting director.
Duarte-Herrera, who was con-

victed in 2010 for killing a hotdog
vendor after a bomb he constructed
went off at the Luxor garage, was
apprehended in Las Vegas Wednesday after he was spotted by a shuttle
bus company employee who contacted police.
Daniels, who was appointed
as the director in December 2019,
has faced a string of criticisms
from multiple quarters, including
prison employees and inmates’
families, concerning operations of
the prisons and his department’s
sluggish responses to requests for
information — even requests from
lawmakers.
NDOC employees from High
(See Daniels Resigns, Page 3)

ble treatment inmates are suffering
at the hands of vindictive guards.
Governor Sisolak in four years
has not moved a finger to correct the
wrongs in the prison system—and
yet he is planning to add that subject
to his new campaign.
Attorney General Aaron Ford
is too busy appearing on television
with the Consul of Mexico as
if considering that every Spanish-speaking person in Nevada is
from Mexico but offering no words
on behalf of the catastrophic situation in the prison system.
And it’s the same thing with
Candidate for the Attorney General
position, Segal Chattah. She is totally ignorant of the fate of inmates.
And Senator Cortez-Mastos?
She is too busy defending abor-

tions.
Congressman Steven Horsford
is too busy shaking hands with Joe
Biden to be concerned about the
people of his state.
Dina Titus, Adam Laxalt, Joe
Lombardo and the many others
running for office are in their own
world and ignore what the State of
Nevada really needs.
Ah! But they all have time to
send emails asking for money!
It is no wonder that a man doing life for placing a bomb in the
parking lot of the Luxor Hotel that
killed another man could walk out
of High Desert State Prison without
any problem and his absence was
not even noted for three days.
It is time for the Nevada Department of Corrections Director,

Charles Daniels, and the Warden
of High Desert State Prison to start
an investigation on how much that
escape cost and who the beneficiary
was.
A wheelchair is imperative for
Dagmar Diaz; he is still a human
being in need of being treated with
dignity and compassion.
According to information received from inside, numerous
medical personnel and nurses have
arrived at the prison system. And
yes, Dagmar Diaz has been transported to a local hospital, but for
security reasons, his mother is not
allowed to know where her son is.
Security reasons? What kind
of security did they have when an
inmate escaped and nobody knew
for three days?
Blanca Gonzalez-Rivera needs
to know where her only child is.
Does she need to believe that her
son has been kidnapped? Someone
in the prison system and/or the
governor’s office needs to get in
touch with the lady and give her
some peace of mind. This is cruelty
of the highest order.
*****
Perly Viasmensky is the General
Manager of the Las Vegas Tribune.
She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Perly Viasmensky, email her at pviasmensky@
lasvegastribune.com.

cuts. Under eight years of Obama,
they “boiled the frog slowly.” They
attacked in slow motion, hoping
you wouldn’t notice. Like cooking
a frog, they set the temperature so
low that the frog doesn’t realize he’s
being boiled until he’s dead.
But now with Biden taking the
heat, Obama is free to accelerate the
process. Now Obama is throwing
caution to the wind. He’s set the
heat as high as it goes.
This is the final communist
takeover of America.
The biggest scams in world
history are all being carried out
right now ... all at once ... right in
front of your eyes. They’re hitting
you from so many directions that
you’re a combination of dizzy and
punch-drunk.
I’ll explain the whole TOP TEN
list of the greatest scams in history,
in detail, in my next column.
But here are the two biggest
scams of all time. These two scams
are the foundation of this communist attack.
It all started with a stolen election.
That was No. 1. They had to
remove then-President Donald
Trump. There’s evidence they
spied on his campaign; they spied
on his actual presidency (which is

treasonous); they trumped up fake
charges to frame him; they spewed
propaganda like the Third Reich
— and they tried to impeach him
multiple times over nothing.
Evidence suggests that when
they failed at all of that, they simply
stole the 2020 election.
Now they’ve weaponized the
Department of Justice and FBI to
raid the former president’s home,
ruin him, demonize him, bankrupt
him, frame him and indict him for
crimes he didn’t commit — all to
prevent him from ever running
again.
Trump scares them that much.
With Trump out of the way, there
is no one to stop them. Now they’re
coming for you and me.
Secondly, it’s all built around
open borders.
That’s the deadliest weapon in
their toolbox. Having open borders is like a Swiss Army knife: it
accomplishes everything at once.
It’s simple. Just open the borders, invite the whole world in and
fill America with tens of millions
of migrants: the poorest people in
the world who require welfare from
cradle to grave; sick people with
Third World diseases who want free
health care; and violent criminals.
That’s how you sink the economy.

That’s how you explode the debt.
That’s how you overwhelm the system. That’s how you make America
a foreign nation.
And as a bonus, that’s how you
outvote the legitimate citizens of
America.
In my next column, I’ll unveil
the entire TOP TEN greatest scams
of all time that Obama, Biden and
Democrats are using to burn this
country down.
But in the meantime, just understand the people in control of
our nation are pure evil, and they
won’t rest until they’ve destroyed
the greatest country in world history
and made you and me into serfs
and slaves.
They are communist suicide
bombers.
*****
Wayne Allyn Root is known as
“the Conservative Warrior.” “The
Great Patriot Protest & Boycott
Book” is Wayne’s new #1 bestseller.
Wayne is a CEO, entrepreneur and
host of the nationally-syndicated
“Wayne Allyn Root: Raw & Unfiltered” aired daily in Las Vegas on
KMZQ, 670 AM from 3 p.m. to 7
p.m. and the “WAR RAW” podcast.
Read Wayne’s commentaries and
see his videos at ROOTforAmerica.
com

Prison director, who faced years of criticism
from his staff and civil rights groups, resigns
By Michael Lyle
Nevada Current
Nevada Department of Corrections Director Charles Daniels,
who has faced questions about
transparency from lawmakers and
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“Knowing what’s right
doesn’t mean much unless
you do what’s right.”
― Theodore Roosevelt

Please Note:
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choose to submit their opinions
in writing to refrain from threatening anyone about whom an
article is written or the writer of
the article. In other words, any
opinions containing threats will
not be published. We thank you
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Mission Statement

We search for the truth, embrace the truth, and print the
truth. If we inadvertently print
something that is not true, we
will let our readers know. We are
open to documented information
to shed light on any issue of
concern to our readers. We are
of service to our community, and
it is our intention to serve our
community the best way we can.

civil rights groups alike for nearly
two years, resigned Friday after an
inmate, who was serving life for
murder, escaped and the department
failed to report it for several days.
Gov. Steve Sisolak announced
Friday that he asked for the resignation and that six corrections
officers have been placed on paid
administrative leave for breaching
security protocols.
“The situation with the escaped
inmate is a serious and unacceptable breach of protocol,” Sisolak
said. “I’m grateful the escapee
was captured quickly. But let me
be clear, this cannot happen again.”
In a press release Tuesday, Sept.
27, NDOC announced that Porfirio

Prisoners Ignored

(Continued from Page 1)
has been withheld several times.
When Blanca Gonzalez-Rivera
tried several times to make contact
with Rhonda Lancer with Inmate
Family Service she was finally
told by Ms. Lancer not to ever call
her again.
For a year and one-half, Blanca Gonzalez-Rivera has written
letters about the condition of the
prison to the Department of Justice,
Americans with Disabilities Act,
Governor Sisolak’s office, Attorney
General Aaron Ford and many other
government officials, and has been
ignored by all, by every single one
of them; they ignored the painful
cry of a mother for her only son.
Blanca Gonzalez-River’s last
visit with her son a couple of weeks
ago was nothing but devastating.
Her son could no longer walk, his
legs were not working, and he was
transported to the visiting room
crawling and held under his arms
by a guard. Ms. Gonzalez-Rivera
asked, “For God’s sake, don’t you
people have a wheelchair in this
place?” The answer was just a
plain NO.
This is election time and if
you pay attention to the platform
of all and every single one of the
candidates, you will come to the
conclusion that none of them have
any interest in correcting the horri-

Wayne Allyn Root

(Continued from Page 1)
orders from a team of what I consider communist suicide bombers:
Valerie Jarrett, Susan Rice, George
Soros, Klaus Schwab, Bill Gates
and of course, the boss of all bosses, the capo di tutti, China and the
Chinese Communist Party.
Obama is owned lock, stock and
barrel by the deep state, the United
Nations, the World Economic Forum and China.
The reason it’s important to
know that I believe Obama is the
real president is because Obama
was my college classmate at Columbia University, Class of 1983
— where we learned the plan to
destroy America.
That plan was called “Cloward-Piven.”
Obama learned it well. It’s happening today. Look around. The
powers that be have just given it a
different name: “the Great Reset.”
But the goals are the same:
Destroy America; make us into a
socialist nation; make everyone
poor and dependent on government
to survive; and make us into a
one-party country (Democratic Party) with no opposition or dissent.
They are following the Cloward-Piven game plan to a T.
It’s death by a thousand paper
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Nevada candidates hope to help
Republicans retake the House
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By Michael Lyle
Nevada Current
Republican congressional candidate Mark Robertson says his top
priority is to the limit the federal
government, no matter if it’s voting
against child care subsidies, opposing fellow Republicans on nationwide abortion bans, or abolishing
the Department of Education.
Robertson, a retired army colonel and certified financial planner
running in the 1st Congressional
District against Democratic Rep.
Dina Titus, is one one of three
Republicans running to oust Democratic incumbents in efforts to flip
control of the House of Representatives.
The race for control of the
House, where Democrats currently
maintain a slim majority, is expected to be razor close, and three Nevada seats consistently rank among
the nation’s most competitive.
Nevada Current reached out to
all three candidates, including April
Becker, who is running against
Democratic U.S. Rep. Susie Lee in
the 3rd Congressional District, and

From left: Mark Robertson, Sam Peters and April Becker.
Sam Peters, who is running against their mothers,” a focus on national for a national abortion ban in the
Democratic U.S. Rep. Steven security and crime, and investiga- aftermath of Roe v Wade being
Horsford in the 4th Congressional tions of actions taken by a White overturned by the United States
District.
House and Congress that have been Supreme Court.
Peters and Becker didn’t re- controlled by Democrats.
House Republicans have introspond to interview requests.
Robertson said he supported the duced more than 100 bills addressHouse Republicans, led by principles outlined by the “Com- ing abortion access, includes a bill
minority Leader Kevin McCarthy, mitment to America” but is also to establish 20-week abortion ban
have laid out proposals if they re- prepared vote against any federal that is backed by 193 Republican
take the House that include repeal- action on abortion.
members.
ing economic measures enacted by
Democrats have warned if ReSen. Lindsey Graham, who in
Democrats, legislation to ”protect publicans take control of the House, the weeks following the fall of
the lives of unborn children and they will begin paving the way Roe said abortion should be left up

(Continued from Page 2)
for the past three decades. As a
lifetime member of the National
Rifle Association, United States
Army veteran, beat cop, and now
as Sheriff for the past eight years,
Joe knows that an important part
of keeping our communities safe is
protecting the Second Amendment
from those who wish to erode or
even outright repeal it.”
Now, on constitutional carry…
I spoke with Sheriff Lombardo
about this issue this morning. And
as usual, there’s nuance to be considered.
It’s not that he doesn’t support
constitutional carry. He just thinks
folks should be properly trained in
firearms safety.
A reasonable concern.
Now, you may not agree with
that position, but it hardly equates
to “not supporting gun rights.” He
clearly does. Steve Sisolak doesn’t.
It’s that simple.
In addition, and for the record,
NvFAC has endorsed Sheriff Joe
in the governor’s race. So not only
didn’t I get “booed off stage,” everyone there (except the Libertarian
candidate for governor) was firmly
in Team Lombardo’s camp.
That said, fellow conservatives…

I get that Joe Lombardo wasn’t
the most conservative candidate in
the GOP primary. And no, he’s certainly not as solid of a conservative
as I and many of you.
Indeed, unlike the other top-tier
candidates in the primary, Sheriff
Joe has not signed the Taxpayer
Protection Pledge — an issue, as
you know, that is near and dear to
my heart.
However, he IS the most conservative candidate who can win
in November… by a LONG shot.
And while he hasn’t inked the
Pledge, he’s assured me he won’t
“pull a Sandoval” and raise taxes.
Yes, I know ex-Gov. Brian Sandoval said the same thing — before
shoving the largest tax hike in state
history down our throats. So yes,
it’s something we’ll need to watch
and be vigilant on.
Just as gun rights supporters will
need to keep an eye on THAT issue.
Is Joe Lombardo a perfect
movement conservative? No. Is
he miles better than Sisolak? Oh,
hell yeah.
Remember: Steve Sisolak’s people are who let the Luxor bomber
escape. Joe Lombardo’s people
(METRO) are who caught him.
And while some are bellyaching
about having to choose between

(Continued from Page 1)
more of their wagered money is
an activity to be protected from
evil influences and even sanctified
above all other business activities,
especially, one would think, the
business of observing young ladies
dancing and stripping.
Where does this respect, elevating and even sanctification of
this industry originate? What is
it based on? It reminds me of my
two-year experience as a Mormon
missionary in Chile, which, until
1962, was supposed to worship
even holier activities and persons
originating from the Vatican. There
the populace was supposed to ignore the rapes of prepubescent boys
and nuns occurring in and around
its places of worship in unquestioning silence and devotion, just
as the populace of Clark County
60 years later is supposed to ignore
the economic rape of competing
businesses, neighboring properties
and local citizens by Our Holy of
Holies, the hotel, casino industry.
The latest distance separation
imposed by the BCC is 10 times
that of Strip Clubs (I.e., 2500 feet)
against what is the most dangerous
threat of all: local people who have

the temerity to share space in their
homes with visitors.
Can one imagine a more hypocritical position than declaring
that “PUBLIC health, safety and
welfare” will be impaired“ if such
activities were to infringed on the
Holy Sacrament of gaming! The
case to be heard at its meeting yesterday had already been heard and
tabled last month until yesterday.
Not one of the 2,000,000 members
of Clark County’s “PUBLIC” appeared at that meeting to express
even the slightest endangerment
which might possibly occur by
ignoring this nonsensical and antiquated distance doctrine. However,
the paymistress of our corrupt and
implacably greedy official county
religion did show up and rather than
create a possible negative effect
on the coming mid-term election,
the BCC decided to punt up to
December. That’s when this silly
nonsense will come up again. Maybe the BCC will find some stooge to
come and testify about the possible
damage to our Holiest Ones?
Does anyone think this might
have anything or everything to do
with payoffs to the members of
the BCC?

Lombardo

Strip Clubs Targeted

“the lesser of two evils,” even if
you think Joe Lombardo is “evil”
— he’s not — isn’t the only rational
choice to choose the LESSER?
Joe Lombardo won the primary
— unsubstantiated claims to the
contrary notwithstanding. So it’s
him or Sisolak… period. I’m gonna
“Go with Joe.” You should, too.
Onward…
The NvFAC event also featured
a “cattle call” of about a dozen candidates for various offices giving a
short pitch for their campaign. I’m
not going to critique all the presentations — though many were awful.
For example, one candidate —
remember, he was speaking to a gun
rights crowd — talked about his
plan to run a pipeline sucking water from Lake Tahoe - seven hours
away from Vegas — to Lake Mead
to deal with Southern Nevada’s
ongoing drought problem.
Ugh.
But another candidate — the
one I referred to earlier — did
something brilliant during her
presentation.
Anna Albertson (no relation to
the grocery chain) is running for
District Court judge in Department
11 against a Sisolak-appointed
judge, Ellie Roohani.
And in her presentation, she

to the states, recently introduced a
bill to ban abortions nationally after
15 weeks.
Robertson, who describes himself as “pro-life” and supports
exceptions for rape, incest and life
of the mother, said he wouldn’t support any federal legislation dealing
with abortion. That also includes
legislation that offers protections
for pregnant people leaving states
with abortion restrictions to seek
care in other states.
When asked if states with recent
bans have made it harder, if not
impossible, for people to receive
abortions even when their life is at
risk, Robertson said “that doesn’t
apply to Nevada and the people
of each state need to make that
decision.”
“That’s how our democracy and
our republic operates and I support
that,” he said. “The Constitution
is quiet on abortion. It should be
settled by the people and by the
states.”
Becker, who wrote on her website she is pro-life with the excep(See Retake the House, Page 4)

handed out pre-printed postcards
— standard-sized, not over-sized
— with her info on the front and
room for folks to add a hand-written note of support on the back for
people to mail to friends, family,
co-workers, etc.
Now, THAT’S a great “call to
action” — especially in a judicial
race where so many voters know
next to nothing about the candidates. A personal postcard voicing
support from someone the voter

knows is FAR more effective than a
postcard from the candidate herself
or himself.
This is the difference between
running a marketing campaign vs.
running a political campaign. Every
conservative candidate on the ballot
should “swipe” her idea.
*****
Chuck Muth is president of Citizen Outreach, publisher of Nevada
News & Views and blogs at Muths
Truths.com.

(Continued from Page 2)
Desert State Prison and Southern
Desert Correctional Center sent a
letter to Sisolak early in September accusing Daniels of creating a
hostile work environment.
Daniels has faced an onslaught
of criticism from civil rights and
prison advocacy groups for his
handling of the pandemic.
A report released earlier this year
by the Crime and Justice Institute,
commissioned by Sisolak, to look
at how the pandemic affected the
justice system found that while
Nevada ranked 21st in Covid transmission rates “the prison system
had the third-highest rate of deaths
among incarcerated populations
across 45 states.”

Over the last two years, Daniels
has faced pushback from lawmakers, including Sisolak, who last
summer called low vaccination
rates among staff as “atrocious and
not acceptable.” Staff vaccination
rates subsequently went up.
A prisoner advocacy group
released a report last October
which included stories collected
from inmates that scrutinized the
prisons system’s use of lockdowns
and limitations on inmates’ access
to medical care.
More recently, groups including
the prison advocacy group Return
Strong and the Fines and Fees
Justice Center, questioned over the
department marking up the prices
of commissary items.

Daniels Resigns
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GOP Lt. Govenor candidate Stavros Anthony launches TV ad
touting endorsement from former Mayor Oscar Goodman
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
Las Vegas City Councilman
and current Republican nominee
for Nevada Lieutenant Governor
Stavros Anthony released his first
television ad in his general election
campaign, touting the endorsement
of former Mayor of Las Vegas Oscar Goodman.
As an extremely effective, popular, and tough-on-crime mayor,
Oscar Goodman served the citizens of Las Vegas for more than
a decade.
“It is truly an honor to have
the support of Oscar Goodman in
my campaign for Lieutenant Governor,” Stavros Anthony stated.

Retake the House
(Continued from Page 3)
tion of rape, incest and life of the
mother, has also said she wouldn’t
vote for a national ban. Peters, according to his campaign website,
supports legislation that would
criminalize performing an abortion
after 20 weeks.
‘So-called Covid relief’
Republicans nationwide feel
their best issue is inflation and
rising gas prices, and putting the
blame on Biden and Democrats.
“To reverse inflation, you stop
printing, borrowing and spending
money we don’t have and you stop
paying people to stay home and not
work,” Robertson said.
Inflation is a global phenomenon
and worse in several nations than in
the U.S., driven by multiple factors
including the aftermath of Covid-19
lockdowns as well as disruptions to
energy and food markets as a result
of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
Similar to other Republicans,
Robertson maintains inflation is a
result of the federal government
“injecting trillions of dollars into
our economy creating an artificially
high demand.”
He points specifically toward
the American Rescue Plan Act, a

$1.9 trillion relief package used to
address the aftermath Covid-related hardships as well as systemic
inequities that were exposed and
exacerbated by pandemic.
Nevada state and local governments received about $6.7 billion
through ARPA, and has used money
to begin addressing the affordable
housing crisis, children’s mental
health, and other priorities.
Economists disagree over ARPA’s impact on inflation. Treasury
Secretary Janet Yellen, a former
chair of the Federal Reserve Board,
contends the relief bill saved the
country from economic disaster.
Robertson disagrees.
“There were a lot of people who
did not need a safety net who got
so-called Covid relief,” he said
referring to the $1,400 economic
impact checks distributed to lowand moderate-income households
in 2021.
When asked about the relief
bill’s role in helping those most
hurt by Covid, he said “the state
and local people who shut down
their economies, they should have
been held accountable.”
“That’s where the high unemployment was,” he added. “That’s

(Continued from Page 1)
where the state is out of money” and
needed to raise taxes.
Talk about a red-herring. And
I hear these doomsday scenarios
(“What if there’s a giant earthquake
that levels the Strip?”) all the time
from candidates — in both parties
— who are afraid to take tax hikes
off the table the way Lombardo did.
But consider what’s really being
said here…
If the state was really ever “out
of money,” why would that be?
It’d be because businesses were
closing down and citizens had no
jobs and, therefore, had no money
to pay taxes.
And Sisolak-Ralston’s solution would be to RAISE taxes on
them?!!!
Talk about stuck on stupid.
Anyway, Lombardo’s response,
as Mona Lisa Vito would say,
was dead-on balls accurate (it’s
an industry term): “I say we look
inside first.”
Exactly.
It’s exactly what Sisolak should
have done after he closed some
95,000 Nevada businesses with his
draconian “Sisolak Shutdown” and
put a quarter-million Nevadans out
of work.
Instead of raising taxes on the
mining industry and other businesses, Sisolak should have first shut
down all non-essential government
jobs so both public and private
sector workers shared the pain and
government spending was reduced.
But he didn’t.
Government workers stayed
home and continued to get their
full salaries and benefits rather than
face the nightmare of applying for
unemployment at Sisolak’s dysfunctional DETR (Department of
Employment, Training and Rehabilitation) like us peasants.
Obviously recognizing that
Lombardo had gained the upper
hand and moral high ground on the
tax issue, Stuttering Jon pressed…

“You just said you’d never raise
taxes. If you become governor and,
and you raise taxes, would you be
willing to resign? That’s a serious
question. You just made a pledge
to the voters. If you raised taxes,
would you resign?”
Funny how he didn’t ask the
same “serious question” of Sisolak.
Nah, no bias there.
Regardless, Lombardo expertly
countered this Kobayashi Maru
“no win scenario” gotcha question
by channeling Capt. James T. Kirk
of the Starship Enterprise and responding: “In my opinion, there’s
always another way.”
Exactly.
It’s not like alternatives to tax
hikes aren’t there. What’s missing
is a willingness by politicians —
of both parties — to make tough
spending-cut decisions. Lombardo
is right. Sisolak-Ralston are wrong.
And speaking of wrong, let’s
wrap up by remembering the “accomplishments” of Steve Sisolak
over the last four years…
—He’s made the unemployment
system worse
—He’s made the DMV worse
—He’s made the public schools
worse
—He’s made the workers’ comp
system worse
—He’s made crime —He’s
made homelessness worse
—He’s made our election system worse
—He’s made the Vegas Golden
Knights worse!
—And he’s made inflation worse
by recklessly spending the “blue
state bailout” money in a way
that’d make the proverbial drunken
sailors blush
Steve Sisolak: Bad management.
Bad judgment. Bad for Nevada.
Vote Joe Lombardo for governor.
*****
Chuck Muth is president of Citizen Outreach, publisher of Nevada
News & Views and blogs at Muths
Truths.com.
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where the suffering was from. From
the governors who shut down their
states. They should have been responsible for fixing the problem,
not the rest of America.”
ARPA also expanded the child
tax credit, usually a payment for
middle and high-income families
received in one lump sum when
they filed their taxes. For the last six
months of 2021, families received
direct payments, which according
to multiple analyses, decreased
poverty, specifically child poverty
rates.
Robertson, who called the plan a
socialist program, also takes issues
with the expanded child tax credit
for not being targeted.
“It was broadly given to people
who never lost their job or never
lost their income,” he said. “To
some extent, it went to people who
did not need the help. Then it contributed to inflation.”
Data from the Centers on Budget and Policy Priorities shows the
most common use of the tax credit
benefits were helping families pay
for rent, groceries and utilities.
Republican U.S. Sen. Mitt Romney has proposed a version of the
child tax credit, but Robertson
said he wasn’t familiar with the
proposal.
Robertson said there need to be
incentives to get people back to
work and pointed to welfare reform
under Democratic President Bill
Clinton in the ’90s that “stopped
paying people not to go to work.”

“Oscar served the people of our
communities with strength and
determination. He was not only one
of the most effective elected officials
to serve Las Vegas and the State
of Nevada, he was and remains a
nationally recognized ambassador
and icon for the truly iconic City
of Las Vegas. Oscar was tough on
crime, supported our law enforcement, helped see the city grow to
new heights, and always fought
for our working men and women.”
The transcript of the ad is as
follows:
Hello Las Vegas, This is former
Mayor Oscar Goodman. Like you
I look for candidates who will get

the job done. For Lieutenant Governor there is nobody I trust more
than Stavros Anthony. For Nearly
30 years Stavros kept us safe as
a police captain with metro. As a
member of our city council Stavros got our businesses and schools
reopened and he worked to invest
in our public safety. I hope you
join with ME to vote for Stavros
Anthony as Lieutenant Governor.
Stavros Anthony is also endorsed by groups such as the Las
Vegas Chamber of Commerce, Veterans in Politics, Asian American
and Pacific Islander community,
and the Nevada State Fraternal
Order of Police.

While other factors, such as the
lack of affordable child care or
paid leave, have prevented people
from entering, returning or staying
in the workforce, Robertson said
he would vote against a federal
package that invests in child care
subsidies and paid family leave.
He added those issues should
be dealt with at the local and state
level first.
“I would be against a big Washington program that addresses these
issues,” Robertson said. “I think
those issues are first addressed by
individuals. Then their families
and their extended families. Then
their communities, which might
be churches or nonprofits. Then by
local government, counties and cities. Then by the state government.
The closer you get to the individual
the better the solutions are. Not by
bureaucrats in Washington D.C.”
‘Finish the wall’
In addition to inflation being
one of his top priorities, Robertson
said other issues he is focusing
on include crime rates and border
security.
His immigration platform includes ending “chain migration” or
immigration based on family ties,
prosecuting people who overstay
their visas and making it a priority
to “finish the wall.”
Becker and Peters also support
“completing the wall”
On his website, Robertson supports allowing DACA recipients to
“to remain in the United States as

long as they make progress toward
earning citizenship.”
Robertson wants to reduce government spending, which includes
abolishing the U.S. Department
of Education. Instead, he thinks
there should be a voucher system
“that parents can use to determine
which education option is best for
their children.”
Some Republicans have said if
they retake the House, they would
also attempt to repeal the Affordable Care Act.
Robertson said he would only
vote for a repeal if there is a replacement bill that focuses on expanding
health care savings accounts.
He also called a single-payer
system unconstitutional and wasteful, referencing talking points from
conservative commentator Ben
Shapiro.
“We talk about health care as
a basic human right but I suppose
eating and having food is a basic
human right as well,” Robertson
said. “If someone else was paying
your food bill and you were just
loading up your cart in the grocery
store and you went straight by the
cashier and you didn’t have to pay
for it, think about what you’d put in
your cart if you weren’t paying the
bill. That’s the situation we have in
health care right now.”
Peters said he would support repealing the ACA. Becker’s website
doesn’t mention the ACA but does
support focusing on expanding
health savings accounts.

Stavros ANTHONY
for Lieutenant Governor

As Lieutenant Governor, Stavros Anthony will
focus on economic development with an emphasis
on small business, public safety across the state
and safe communities, promoting and advancing
tourism, and oversight of the Nevada State Senate.
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Question 1 would put equal rights into Nevada Constitution
By Camalot Todd
Nevada Current
Nevadans will vote on codifying
equal rights in the state constitution
this November through Question 1,
which will guarantee that people
can not be discriminated against
based on “race, color, creed, sex,
sexual orientation, gender identity
or expression, age, disability, ancestry, or national origin.”
The constitutional amendment
originated as Senate Joint Resolution 8 during the 2019 session,
where it received bipartisan support, and was passed a second
time during the 2021 session. If
approved by voters in the general
election, it will become law.
While there are federal and
state laws protecting equal rights,
proponents say Question 1 will
ﬁll in existing gaps for more le-

Some of the thousands of female protestors, some holding placards,
during a march in support of Equal Rights Amendment No 27 to the
U.S. Constitution, on the 57th anniversary of women’s suffrage, in New
York City, New York, 26th August 1976.

gal protections, including against
unequal pay for women and pregnancy discrimination. Proponents
add the amendment will provide
Nevadan courts and lawmakers
clear guidance to protect against
discrimination.
The federal Equal Rights
Amendment, which centered
around gender equality, passed in
1972 and was sent to the states for
ratiﬁcation. Three-fourths of the
states, including Nevada, failed to
ratify by the 1982 deadline.
In 2017, the Nevada Legislature
ratiﬁed the federal ERA, and was
soon followed by enough states
who hadn’t already ratiﬁed it in
the 1970s to meet the three-fourths
requirement. But a federal judge
ruled that it was too late for the
amendment to be added to the U.S.
Constitution. The validity of the

more recent ratiﬁcations is still being argued through several appeals.
Opponents of Question 1 say
the amendment fails to protect the
“religious liberties of individuals
who hold traditional views on
marriage and gender and want to
live according to those values” and
could be used as legal justiﬁcation
for taxpayer-funded abortions in
the state.
Nevada law guarantees the right
to an abortion.
The ballot question defines
“creed” to include all religious
beliefs, and also adds protections
from religious discrimination.
Proponents of the amendment
say it does “not diminish the rights
of some people at the expense of
others but, instead, will advance
equality for all by ﬁlling the gaps
in existing protections.”

By April Corbin Girnus
Nevada Current
Nevadans this November will
have the opportunity to establish
a $12 per hour minimum wage for
almost all employees in the state.
Currently, Nevada has a twotiered minimum wage system:
The minimum wage allowed for
employees who are offered qualifying health insurance is $1 less
per hour than the minimum wage
rate allowed for employees who
are not offered qualifying health
insurance. Question 2, which will
appear on the upcoming general
election ballot, would amend the
Nevada Constitution and establish
a minimum hourly wage of $12,
regardless of what types of beneﬁts
the employer offers.

Federal lawmakers could also force Nevada’s minimum wage higher, if
they were to raise the federal minimum wage to more than $12 per hour.
If passed, the new minimum
Nevada’s minimum wage is alwage would become effective July ready scheduled to rise on that date
1, 2024.
to $12 per hour for employees who

are not offered health insurance by
their employers. That’s because the
Nevada State Legislature passed a
bill in 2019 to step up the minimum
wage by 75 cents annually until it
reached $12 per hour in 2024.
The minimum wage for employees who are offered health
insurance is currently scheduled to
rise to $11 per hour on July 1, 2024.
Proponents of Question 2 see
dismantling the two-tiered minimum wage system as the closing of
a loophole that has beneﬁted greedy
employers, which can offer subpar
health insurance in order to pay
workers the lower tier minimum
wage. They argue that many minimum wage workers are declining
such insurance because it is still
too costly, which means they are

left with no insurance (or insurance
provided elsewhere) but still stuck
earning at the lower minimum
wage rate.
What qualifies as acceptable
health insurance for employers is
set in administrative code, adding
another level of potential confusion
for both businesses and workers.
Question 2 removes that confusion
by removing entirely the component of employee beneﬁts.
The language of Question 2 also
makes it clear that state lawmakers
still have the power to set a minimum wage rate that is higher than
$12 per hour. They simply could
not go lower.
Federal lawmakers could also
force Nevada’s minimum wage
(See Question 2, Page 6)

(Continued from Page 1)
DASS.
Marchant, who served in the
legislature in 2018 and lost a bid
for the 4th Congressional District
in 2020, will face off against Democrat Cisco Aguilar.
Aguilar has called Marchant an
extremist and has also warned the
impact of the race, for an ofﬁce
which traditionally has ﬂown under
the radar, could have dire consequences for 2024.
Marchant didn’t respond to requests for comment.
Rogers said that since 2020 there
has been a seismic shift in the United States that has led to a vast number of conspiracy theories about
elections, most of them pushed
or embraced by former President
Donald Trump who falsely claims
he won the presidential election.
As a result, she said the “narrative around this formerly sleepy
administrative role really became
pushed into the spotlight.”
Marchant was one of ten Republican candidates — not the only
election denier — in the Nevada
primary and won with 38 percent
of the vote.
The initial $11 million buy in
three states includes a Nevada-speciﬁc ad that focuses on Marchant’s
position on ending early voting.
While speaking on a podcast
called “Pick Your Politics” in
July, Marchant said he believed in
making Election Day a single day
adding that “even though it is very
convenient and I like it myself, the
early voting, a lot of things happen
in those two weeks.”
“I would like to get rid of the
early voting,” Marchant told “Pick
Your Politics.”
“That’s going to take some
changes in our law. This is not a
quick ﬁx process here. It’s going
to take getting legislators in there.
Once we have a fair and transparent
election, I believe we’re going to
have the legislators in ofﬁce that
will pass the right kind of laws
and ﬁx the bad laws there now,”
Marchant added.

Marchant has voted early multiple times and has also promoted
early voting on various social media
platforms.
During a Republican primary for
a state Assembly seat that Marchant
ended up winning in 2016, he went
on social media and advised voters
that “Early voting makes it easier
for you to ﬁnd a time to go vote,
and makes ballot counting more
efﬁcient.”
More recently, Marchant took
to social media during this year’s
primary to say “Early voting starts
TODAY! Make your choice for
Secretary of State in 2022 Jim
Marchant!” Marchant also linked
to the secretary of state’s website
that listed early voting locations.
Rogers said there will likely be
at least one more ad from SAFE the
during the cycle. She added while
the group wants to warn voters of
Marchant’s views, they are being
careful “not to repeat his lies.”
Following the 2020 election,
Secretary of State Barbara Cegavske, a Republican, reviewed
allegations of election integrity
issues and found no evidence of
widespread voter fraud.
That hasn’t stop Marchant from
promoting conspiracy theories.
Though former President Donald Trump lost in Nevada in 2020,
Marchant stood next to Nevada’s
fake electors in December 2020
when they signed the phony electoral college certiﬁcates that were sent
to Congress, an action that would
later be revealed as part of the plan
hatched by Trump’s legal advisors
to stop Joe Biden’s certiﬁcation as
president on January 6, 2021.
Marchant sued Cegavske along
with Clark County Registrar of Voters Joe Gloria trying to overturn his
5-point loss in 2020 to Democratic
U.S. Rep. Steven Horsford. The
case was thrown out.
While running for secretary
of state in 2022, Marchant has
pushed counties to move toward
hand-counting paper ballots,
pledged to end mail-in ballots and
said he wanted to end early voting.

extremism stops.”
“I think it’s really important that
folks know that people who are
trying to strip us of our freedom
to vote have similar positions on
other freedoms that we hold dear
and that frankly I think it’s really
hard to separate the two,” she said.
Kristopher Dahir, a Republican
who ran against Marchant in the
primary, endorsed Aguilar in a
recent op-ed in the Reno Gazette
Journal.

While he didn’t outright use
Marchant’s name, he wrote that
“Those who would tear down our
electoral process with mistruth and
confusion must not be given this
position.”
“(Aguilar) believes in the results
of the 2020 election and trusts our
election workers to be honest and
accurate,” he wrote. “He stands in
opposition to conspiracy theorists
who make false claims that the election in Nevada was mishandled.”

What Nevada’s Question 2 means for the state’s minimum wage

Anti-Marchant Ads

The ﬁrst ad turns its attention
to Marchant’s anti-abortion views,
though the ofﬁce doesn’t play a role
in abortion access. Polls and voter
turnout have shown access to abortion remains a top priority for voters
following the Supreme Court of the
United States overturning a nearly
50 year precedent that protected the
constitutional right to an abortion.
Rogers said it was important to
show voters Marchant “is extreme
on voting but that’s not where his
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Las Vegas lands second in top ten fastest
cooling housing markets, Redfin study says
By Jeniffer Solis
Nevada Current
The housing market in Las Vegas is cooling faster than nearly every other market
in the country amid rising mortgage rates,
inflation, and broad economic uncertainty,
according to a new report.
According to an analysis by real estate
broker Redfin, the housing market in Las
Vegas is slowing faster than any other U.S.
metropolitan area, second only to Seattle.
Home prices in Las Vegas were down 3
percent in August from the month before, and
about 26 percent fewer homes were sold than
the same two week period last year.
“These are all places where homebuyers
are feeling the sting of rising home prices,
higher mortgage rates and inflation very
sharply. They’re slowing down partly because so many people have been priced out
and partly because last year’s record-low
rates made them unsustainably hot,” said
Redfin Chief Economist Daryl Fairweather,
in a statement. “The good news is that the
slowdown is dampening competition and

Prices are “slowing down partly because so many people have been priced out
and partly because last year’s record-low rates made them unsustainably hot.”
giving those who can still afford to buy more in the quick cooldown in home buying hot
negotiating power.”
spots for relocating remote workers like Las
Rising mortgage rates are a major factor Vegas, say brokers.

An influx of transplants during the pandemic caused home prices to rise rapidly in
Las Vegas where the average cost of a home
was $416,000 in August 2022, up nearly 35
percent from $310,000 in August 2020.
“The housing market has changed very
quickly in buyers’ favor,” said Las Vegas
Redfin agent Tzahi Arbeli, in a statement.
“Not only have prices fallen in recent months,
but sellers see the market cooling and they’re
more open to negotiating prices, giving concessions and paying closing costs.
The top ten markets cooling fastest were
almost all West Coast markets, according to
Redfin.
Las Vegas was followed by the housing
markets in San Jose, CA, San Diego, Sacramento, CA, Denver, Phoenix, Oakland, CA,
North Port, FL and Tacoma, WA.
The Redfin analysis examined changes
in numerous housing metrics from February
2022 to August 2022, including prices, price
drops, supply, pending sales, sale-to-list ratio
and speed of home sales, to determine which
markets were cooling the quickest.

Nevada joins Washington, Oregon in ArrayRx
discount prescription drug card program
By Katelynn Richardson
The Center Square
Nevadans will now have access
to a digital discount card for prescription drugs, Governor Steve
Sisolak announced this morning.
The ArrayRx card is free to all
Nevadans, both insured and uninsured. According to the governor’s
office, it could reduce medication
prices by up to 20 percent on brand
name drugs and 80 percent for generic brands.
All U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved prescriptions are eligible for discounts and

most pharmacies accept the card.
Participating pharmacies can be
found on the ArrayRx website.
“Prescription drugs can get too
expensive — and this program will
keep more money in Nevadans’
pockets,” Sisolak wrote on Twitter.
”Taking care of yourself and prioritizing your health shouldn’t leave
you bankrupt — and I will never
stop in my mission to bring more
affordable health care solutions to
Nevadans.”
A recent survey found 65 percent
of Nevadans worry about affording
health care costs. One in three “ex-

perienced hardships” like not being
able to fill a prescription.
Sisolak announced Nevada
would join ArrayRx with Oregon
and Washington in February as
part of a broader effort to reduce
medication costs and promote
transparency.
The program was launched in
2006 as the Northwest Prescription Drug Consortium to “allow
state agencies, local governments,
businesses, labor organizations, and
uninsured individuals to pool their
purchasing power to get bigger
discounts on prescription drugs.”

not restrict patients from receiving
information about themselves. It
does not prohibit patients from
voluntarily sharing their health
information however they choose,
nor does it require confidentiality
where a patient discloses medical
information to family members,
friends, or other individuals not a
part of a covered entity.
The act consists of five titles. Title I of HIPAA protects health insurance coverage for workers and their
families when they change or lose
their jobs. Title II of HIPAA, known

as the Administrative Simplification (AS) provisions, requires the
establishment of national standards
for electronic health care transactions and national identifiers for
providers, health insurance plans,
and employers. Title III sets guidelines for pre-tax medical spending
accounts, Title IV sets guidelines
for group health plans, and Title
V governs company-owned life
insurance policies.
Go to this video before you
VOTE! https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IqJDzMDKCuk

Should the mental health of a judicial candidate
be a major concern for a District Court Judge?

By Steve Sanson
Veterans in Politics International
Veterans in Politics International held a judicial endorsement
interview for Clark County District
Court Judge Department 9. The
candidates who participated were
Judge Maria Gall and James Dean
Leavitt. The panel members were
James Jonas, Stephanie L. Phillips,
and Vem Miller.
Panel member Stephanie L.
Phillips explains to the candidates
how they research the candidates
before interviews and find information sometimes worthy of questioning. Phillips asks Mr. Leavitt about
a report she saw online regarding
an alleged attempted suicide back
in 2018 and whether or not it was
true. Mr. Leavitt responded it was
“shocking” that someone would
even ask him about a personal
matter of mental health. Leavitt
says he was not under the influence
of alcohol or drugs when the gun
‘accidentally was discharged.’ Mr.
Leavitt went on to say he was very

Question 2

(Continued from Page 5)
even higher, if they were to raise
the federal minimum wage to more
than $12 per hour. However, the
existing federal minimum wage
of $7.25 per hour has not changed
since 2009.
Nevada’s current minimum
wage rates are $9.50 and $10.50
per hour. Those rates are set to rise
to $10.25 and $11.25 per hour on
July 1, 2023.
Question 2 also removes existing language in the Nevada Constitution that establishes a method
for automatically adjusting the state
minimum wage based on federal
minimum wage increases (that fall
short of $12), and cost of living
increases. Those provisions were
added into the state constitution by
voters in 2006’s Minimum Wage
Amendment but in practice have
not led to continual increases to
workers’ wallets.
Nevada’s minimum wage rates
remained flat at $7.25 and $8.25
from 2010 to 2019. They were
raised in 2019 only because of
legislative action by the Democratic-controlled statehouse and
governorship.
In 2019, Democratic lawmakers
briefly floated proposals to swiftly
hike the minimum wage to $15 per
hour — a number favored by wage
advocates nationally. That proposal
was adjusted down, and the plan to
implement it spread out over sev-

JAMES DEAN LEAVITT
depressed and in a state of despair
at the time after having lost four
family members to suicide. Leavitt
explained how he caused a lot of
pain to a lot of people during that
time in his life, but he’s “back” now
and he’s better.
Leavitt seemed extremely agitated with the question and claims
somehow this personal medical
information of mental health falls
under the Health Insurance Prob-

ability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA); however, HIPAA applies
to Doctors not revealing medical
information about their patients.
The Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA or the Kennedy-Kassebaum Act) is a United States Act
of Congress enacted by the 104th
United States Congress and signed
into law by President Bill Clinton
on August 21, 1996. It modernized
the flow of healthcare information,
stipulates how personally identifiable information maintained by the
healthcare and healthcare insurance
industries should be protected from
fraud and theft, and addressed some
limitations on healthcare insurance
coverage.
It generally prohibits healthcare
providers and healthcare businesses, called covered entities, from
disclosing protected information
to anyone other than a patient and
the patient’s authorized representatives without their consent.
With limited exceptions, it does

eral years, in order to make it more
“palatable“ to the business community, which typically argues that the
market should dictate wages.
Twelve dollars per hour is equivalent to $24,960 annually, if a person works 40 hours per week for
52 weeks. Eleven dollars per hour
is equivalent to $22,880 annually.
Earlier this year, in July, Democratic Gov. Steve Sisolak remarked
to reporters that “minimum wage
kind of took care of itself“ — referring to businesses that have
raised their starting wages in order
to attract employees amid a labor

shortage.
Nevada voters in 2004 and 2006
overwhelmingly passed the Minimum Wage Amendment, with 68.4
percent and 68.7 percent approval,
respectively. That constitutional
amendment qualified for those ballots through the initiative process,
which requires approval by voters
twice.
This year’s Question 2, because
it began as a resolution (AJR10)
passed by the legislature in two sequential sessions (2019 and 2021),
only needs to pass once before
becoming law.
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Food bank gets 600 lbs. of tomatoes from Nevada
farm — more is to come thanks to food program
By Jeniffer Solis
Nevada Current
Last week, Nevada farmer Rodney Mehring delivered 600 pounds of locally grown
tomatoes to Three Square Food Bank in
Las Vegas, the only food bank in Southern
Nevada.
The small family-owned farm in Lincoln
County — Blue Lizard Farm — was able to
provide produce to food insecure families in
Las Vegas thanks to a bill passed last year
that uses state funds to buy food grown and
produced in Nevada for distribution to local
food banks.
The Home Feeds Nevada program gives
food banks the ability to order and distribute
locally grown produce — all paid in full. The
delivery of tomatoes marked the first food
order completed through the Home Feeds
Nevada program.
“The Home Feeds Nevada program is
giving my farm some much needed stability,
and at the same time, feeding Nevadans in
need with highly nutritious produce,” said
Mehring of Blue Lizard Farms in a statement.
“We are honored to be a part of the Home
Feed Nevada program. I started farming so I
could provide nutritious food to my children,
and now that they are grown my farm can

Nevada received $2 million in funding for the program from the American Rescue Plan
Act to buy the Nevada-grown, produced and processed foods and distribute them through
Three Square Food Bank and the Food Bank of Northern Nevada.
provide produce to other families in Nevada.” University of Missouri estimated that farm inLike many other states, small-scale come fell by $21.9 billion in 2021 compared
farmers in Nevada faced a huge loss of sales to their forecast prior to COVID-19.
during the pandemic. A study by the Food and
The farm grows a variety of vegetables in
Agricultural Policy Research Institute at the Caliente, Nevada during the growing season

from March to November, selling much of
their produce at local farmers markets.
The Nevada Department of Agriculture,
which runs the program, says the initiative
will feed communities in need, while also
bolstering local agriculture and rural economies.
“Ensuring every Nevadan has food on
their plate is something the NDA works
towards every day,” said Jennifer Ott, the
director of NDA “This first delivery through
the Home Feeds Nevada program marks a
huge success for us in the fight for food security and the support we’re able to offer our
food and agriculture industries in the state.”
Nevada received $2 million in funding for
the program from the American Rescue Plan
Act to buy the Nevada-grown, produced and
processed foods and distribute them through
Three Square Food Bank and the Food Bank
of Northern Nevada.
The department is now accepting applications from local farmers, ranchers, food
producers and processors interested in selling food to fight food insecurity and from
storage and transportation providers to help
aggregate and transport food. Application
forms for the program are available on the
NDA website.

Dolphins born at Mirage survive a fraction of expected lifespan
Falling out of public favor, captive animal attractions have the look of an idea that’s time has passed

By Dana Gentry
Nevada Current
Of the fifteen dolphins born at
the Mirage on the Las Vegas Strip
since 1991, 11 are dead, having
lived an average of just under eight
years, well below the 30-year life
expectancy of bottlenose dolphins.
The dolphin exhibit closed this
week after the third death in less
than six months. Maverick, 19, and
K2, 11, died in September. Bella,
13, died in April. All three were
born at the Mirage.
“Given the Mirage has only
been open for 30 years, most of
the dolphins should still be alive.
Certainly the ones who were born
there should still be alive,” says
Naomi Rose, a marine mammal
scientist for the Animal Welfare
Institute in Washington, D.C. “If
you’re protecting them from predators and food shortages, and all the
things that threaten them out in the
wild, they should live longer than
they do in the wild.”
MGM Resorts International
did not respond to requests for an
interview.
In the dolphin attraction’s three
decades,16 of its 23 dolphins (70
percent) have died, according to
Ceta-Base, a non-profit that tracks
data at marine mammal attractions.
Duchess, who was captured in
the wild in 1981, is the Mirage’s
longest living dolphin, followed
by Huf-n-Puf, who was born at
the Mirage in 2000. The other five
surviving dolphins are five yearsold and under.
“There are all sorts of statistical
reasons why you have to be careful with the inferences you draw,”
cautions Rose. “But with a species
that can live to be 65, I could make
a good argument that they should
all still be alive.”
Rose says there are several dozen captive dolphin facilities in the
U.S., all accredited.
“But there should be no facilities
in the desert. That’s just stupid,” she
says. “As a professional biologist,
it’s offensive to me that the industry
thinks it’s appropriate for these animals to be out in the desert.”
The Blackfish Effect
Cetacean attractions and captive
breeding programs such as the one
at the Mirage have long fallen out
of favor with the public.
“The ‘Blackfish effect’ really
changed the entire public mindset
on orcas, but it spilled over a bit
into dolphins,” Rose says of the
documentary revealing the trauma
suffered by whales in captivity.
Mexico City has banned dolphin
attractions. Brazil, Canada, India,
and the United Kingdom have
banned captive dolphin and whale
attractions. But the practice remains
permissible in the U.S.
A 2018 study published by the
National Library of Medicine found
60.9 percent of respondents were
not likely to visit a marine mammal
park with captive whales. However,
60.3 percent said they were likely
to visit a ‘swim with the dolphins’
attraction, such as the one at the Mirage. Americans were more likely
to visit such an attraction than other
nationalities surveyed.
Some travel companies have
abandoned affiliations with ma-

“This would be a great time for
the Board to drop a fine on them,”
says former gaming executive and
one-time California Gambling
Control Commissioner Richard
Schuetz.
“The publicity alone would let
them know clearly that this type of
behavior is wholly inappropriate
and needs to be addressed, assuming that three dolphins dying
in seemingly close proximity is
indicative of a problem,” he added.
The Gaming Control Board had
no comment on potential action
against MGM Resorts International
regarding the dolphin exhibit.
Steve Wynn to the rescue?
Las Vegas has former hotelier
Steve Wynn to thank or blame for
the Mirage dolphins, depending on
your point of view.
“Steve Wynn probably didn’t
know the suffering involved for the
dolphins in captivity,” says longtime animal activist Linda Faso.
“But with Free Willy and Blackfish
viewed by millions, people have a
better understanding of why they
belong in the ocean and not in a
(See Mirage Dolphins, Page 8)

Bella and a calf in 2019. Bella died in April of this year.
rine mammal attractions. In 2019, commenting on future plans at this Rose said. “Unless you’re publicly
Richard Branson announced Virgin time,” Gina Massiel Cadahia, vice beheading tigers, I can’t imagine
Holidays was ending “the sales and president of Brand Reputation, that you could bring Nevada’s gampromotion of tourism attractions said in a statement. The GCB has ing industry into disrepute.”
Nevada gaming regulation does
that involve captive cetaceans, such no such restriction on applicant
comments.
require licensees to conduct suitas whales and dolphins.”
“I found Hard Rock’s answer able operations. What the traveling
Rose says the attraction has
given the Mirage, and by extension, a little silly. I doubt they (gaming public found suitable in 1990 is not
regulators) care about animals,” necessarily the same today.
Las Vegas, a bad name.
“There are people who won’t go
to the Mirage because it’s got dolphins, lions, and tigers, and that’s
unacceptable,” she says. “The zeitgeist really has shifted. There are
certain animals — elephants, tigers,
whales, dolphins — the American
public is not comfortable with for
entertainment. It’s why SeaWorld
made the decision they did.”
Sea World announced in 2016
that it was ending its captive breeding program for whales, given
public criticism of their treatment.
Animal activists are calling for an
CENEGENICS MEDICAL INSTITUTE
end to the park’s dolphin shows,
as well.
The Las Vegas Convention and
Visitors Authority did not respond
7040 Laredo St, Suite C
to questions about the dolphin
Las Vegas, Nevada 89117
deaths potentially damaging the
city’s reputation.
Oﬃce : 702 . 873 . 1718
Advertising guru Billy Vassili* Commercial
adis, whose R&R Partners creates
* Tenant
the LVCVA’s marketing campaigns,
also did not respond to requests for
Improvements
an interview.
* Office
The Mirage has stressed the
* Use Permits
importance of its dolphin habitat in
* Restaurant
research to benefit the propagation
of wild populations.
* Medical
“There is no evidence of a de* ADA Compliance
cline in the number of wild bottlenose dolphins that would justify the
keeping and breeding of dolphins
in captivity to help replenish wild
Small Studio Associates, LLC.
populations,” says the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, the largest animal welfare
charity in the United Kingdom. “To
justify the keeping of a highly intelligent animal with complex social
structures and who naturally travels
long distances for conservation
purposes, the species would need
to be severely threatened.”
‘Will they stay or
will they go, now?’
The Hard Rock, which is in the
process of purchasing the Mirage,
has refused to say what is to become
of the dolphins or the big cats in the
Secret Garden, remnants of Siegfried and Roy’s reign on the Strip.
“We continue to respect the
Nevada Gaming Control Board
regulatory process and are not

Ken Small AIA, CSI, LEED
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Key ballot measures to watch for in November

By Max Greenwood
The Hill
Voters in several states are set to make
decisions in November on some of the biggest
policy questions facing the country.
At stake is everything from the way certain states conduct elections to the future of
reproductive rights — an issue that has taken
on heightened importance in the months since
the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade,
the landmark abortion rights case.
Here are five issues that voters will weigh
in on through ballot measures when they head
to the polls in November.
Election reform
Nevada could move a step closer to joining Maine and Alaska on the list of states
that use ranked-choice voting if residents
approve a ballot measure, known as Question
3, this fall.
The ballot measure also asks voters whether they want to implement an open primary
system, in which all candidates would appear
on the same primary ballot. The top-five
vote-getters would then advance to the general election.
In order for the proposal to go into effect,
however, voters will have to approve it both
this year and again in 2024.
Another ballot question in Connecticut
asks voters whether the state should allow
no-excuse early voting. The Nutmeg State
is currently one of five states without some
form of early voting.
Nebraska voters, meanwhile, will consider
whether to add a voter ID requirement to the
state constitution, while Arizona voters will
be asked about several proposed changes to
the voter ID and mail-in ballot policies.
One of those changes would require voters
to include their date of birth and voter ID
number for mail-in ballots. Another would require people voting in person to show a photo
ID, doing away with a policy that allows
voters to show two other forms of non-photo
identification instead of a photo ID.
Abortion rights
After Kansas voters soundly rejected a
proposed amendment in August that would
have stripped abortion protections from the
state constitution, voters in four states are set
to decide questions of reproductive rights in
November.

Nevada Question 3 — “Shall the Nevada Constution be amended to allow all Nevada
voters the right to participate in open primary elections to choose candidates for the general
election inwhich all voters may then rank the remaining candidates be preference for the
offices of U.S. Sentors, U.S. Represenatives, Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary
of Statee, State Treasurer, State Controller, Attorney General, and State Legislators.”
In California and Vermont — two deep- November on whether to legalize recreational
blue states that already have already have marijuana for residents 21 or older.
liberal abortion laws — voters are weighing
Among those states are Arkansas, Missouproposed constitutional amendments that ri, North Dakota and South Dakota. While the
would enshrine reproductive rights into their details of the ballot questions differ in each
state constitutions.
state, the measures could mark a sweeping
The California proposal would add “re- expansion of marijuana in deep-red territory.
productive freedom” — including the right
At the same time, Maryland state lawto have an abortion and to “choose or refuse makers voted to throw the issue of marijuana
contraceptives” — to the state constitution, legalization to voters.
while the Vermont measure would enshrine
Advocates had hoped to put a similar
“personal reproductive autonomy” into state question on the ballot in Oklahoma, but the
law.
state Supreme Court rejected that effort last
In Michigan, voters will also decide week, saying that voters would have to wait
whether to enshrine the right to have an until either the next general election or a
abortion into the state constitution. The state special election to decide the matter.
Supreme Court earlier this month ordered
Meanwhile, voters in Colorado, where
the proposal to be added to the ballot after marijuana is already legal, will decide
the state elections board deadlocked over whether to define certain psychedelic plants
whether to allow the initiative.
and fungi as natural medicine — a move that
Meanwhile, Kentucky voters will answer would pave the way for adults over the age of
a similar question to the one posed in Kan- 21 to grow, possess, use and transport certain
sas earlier this year: whether to amend the psychedelics.
state constitution to make clear there are no
Climate change
protections for abortion rights in the Comand the environment
monwealth.
Faced by worsening climate change-relatLikewise, in Montana, voters will decide ed disasters such as droughts and wildfires,
on a ballot measure providing personhood California voters will decide in November
protections to infants born alive after attempt- whether to increase taxes on personal income
ed abortions.
above $2 million a year to fund wildfire
Marijuana policy
prevention programs and infrastructure for
At least five states will give voters a say in zero-emission vehicles, like electric vehicle

charging stations.
The tax hike would be relatively small
— only about 1.75 percent. But the state
legislative analyst’s office estimates that
the increase alone would bring in between
$3.5 billion and $5 billion annually, and that
amount would grow over time.
On the other coast, in New York, voters
are being asked to allow the state to borrow
$4.2 billion through the issuance of bonds
to fund certain environmental projects and
policy efforts.
The largest tranche of that money — $1.5
billion — would go to climate change mitigation efforts, including land conservation and
renewable energy projects, while hundreds
of millions of dollars would go toward things
like improving stormwater systems and zero-emission school buses.
Slavery
While the 13th Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution abolished slavery and involuntary servitude when it was ratified 1865,
it carved out an exception that allows the
practice as a punishment for a crime.
Even now, nearly 160 years later, 20 state
constitutions include language allowing it
as a punishment for a crime or repayment of
debt. In November, voters in five states —
Alabama, Louisiana, Oregon, Tennessee and
Vermont — will decide whether to do away
with the practice.
While most of the ballot questions simply
seek to declare that slavery and involuntary
servitude in any form are not permitted, other
measures go further. In Alabama, the proposal
would remove “all racist language” from the
state constitution.
If approved, the ballot measures could
have major impacts for criminal justice reform. Incarcerated individuals could receive
higher wages for prison work — or prison
labor could be done away with entirely.
It wouldn’t be the first time that voters
moved to repeal language allowing slavery
and involuntary servitude from their state
constitutions. In 2018, similar measures
passed in Colorado, Utah and Nebraska.
And 2022 won’t likely be the last time
such questions are put on ballots. Voters in
several other states, including Florida and
Texas, could consider similar measures in
future elections.

Senate battle may come down to final four:
Nevada, Georgia, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin

By Al Weaver
The Hill
The battle for control of the
Senate increasingly is coming
down to four key states: Nevada
and Georgia, where two Democrats are seeking to hold on; and
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, where
Republicans are trying to hold on to
one open seat and save a vulnerable
incumbent.
The four states are not the only
competitive contests, but they are
seen as the focal points for both
parties and the races mostly likely
to see a shift in power.
Incumbent Democrats are pulling away in Colorado, New Hampshire and even Arizona, which at the
beginning of the cycle was seen as
a potential gain for the GOP.
Republicans, for their part, are
confident they’ll win in Ohio and
North Carolina.
That would leave each party
with 48 seats, and would mean the
race for the Senate majority would
come down to a final four.
“It’s up for grabs at this point,”
Sen. Dick Durbin (Ill.), the No. 2
Democrat, told The Hill. “Every
race we’re in the margin of error,
which means the next six weeks
can easily decide it.”
Republicans think they have
a decent chance of winning the
Senate majority despite a difficult
map in which they are defending
more seats.
“Republicans go 3 and 1, and
that’s the ballgame,” said one GOP
operative involved in midterm
races.
In Nevada, Sen. Catherine Cortez Masto (D-Nev.) launched her
latest offensive against former state
Attorney General Adam Laxalt
(R) on Thursday, accusing him of
pushing the “big lie” about election

fraud and the 2020 election.
Adding to her lines of attack,
Laxalt told NBC News last week
that the FBI has become “far too
political.” The remark came after
an event where he criticized Cortez
Masto for not sufficiently backing
law enforcement during the 2020 riots following George Floyd’s death.
In Georgia, Sen. Raphael Warnock (D-Ga.) has struggled to pull
away from GOP nominee Herschel
Walker. According to two recent
polls however, the incumbent Democrat has hit the 50 percent threshold that has outsized importance
in the swing state. If no candidate
reaches that figure on Nov. 8, the
top two vote-getters, presumably
Warnock and Walker, will face off
in a runoff on Dec. 6.
“Anybody who tells you they
know what’s going to happen in
Georgia and Nevada is lying,” one
Democratic operative involved in
midterm contests told The Hill.
In Pennsylvania, Lt. Gov. John
Fetterman (D) has generally held
a significant lead in polls over
Republican Mehmet Oz, even as
Fetterman recovered from a stroke
suffered shortly before his primary
win.
However, the script has flipped
in recent weeks as Oz and GOP

outside groups have consistently
targeted the former Braddock, Pa.,
mayor as soft on crime, a message
that has helped move Republican
voters into Oz’s column.
“The average voter wants to go
to the grocery store and not pay
more for their goods, and they
want to walk down the street and
feel safe,” the GOP operative said.
“That’s it. It’s not any more complex than that. In Washington, D.C.,
we’re experts at making things
more complicated than they are.”
According to a recent Fox News
poll, Fetterman leads with 48 per-

cent to 44 percent for Oz, but the
wind is clearly blowing in Oz’s
direction.
The 4-point margin is down
from 11 points in Fox News’s previous poll in July. The more recent
survey also shows that 83 percent
of Republicans are backing Oz
compared to 73 percent of those
polled in July.
Democrats, however, maintain
they are pleased with how things
are shaping up.
“It’s tightening up as it was
preordained to do. It’s going to take
everything we have to win, but it’s
absolutely positively doable,” said
T.J. Rooney, a Pennsylvania-based
Democratic strategist who previously served as chairman of the
Pennsylvania Democratic Party.
“We’re going to have to scratch
and claw for every vote. … [Fetterman’s] getting the kitchen sink
thrown at him.”
A poll released last week by
Emerson College and The Hill also
shows a 2-point Fetterman lead,
putting the race within the margin
of error.

Despite the tightening polls, the
Cook Political Report still lists the
race as “lean Democratic.”
Cook lists the Nevada and Georgia races as “toss-ups” along with
the Wisconsin race, where Sen. Ron
Johnson (R) is in a tight fight with
Lt. Gov. Mandela Barnes (D).
Unlike the other three races,
though, Johnson finally seems to
have broken through polling wise
in recent weeks after a wave of
massive spending rolled through
the Badger State.
According to AdImpact, an ad
tracking firm, Republicans spent
the second most in Wisconsin from
Sept. 5-26, trailing only Georgia.
The incumbent Republican’s
standing is a far cry from six years
ago when much of the political
world expected him to lose a rematch to former Sen. Russ Feingold (D-Wis.) to the point that the
Senate Leadership Fund, which is
backed by Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), didn’t
spend on the race. That victory for
Johnson has stuck in the mind of
Democrats ever since.

dolphins, she says, or partner with
the National Aquarium.
“Or they could simply send them

to another facility that isn’t in the
desert. That’s my least favorite
option, but it’s an option.”

Mirage Dolphins
(Continued from Page 7)
pool filled with chemicals.”
Faso says the plight of the dolphins presents an opportunity for
Wynn to “get some good press for
a change” by arranging for a safe
haven for the dolphins. “How wonderful it would be if he would offer
to pay for transport of the dolphins
to a sea pen.”
Rose says the National Aquarium is “very close to at least identifying” a safe site for a coastal
dolphin sanctuary, but the effort is
years away from fruition.
The Mirage or Hard Rock could
provide their own sanctuary for the
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What happens if Lake Powell runs out of water?
By Zack Budryk
The Hill
If Lake Powell recedes much
further, one of the nation’s largest
reservoirs could be at risk of no
longer generating hydropower for
the region.
The lake was just under 24
percent full as of last week, and
had lost 16 feet in the last year.
Its depth level currently stands at
around 3,530 feet.
How much power
does the lake generate?
Northern Arizona’s Glen Canyon Dam, which creates the lake,
has a full capacity of 1,320 megawatts, according to the U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation. However, the
receding water levels have already
greatly reduced the reservoir’s
generating capacity, to about 800
megawatts — about 60 percent.
How many people
rely on it?
Lake Powell generates power for
about 5.8 million households and
businesses in Arizona, Colorado,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah and Wyoming.
In addition to the power the
lake generates directly, it is a major
source of grid resilience when full,
serving as a quick backup source
in cases where solar or wind power
can’t meet demand.
The loss of generation from the
lake would deprive the grid of about
a quarter million households’ worth
of power.
On top of the hydropower the
lake generates, it’s the source of
drinking water for the 7,500 resi-

Bathtub rings show how low Lake Powell levels have declines June 8, 2022, in Page, Ariz. As America’s
large reservoirs on the Colorado River drop to record-low levels, fish are among those suffering the impact.
dents of Page, Az., and the 1,443 out,” said Mankin, who co-wrote some stopgap measures to avert
members of the LeChee chapter of the National Oceanic and Atmo- the lake getting down to the pivotal
the Navajo Nation.
spheric Administration’s Drought 3,490-foot mark.
If allocations from the Colo- Task Force’s annual report in 2021.
Earlier this year, the Bureau
rado River dip below the levels
What’s the point
of Reclamation released about
necessary for some customers to
of no return?
500,000 acre-feet from Flaming
receive hydropower, “the real ques“It’s important to differentiate Gorge Reservoir in Utah and Wyotion [becomes] what can our grid between Lake Powell running dry ming to Lake Powell, increasing its
accommodate from a hydropower versus Lake Powell dropping be- elevation about 16 feet. However,
perspective in terms of compen- low elevation 3,490 [feet],” Taylor experts have warned such measures
sating production losses from Glen Hawes, Colorado River program cannot be a long-term solution.
Canyon?” said Justin Mankin, an director at the Nature Conservancy,
In addition, Mankin said, interassistant professor of geography at told The Hill in an interview.
ventions like the Flaming Gorge
Hawes noted that the lake has release treat the western U.S.’s
Dartmouth College.
“In the abstract, people seem never reached that point before, cre- 20-year drought as a localized pheto think that hydropower can be ating substantial uncertainty about nomenon rather than a regional one.
compensated from other sources, what would happen. “We know that
“The idea that these smaller
[but] in practical terms, no one we’ll lose hydropower, and they upstream reservoirs can continue to
really seems to have that figured won’t be able to make hydropower compensate Powell’s losses, that’s
below 3,490,” she said.
not the case,” he said. “Powell is not
Complicating matters are the drying out in a vacuum.”
ongoing talks on allocation between
If the lake’s levels drop below
the seven states on the Colorado 3,490, Hawes added, the Bureau
River, the source of the lake’s of Reclamation will have to run
waters.
water through a series of river
The river basin is governed by outlet tubes, the lowest delivery
a centuries-old agreement that allo- mechanism in the lake, for the first
cates more water than flows through time since the 1980s, and bureau
the river, and the federal Bureau of officials “don’t actually know if
Reclamation has called on states to they can handle that much water,”
reduce water use by 2 million to 4 she said.
million acre-feet.
If the outlet tubes can’t meet the
What happens if we
reservoir’s needs, she said, the flow
pass that point, and
of water in the Grand Canyon itself
what can be done?
could be reduced to a trickle.
Officials have already taken
The Glen Canyon Institute has
Glen Canyon Dam, Colorado River, Arizona.

advocated for draining Lake Powell, both to replenish Lake Mead
and to restore Glen Canyon, which
was flooded to create Lake Powell.
Institute Executive Director Eric
Balken said taking such a step
would better position stakeholders
to address the drought on their own
terms rather than simply running
out.
If the water level continues falling on its own, “below minimum
power pool, the dam is physically
incapable of releasing a lot of water.
And so this creates a lot of potential
problems downstream in the Grand
Canyon, it creates management
problems for the reservoir itself in
Glen Canyon, and most importantly, it jeopardizes the upper [Colorado River] basin’s ability to meet its
delivery obligation downstream,”
Balken said.
“If it’s done intentionally, the
drawbacks of losing the reservoir
could be minimized and the benefits
could be maximized,” Balken told
The Hill. “If decision makers do
nothing and take no action and just
let the reservoir crash without structurally modifying the dam, there
will be a lot of really big problems.”
Ultimately, experts said the future of the lake must be addressed
in a way that creates the certainty
it was intended to provide.
Lake Powell “is supposed to
buffer water supply during times of
drought [and] it is not performing
that function now. It is not creating
certainty in the water market,”
Mankin said.
On the contrary, he said, “it’s
actually become this locus of huge
uncertainty, which doesn’t allow
downstream users to make effective
plans, because they don’t know
what their allocations are going to
be. And it doesn’t allow ratepayers
who rely on power production from
the canyon to be forward-thinking
and operate under conditions of
certainty.”
“Cities, farmers and fish all
need certainty when it comes to
water, and this is the opposite of
certainty,” Hawes said. ”This is
very unpredictable and these are
going to be difficult conversations
in the coming years.”

Half of sagebrush rangelands are on the brink of
collapse — scientists have a plan to revive them
By Jeniffer Solis
Nevada Current
Sagebrush rangelands have supported
cultures and wildlife in the arid West for
millennia, yet today, those same ranges of
grassland are echoes of what they were.
The complex network of native grasses
and wildflowers sustains thousands of species
across millions of acres, from burrowing owls
and pygmy rabbits to pronghorn antelope and
mountain lions. Many species, like the greater
sage-grouse, can survive nowhere else.
Large-scale destruction, however, has
wiped out half of sagebrush rangelands since
the accelerated arrival of European settlers in
the 1800s, according to a new report released
by the U.S. Geological Survey and other
federal agencies.
On average 1.3 million acres of sagebrush
habitat are lost annually due to invasive
species, wildfires, conifer encroachment,
human interference and climate change, say
researchers.
A team of scientists from a dozen organizations are now betting that innovations
in remote sensing can help land and wildlife
managers restore and conserve the imperiled
grasslands.
Their research culminated in a report that
identified healthy and degraded sagebrush
land-cover spanning more than 165 million
acres of sagebrush ecosystem across 13 western states — a scale unmatched by previous
mapping efforts.
‘Flipping the script’
The report “points squarely at the primary threats driving the loss and degradation
of our sagebrush ecosystem,” said Jeremy
Maestas, a Natural Resources Conservation
Service researcher specializing in sagebrush
ecosystems and a life-long Nevadan.
“It’s breakthroughs in technology that
have allowed us—for the first time—to look
at the entire landscape across the whole west
and see how it’s been changing through
time,” Maestas said. “Big data has come to
the West.”
In the report, scientists laid out a broad
strategy called “The Sagebrush Conservation Design” that focuses on first protecting
intact and functioning sagebrush ecosystems
or “cores,” and then working outward to
improve the management and restoration of
more degraded landscapes.
From “A Sagebrush Conservation Design
to Proactively Restore America’s Sagebrush
Biome,” published by the U.S. Geological
Survey, in cooperation with the Western
Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2022.

Landscape in northeastern Nevada. On average 1.3 million acres of sagebrush habitat
are lost annually due to invasive species, wildfires, conifer encroachment,
human interference and climate change, say researchers.
“We’re flipping the script on how humans account for just 9 percent of the 2019 popunormally deal with problems,” said Maestas, lation. Sage-grouse breeding grounds known
a contributor on the report. “Most of us wait as “leks” were also sparse in such areas,
until there’s something wrong to go to the accounting for only 14 percent of the 4,478
doctor. Sometimes we end up in the emer- leks examined for the study.
gency room, but if you wait that long, it’s
“Once you break Humpty Dumpty it’s
hard to recover. We know in medicine that hard to put him back together again,” said
it’s more effective to get annual checkups, be Maestas. “These are ecosystems that are dry,
preventative, and get on the problem before precipitation is erratic, so if we’re trying to
it spreads.”
plant native seeds back it’s extremely unpreAmong the rangelands analyzed, 33.4 mil- dictable, hard, and costly.”
lion acres or about 14 percent were classified
Over the last two decades, only “core”
as “core” sagebrush areas, meaning they are sagebrush habitats experienced growth in the
most likely to maintain their condition as sage-grouse population, having increased by
high-quality habitat.
nearly 16 percent, and now represent more
“We need to shore up our best habitats and than half of the total population. About 40
make sure we’re not getting flanked by these percent of leks were also located in core
threats. Once we’ve done that, we can expand sagebrush habitat.
them through restoration and ultimately grow
Lower-quality sage-grass habitats or
the amount of healthy sagebrush land that we “growth areas” had nearly as many leks
have,” said Maestas.
as core habitat (38 percent) but also saw a
Another 84.3 million acres or 34 percent 25 percent decline compared to their 1996
of sagebrush habitat was classified as “growth population count, accounting for 31 percent
opportunity areas,” lower-quality habitat percent of the population in 2019.
due to landscape-wide threats like invasive
Cheatgrass: Aptly named
grasses. Researchers say these lower-quality
New innovations have allowed the U.S.
habitats show potential for growth and im- Geological Survey to see the sagebrush
provement, but under the “defend and grow rangelands in more detail, said Lief Wiechthe core” strategy, they would be a lower man, who leads the sagebrush portion of the
priority.
land management research program for the
About half of sagebrush rangelands ex- agency. Maintaining a functioning ecosysamined by scientists—127.2 million acres tem will require proactive ecosystem man— were so degraded they no longer function agement of all factors driving biome-wide
as habitat for sagebrush dependent wildlife, collapse.
according to the study.
“By losing these large intact habitats we’re
Researchers found that sage-grouse seeing impacts on wildlife habitat, recrepopulations in these highly degraded areas ation opportunity, water quality, livestock
declined by more than 45 percent and now foraging, and the ability to store carbon in

a changing climate,” Wiechman said. “It’s
really important to get out and protect these
intact landscapes from significant loss and
degradation.”
Ecological collapse of the west’s sagebrush biome would devastate the landscape,
leading to the loss of native species and increase the impact and probability of wildfires.
Sagebrush stays green all year long, only
dropping its leaves during periods of drought
and blooming again after a rainstorm. Sagebrush also grows far apart, making it poor
fuel for wildfire.
Annual grass like invasive cheatgrass do
not survive all year long, instead growing in
huge volumes in the spring and dying off in
the summer where it provides ample fuel for
the West’s fire season. Cheatgrass significantly lengthens the fire season by drying
out earlier than native vegetation. Wildfires
then create even more cheatgrass dominated
landscapes since native plants aren’t adapted
to survive frequent wildfires.
Sagebrush and native grasses also maintain healthy soil by helping cycle nutrients
and water through their deeper roots, meaning their loss would further dry out the land.
Native grasses’ deep roots also store carbon
more effectively than the shallow roots of
invasive annual grasses like cheatgrass.
Invasive annual grasses accounted for 19.2
million of the 38 million acres identified as
“growth areas,” according to the study.
“Far and away, the biggest and most widespread threat we’ve documented is invasive
annual grasses,” said Maestas. “What we
showed in this report is that this is actually
a biome-wide problem. Even Montana and
Wyoming are experiencing degradation from
this invasion.”
In Nevada, more than 70 percent of sagebrush degradation is the result of cheatgrass,
conifer invasion, and subsequent fire cycles
that are too frequent and too large to sustain
sagebrush, said Maestas.
The Sagebrush Conservation Design was
designed to identify areas where resources
will be most impactful, said Maestas. The
design will be updated annually, providing
land managers with the most current information. When used alongside other management
tools states and counties will be better situated to reach holistic conservation solutions.
“Over the last handful of years, there’s
a lot more science coming out that is improving the effectiveness of our treatment
methodology,” Wiechman said. “It’s not that
we haven’t been trying to solve this for the
last 20 years, it’s just that now we have new
methods that allow us to see a higher return
on our conservation investments.”
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Two million left without power
in aftermath of Hurricane Ian
By Jared Gans
The Hill
Almost 2 million people are without
electricity in the aftermath of Hurricane Ian,
which made landfall in Florida as a powerful
Category 4 storm on Wednesday.
The website poweroutage.us, which tracks
outages throughout the country, reported that
more than 1.2 million Floridians remained
without power as of Saturday morning, the
most in the country.
North Carolina has the second most
with about 300,000, followed by Puerto
Rico, where more than 200,000 people are
still without power almost two weeks after
Hurricane Fiona knocked out the island’s
power grid.
After making landfall in southwestern
Florida with maximum sustained winds
of 150 miles per hour and causing intense
flooding and storm surge, Ian went out over

the Atlantic Ocean before returning to land
in South Carolina as a Category 1 hurricane.

The storm became a post-tropical cyclone
as it moved across the state, but more than

57,000 people are without power there as of
Saturday. More than 94,000 people are also
without power in Virginia.
Hurricane Ian knocked out the entire
electrical grid in Cuba when it hit the island
before reaching the United States. Power was
restored in some parts of the country, but most
remain without electricity, leading hundreds
to take to the streets to protest the delays in
restoring power.
Cubans protested in two spots of Havana’s
Cerro neighborhood on Thursday and at least
five locations in the city or its outskirts on
Friday, according to The Associated Press.
Warnings for tropical-storm-force winds
were expected to remain in place for coastal areas of the U.S. until at least Saturday
morning, and considerable flooding will
likely occur as a result of the tropical storm
in parts of South Carolina, North Carolina
and Virginia.

Officials detail the dire impacts from
Hurricane Ian, call for more assistance

By Zach Schonfeld
The Hill
Local, state and federal officials
painted a dire description of Hurricane Ian’s impacts during appearances on the Sunday morning talk
shows, with many of them calling
for more federal assistance.
Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.),
Sen. Rick Scott (R-Fla.), Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) Administrator Deanne
Criswell and Fort Myers, Fla.,
Mayor Kevin Anderson, all of
whom surveyed damage from Ian,
told hosts that the storm caused
widespread flooding and property
damage across the state as hundreds
of thousands remain without power.
“I don’t think it has a comparison, not for Florida,” Rubio told
co-anchor Jonathan Karl on ABC’s
“This Week.”
“There are entire communities
— Fort Myers Beach no longer exists,” Rubio said. “I mean, it’ll have
to be rebuilt. It’ll be something different. It was a slice of old Florida
that you can’t recapture. Sanibel’s
basically flattened.”
Ian made landfall near Fort
Myers on Wednesday afternoon
as a Category 4 storm, bringing
destructive winds and an extraordinary storm surge that some have
estimated may have reached 18 feet
at its peak.
At least 47 Floridians died from
the hurricane, and the death toll
has continued to climb as officials
pursue the recovery effort. Florida
Gov. Ron DeSantis’s (R) office
said on Saturday afternoon that first
responders so far have made more
than 1,100 rescues.
“I know we worry a lot about the

The bridge leading from Fort Myers to Pine Island, Fla., is heavily damaged in the aftermath of
Hurricane Ian, Saturday, Oct. 1, 2022. Due to the damage, the island can only be reached by boat or air.
direct impacts from the storm itself vote for a relief bill in early 2013 federal budget.
“Everything you do, you’d
if it’s making landfall, but we see following Hurricane Sandy, which
so many more injuries and some- devastated parts of New York and love it to be paid for,” Scott said
on CBS’s “Face the Nation.” “But
times more fatalities after the storm New Jersey.
Rubio claimed that bill had mul- we’ve made commitments, and
because there are so many dangers
out there,” Criswell told “Fox News tiple provisions funding projects we’re going to help our families,
unrelated to the storm, although our businesses, our states and local
Sunday” anchor Shannon Bream.
“What I can say is people need Bash rebuked some of the senator’s governments, and as federal govto stay vigilant right now,” Criswell examples.The Florida Republican ernment, we need to do our job.”
The news anchors also asked
continued. “Standing water brings went on to say he believes an Ian
relief bill should have no “pet proj- officials whether it makes sense to
with it all kinds of hazards.”
rebuild destroyed communities in
As officials continue assessing ects” for other lawmakers.
“I will fight against it having low-lying areas near water given
the wreckage, Florida’s two senators said they support congressional pork in it,” Rubio said. “That’s climate change and regular hurrifunding to aid the recovery, which the key. We shouldn’t have that in canes in the region.
But many officials seemed relucwould go beyond President Biden’s there, because it undermines the
approval of Florida’s emergency ability to come back and do this in tant to abandon the communities,
touting new building regulations
and major disaster declarations that the future.”
Both Rubio and Scott appeared and other strategies to mitigate the
freed up federal resources.
But on CNN’s “State of the open to supporting a relief bill impacts of future storms.
“You have to make tough deUnion,” co-anchor Dana Bash even if the funding was not offset
pressed Rubio on why he didn’t to have a net-zero effect on the cisions when you rebuild,” North

Carolina Gov. Roy Cooper (D),
whose state was hit by Ian, told
NBC “Meet the Press” moderator
Chuck Todd.
“We’ve had two 500-year floods
within 23 months of each other,”
Cooper continued. “And we know
that that’s not true anymore. We
know that these areas are vulnerable. So what we’re doing is making
sure that we are using strategies like
elevation and even buyouts.”
Criswell, the FEMA administrator, said rebuilding decisions should
be up to individuals, and she urged
them to understand the risks and
purchase flood insurance.
“We need to make sure that we
have strong building codes because
we have risks all over,” she told
moderator Margaret Brennan on
“Face the Nation.”
“We’ve seen damage inland
in the state, and we need to have
building codes that can make sure
that our properties can withstand
the impacts that we’re seeing from
these severe weather events,”
Criswell added.
Brennan later in the show asked
Anderson, the mayor of Fort Myers, if the city needs to pull back
development near the water. The
hurricane made landfall near the
city, and Anderson’s county faced
some of the worst human and property losses.
“No, we have good building
codes,” Anderson responded. “As
I said, the newer homes, they
withstood the storm. So as people
tear down and build new, they’ll
be subjected to the newer, tougher building codes. And in future
storms, they should be able to
weather it a lot better.”

FEMA administrator: Communities have a
‘long road to recovery’ after Hurricane Ian

By Zach Schonfeld
The Hill
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) Administrator Deanne Criswell said
after touring the damages from Hurricane
Ian in Florida that some communities have a
“long road to recovery.”
“The impacts are devastating,” she told
co-anchor Dana Bash on CNN’s “State of
the Union” on Sunday.
“The western coast of Florida, many
homes completely destroyed, several that
are damaged, communities that are going
to have a long road to recovery,” Criswell
continued. “But we also saw homes that are
still underwater in the central part of Florida
as Ian caused intense flooding as it crossed
the state.”
Ian made landfall in Florida on Wednesday afternoon near Fort Myers as a Category

4 hurricane, causing major storm surges,
destructive winds and heavy flooding.
The storm’s large size led to widespread
damages across the state, and the death toll
has surpassed 50 people as of Sunday, including some deaths in North Carolina and Cuba.
Criswell said on CNN that first responders are still conducting “primary searches,”
which involve them going door-to-door to
account for residents.
“While we certainly hope that we can
continue to find more people alive and bring
them out, we’re going to support the state and
their needs,” Criswell said.
Bash on Sunday also pressed Criswell on
FEMA’s flood maps, which do not recognize
some areas that bore the brunt of Ian’s impact
as at-risk regions.
The designation heightens flood insurance
requirements for homebuyers, and thousands

of residents in Florida’s Lee and Charlotte
counties who did not previously purchase
insurance could now face large out-of-pocket
costs.
Criswell said the agency is working on
updating its maps, but she urged residents in
at-risk areas to preemptively purchase a plan
for their home.
“I think anybody who lives near water
should certainly purchase flood insurance,
because it’s your No. 1 tool to help protect

your family and your home after the storm,”
Criswell said.
When asked if it is worth rebuilding in
some coastal areas particularly vulnerable to
hurricanes and flooding, Criswell said people
“need to understand what their risk is.”
“We need to make sure that as we rebuild,
we’re at least rebuilding with the current
building codes that are going to protect and
reduce the impacts of these storms,” she
told Bash.
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Hurricane Ian leads to political
whiplash for Gov. Ron DeSantis
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By Brett Samuels
The Hill
It’s been a week of political
whiplash for Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis (R), who in a matter of days
has gone from top foil to the Biden
White House to a willing partner
with the president and his team.
It was Sept. 20 when the White
House was on alert for the potential that DeSantis was organizing
a flight of migrants from Texas to
President Biden’s home state of
Delaware, his latest move to draw
attention to the surge of immigrants
at the southern border and what he
viewed as the responsibility of blue
states to share the burden.
One week later, DeSantis was
on the phone with Biden in the first
of three calls the two men have
held this week to coordinate the
response to Hurricane Ian as the
storm knocked out power, flooded
communities and destroyed homes
across the state of Florida.
The seesawing between antagonist and partner comes as DeSantis
tries to juggle building up his bona
fides among conservatives should
he decide to run for president in
2024 — potentially against Biden
— and leading his state through
what he and others have described
as a generational storm.
“DeSantis is showing — though
the process is ongoing — that he
can play both the political culture
warrior and the in-charge governor
of the entire state,” former Republican National Committee spokesman Doug Heye said, calling DeSantis a “Trump with substance.”
DeSantis has been a thorn in the
side of the Biden administration for

the last year-and-a-half, eliciting
frequent responses from the White
House briefing room podium and
at one point last year referring to
the Biden administration as the
“Brandon administration” in a nod
to a popular conservative meme
mocking the president.
The White House has sparred
with DeSantis over his ban on mask
mandates in schools; his support
for a law that restricts discussion of
sexual orientation in the classroom;
and most recently his decision to
fly migrants from Texas to Massachusetts.
Those migrant flights were dominating headlines as recently as last
week, when DeSantis was arguing

the outrage over the flights was disproportionate to the lack of outrage
over the millions of migrants who
had crossed the border illegally
since Biden took office.
When DeSantis was reportedly
lining up a flight to take another
group of migrants from Texas to
Delaware, where Biden regularly
spends the weekend, the president
responded sarcastically.
“He should come visit. We have
a beautiful shoreline,” Biden said.
But much has changed in just
over one week, as both men have
warned that Hurricane Ian, which
made landfall Wednesday as a
Category 4 storm, poses a grave
threat to the residents of much of

Florida and could be the deadliest
storm in years.
Biden and DeSantis have spoken
on the phone three times this week,
with the governor praising the assistance of federal partners in getting
resources on the ground to aid those
without power and shelter.
The quick transition from foil to
friendly is the latest in what some
have seen as shifts in positions from
DeSantis in recent years.
DeSantis’s 2013 opposition to
federal funding for New York in
the wake of Hurricane Sandy has
come under scrutiny as he presses
for federal assistance to aid Florida
in its recovery from Ian.
“When people are fighting for
their lives, when their whole livelihood is at stake, when they’ve lost
everything, if you can’t put politics
aside for that, then you’re just not
going to be able to,” DeSantis said
on Tucker Carlson’s Fox News
show this week.
CNN published a story this week
that noted DeSantis was urging
Floridians to heed the warnings and
instructions of some of the same
local officials whose guidance he
said to ignore early on in the coronavirus pandemic as he pushed for
the state to reopen businesses and
drop mask mandates.
“Of course there’s a difference
between heeding local evacuation
orders in an emergency and COVID
lockdown overreach. The governor
has been clear: this storm must be
taken seriously and this is no time
for politics or pettiness,” Bryan
Griffin, a press secretary for DeSantis, tweeted in response to the story.
Hovering over each of DeSan-

tis’s decisions and statements in
recent months has been the potential that he will run for president
in 2024, with Biden his likeliest
opponent should the governor win
the GOP nomination.
The two men appeared side-byside in the aftermath of the condo
collapse in Surfside, Fla., last year,
and Biden has indicated he would
like to travel to Florida to tour
storm damage in the coming days
when it would not be a burden on
emergency responders.
Former New Jersey Gov. Chris
Christie (R), however, offers something of a cautionary tale at a time
when the country is increasingly
polarized. The former governor
was hounded during the 2016
GOP primary campaign by attacks
that he embraced then-President
Obama during a visit in the wake of
Hurricane Sandy, forcing Christie
to address it head on as a liability
with voters.
But strategists believe DeSantis
will ultimately benefit politically
from showing he can be a strong
leader at a time of crisis like a major
natural disaster, even if it means
publicly appearing with and showing appreciating for Biden.
“Voters have a reasonable expectation that in times of crisis,
governors and presidents of different parties have to work together,”
Heye said. “Should either party fail
to do so, it potentially opens them
up to criticism of failing to do their
job when voters are in real need.
That’s a much bigger problem than
a criticism essentially of ‘You did
the job of representing all voters
too well.’”

sands hunkered down in schools
and community centers.”
Hurricane Ian made landfall on
Wednesday as a Category 4 storm,
lashing the western coast of the
state in particular. But the size of
the storm meant that other parts of
the state also faced flooding and
power outages.
Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis (R)
in a briefing on Thursday morning
said more than 1 million Floridians
were without power. DeSantis told

reporters that Lee and Charlotte
counties were knocked off the power grid and would require rebuilt
infrastructure.
“The amount of water that’s
been rising … is basically a 500year flood event,” DeSantis said.
Biden spoke with DeSantis earlier Thursday and overnight signed
a major disaster declaration to free
up additional federal resources
and help with temporary housing
and home repairs in particular. The
president has also been in touch
with local leaders in some of the
hardest hit areas.
The president said he would visit
Florida to meet with first responders
and tour damage once conditions
made it possible. He also reiterated
his call for major oil companies to
bring down the price of gas rather
than use the storm as a pretext to
raise prices.
Biden during his visit praised the
work of FEMA officials and emergency responders. He told staffers
at the agency’s headquarters that
their work was helping to reinforce
the public’s faith in government
institutions as they coordinated
disaster relief.
“At times like this, America
comes together. We’re going to
pull together as one team, as one
America,” Biden said.

Hurricane Ian ‘could be the
deadliest’ in Florida’s history
By Brett Samuels
The Hill
President Biden on Thursday
warned Hurricane Ian could prove
to be the deadliest storm in Florida’s history as it punished swaths
of the state with flooding rains and
damaging winds.
“This could be the deadliest
hurricane in Florida’s history.
The numbers are still unclear, but
we’re hearing early reports of what
may be substantial loss of life,”
Biden said during a visit to Federal
Emergency Management Agency
headquarters for a briefing on the
hurricane response.
“We’re continuing to see deadly
rainfall, catastrophic storm surges,
roads and homes flooded,” Biden
added. “We’re seeing millions of
people without power and thou-

FEMA chief on deaths from Hurricane
Ian: Storm was ‘fairly unpredictable’

By Rachel Scully
The Hill
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Administrator Deanne Criswell noted that
Hurricane Ian was “fairly unpredictable” as it approached landfall
in Florida when asked on Sunday
about the death toll from the storm.
Criswell, who appeared on
ABC’s “This Week” Sunday, told
host Jon Karl that while officials
knew the storm was going to have
“devastating impacts,” the storm
was unpredictable, noting that Florida’s Fort Myers and Lee County
was not in the cone of the hurricane
prior to landfall.
“The storm itself was fairly unpredictable in the days leading up
to landfall,” she said. “Just 72 hours

before landfall, the Fort Myers and
Lee County area were not even in
the cone of the hurricane.”
Criswell added that as the storm
continued to move south, local
officials took action, evacuating
residents and getting them to safety.
“We knew there was going to
be a significant impact to life here,
so we presaged a large number of
search and rescue resources from
across the federal family to embed
right with the state resources,” she
said.
“To go in immediately following
the storm, and that’s exactly what
they did.”
She said the rescue workers are
still there, accounting for anyone
who needs help.
Ian left at least 54 people dead,

including 47 in Florida, four in
North Carolina and three in Cuba.
The storm made landfall on
Florida’s Gulf Coast on Wednesday as a Category 4 hurricane, but
various other areas in the state felt
the impacts, including significant
flooding and power outages.
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Stocks dive on last day of Sept.
in worst closing since 2020
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By Tobias Burns
The Hill
Equity markets fell back off a cliff on
Friday after a rally on Thursday as investors
continued to process ongoing interest rate
hikes from the Federal Reserve.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average of
stocks dropped more than 500 points to close
at 28,725, falling below 29,000 for the first
time since November 2020.
Both the S&P 500 index and the technology-heavy Nasdaq Composite lost 1.5 percent
of their value, with the S&P finishing at 3,585
and the Nasdaq at 10,575.
All three major indices are now squarely
in bear market territory, marking a 20 percent
decline off recent highs. The Dow is now
down 22 percent since January, the S&P 500
down 25 percent, and the Nasdaq down more
than 33 percent.
Many market commentators noted that
this was the worst September for the S&P
500 in 20 years.
Friday marked the end of the third fiscal
quarter for 2022. It’s the third quarter in a row
that markets have seen broad-based declines,
spurred on by interest rates hikes from the
Fed that are intended to bring down inflation
and slow activity across the economy.

But inflation, which U.S. central bankers
and Treasury officials had initially characterized as transitory, has proven to be a
persistent force within the economy, even as
it roared back to life following widespread
private-sector shutdowns in the wake of the
coronavirus pandemic.
Most economists see the root cause of
inflation to be disruptions in supply that led
to surging demand as the economy reopened
after the shutdowns. Some economists have

argued that too much fiscal stimulus was
pumped into the economy, leading to too
much money chasing too few goods, while
the Fed kept interest rates at zero and maintained a policy of quantitative easing.
Other economists have argued that the
inflationary environment has allowed companies to artificially keep their prices higher
than they should be, begetting even more
inflation.
Regardless, the Fed has yet to break the

back of inflation. The latest Consumer Price
Index was up 8.3 percent annually, with
core inflation rising 0.6 percent since last
month — double what economists had been
expecting.
“The era of cheap financing is coming
to an end, at least for the time being, and at
least until the Fed pushes the economy into
a meaningful recession, at which point longterm rates will start to recede,” Dan Alpert,
head of Westwood Capital, told The Hill in
an interview.
“The market is reacting to that because the
impact on businesses, especially businesses
that are interest rate-sensitive, is going to be
negative, and businesses are going to have
a difficult time expanding to the extent that
they depend on borrowed funds.”
In a note to clients last week, analysts at
Goldman Sachs indicated that many of their
investors were banking on a “hard landing”
— meaning a serious recession — at some
point over the next year or two. They outlined
a scenario in which the S&P 500 could fall
as low as 3,100 in mid-2023.
Third-quarter earnings season begins in
mid-October, and investors are likely adjusting their expectations for what companies
brought in.

How low could stocks go? Much
further, say Wall Street analysts

By Tobias Burns
The Hill
In the midst of a bear market and
with the Federal Reserve expected
to hike interest rates even further,
leading Wall Street analysts are
eyeing one question with increasing
concern: Just how much further
could stocks fall?
The precise answer is impossible
to predict, but experts told The Hill
they expect investors to see more
pain before growth in the economy
resumes.
“Based on our client discussions, a majority of equity investors
have adopted the view that a hard
landing scenario is inevitable and
their focus is on the timing, magnitude, and duration of a potential
recession and investment strategies
for that outlook,” Goldman Sachs
analysts David Kostin and Ben
Snider wrote in a note to investors
last week.
Major stock indices have now
entered a bear market, indicating
a drop of 20 percent from recent
highs. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average of major U.S. companies
fell more than 300 points Monday
to close at 29,260, down 20.5 percent from a January high of 36,800.
The S&P 500 is down almost
24 percent on the year from nearly
4,800 in January. The technology-heavy Nasdaq index has lost
more than 30 percent of its value
over the same period, hurting from
the higher debt levels its companies
hold that make them particularly
vulnerable to interest rate hikes.
Most of those losses have come
since the Federal Reserve started

raising interest rates in March from
around zero percent to between 3
and 3.25 percent now. The central
bank will raise rates as high as 4.6
percent next year, according to its
median forecast released last week.
In sketching out possible scenarios for the S&P 500, the Goldman
Sachs analysts modeled a “soft
landing” option for the index
bottoming out around 3,600 at the
end of 2022 before climbing back
to around 4,000 at the end of 2023.
The “hard landing” scenario has
the index dipping closer to 3,100
in mid-2023 before closing out next
year around 3,750.
The analysts also predicted that
Treasury yields have further to
climb, projecting higher returns
for the 10-year through this year
and into next.
“The hawkish Fed pivot has
pushed real 10-year U.S. Treasury
yields up by 240 [basis points, yearto-date] and risks are tilted towards
higher rates. The real 10-year U.S.
Treasury yield has surged from
[negative] 1.1 percent at the start of
the year to 1.3 percent, the highest

level since 2011,” they wrote.
Other big Wall Street investors
are expressing similar thoughts
about the inevitability of equity
markets falling still further.
“The era of cheap financing is
coming to an end, at least for the
time being, at least until the Fed
pushes the economy into a meaningful recession, at which point
long-term rates will start to recede,”
Dan Alpert, managing partner of
Westwood Capital, said in an interview with The Hill. “The market is
reacting to that because the impact
on businesses, especially businesses that are interest rate-sensitive, is
going to be negative, and businesses are going to have a difficult time
expanding to the extent that they
depend on borrowed funds.”
Alpert said the temptation to
move away from investing in stocks
and toward more stable government
bonds with yields that have been
rising steadily for the past two
months is another force driving
equity markets down. The yield
on a 10-year U.S. Treasury note
rose above 3.9 percent on Monday

before settling around 3.85 percent.
“Folks who can go out now and
get a risk-free return on a nominal
basis of 3.7 percent on a 10-year
Treasury are starting to rethink
what they want to pay for equities,”
Alpert said.
“The equity market has been at
extraordinarily high historic rates
for a long time now during this very
striking recovery from the pandemic. And so those high multiples are
not just a reflection on people’s
thinking about the rate of recovery
in the economy, but they’re a characteristic of the environment that
preceded this where interest rates
were incredibly low,” he added.
Market analysts for Deutsche
Bank noted that recent dips in
stocks are being complemented
by falling commodity prices, an
indication of slowing demand that
may signal further retreat in equity
markets.
“This global risk-off move
was evident across asset classes,
as the S&P 500 fell for a [fifth]
consecutive session to close at its
lowest level so far this year. That
takes it beneath the June lows to
levels not seen since late 2020, and
leaves the index down by over 23
percent on a [year-to-date] basis,”
Deutsche Bank analyst Jim Reid
wrote in a Tuesday morning note.
“This widespread selloff was seen
amongst commodities, with Brent
crude oil prices closing beneath
$85 [per barrel] for the first time
since January, and even the classic
safe haven of gold slumped to a
2-year low.”
The Organization for Economic

Co-operation and Development
(OECD) revised its forecast for
the global economy downward on
Monday, driven by persistently high
inflation affecting many countries
as well as widespread monetary
policies of rising interest rates.
Compared to December 2021
forecasts, “global GDP is now
projected to be at least $2.8 trillion lower in 2023,” the group of
advanced economies announced
Monday.
“A key factor slowing global
growth is the generalized tightening
of monetary policy, driven by the
greater-than-expected overshoot
of inflation targets. Strict lockdowns associated with China’s
zero COVID-19 policy have also
impacted the Chinese and global
economy. Shutdowns and property
market weakness are slowing China’s growth to just 3.2 percent in
2022,” the OECD said in a report
released Monday.
But some voices within the Federal Reserve system are trying to
keep a more optimistic outlook. In
her first public speech as president
of the Boston Federal Reserve,
Susan M. Collins said Monday that
the Fed’s desired soft landing is still
a possibility.
“It is no surprise that, as monetary policy moves to a restrictive
stance to transition the economy
to more sustainable labor market
conditions, there is apprehension
about the possibility of a significant downturn. I do believe the
goal of a more modest slowdown,
while challenging, is achievable,”
she said.

the White House, warning Americans not to vote for Democrats in
November’s midterm election if
they value their portfolios.
“The stock market has plummeted below where it was when
President Biden took office, cutting
the value of America’s retirement
savings just as the cost of living
has soared,” Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-Ky.) said on the Senate floor Wednesday. “Consumer
prices [are] through the roof, supply
chain chaos left and right — the

worst single year for both grocery
and electricity inflation since back
in the Jimmy Carter era.”
Major stock indices entered a
bear market this week, marking
a 20-percent decline off highs
earlier this year before rallying on
Wednesday.
Stock markets rallied on
Wednesday with the Dow Jones
Industrial Average gaining more
than 500 points. But several major
stock indices have entered bear
markets, marking a 20-percent

decline off highs earlier this year
before rallying on Wednesday.
The S&P 500 index has fallen
more than 22 percent since January,
and the technology-heavy Nasdaq
Composite is down about 30 percent on the year. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average closed at 29,683
on Wednesday, down 19.3 percent
from 36,800 in January.
Stocks are falling because the
Federal Reserve is raising interest rates to bring down inflation,
(See Ailing Markets, Page 13)

Republicans pounce on ailing markets to criticize Biden

By Alex Gangitano
and Tobias Burns
The Hill
President Biden’s economic
woes have largely been tied to
inflation, with his lowest approval
ratings coinciding with surging gas
prices over the summer.
While Biden has so far been
able to dodge blame for the recent
stock market declines in the wake
of interest rate hikes by the Federal
Reserve, Republicans are increasingly tying the faltering markets to

Biden signs stopgap spending bill averting government shutdown
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Joe
Biden on Friday signed a bipartisan bill to
extend government funding for three weeks
to give Congress more time to reach an overdue deal financing federal agencies through
the rest of the fiscal year, the White House
announced.
The Senate approved the measure Thursday by a bipartisan 65-27 vote, five more than
the 60 votes needed, after the House easily
approved the legislation last week.
Each party had concluded that an election-year shutdown would be politically
damaging, especially during a pandemic and
a confrontation with Russia over its possible
invasion of Ukraine.
Both parties hope the short-term measure

will be the last one needed as negotiators craft
compromise bills financing agencies through
Sept. 30. Since the government’s budget
year began last Oct. 1, federal agencies have
functioned at spending levels approved in the
waning weeks of Donald Trump’s presidency.
The new spending bills will be bipartisan
compromises but will let Biden and Democrats controlling Congress put more of a
stamp on spending priorities. They also are
expected to provide defense increases the
GOP wants.
In recent decades Congress has routinely
finished its budget work months late. Averting
shutdowns prompted by partisan point-scoring has become an accomplishment, not a
given.

Putin is seen as more dangerous
as Russia-Ukraine war turns sour
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By Laura Kelly and Brett Samuels
The Hill
Russian President Vladimir Putin is becoming more dangerous and desperate as
he faces growing pressure at home over the
flailing war effort in Ukraine, observers of
the conflict and Moscow say.
Putin in the last week has renewed his
threats of using nuclear weapons in Ukraine
and moved to annex territories from Ukraine,
while arguing attacks on that territory would
amount to an attack on Russia.
His government is also suspected in leaks
to a pipeline under the Baltic Sea that carries
fuel to Europe, although the gas flow was
earlier suspended.
The new threats come after a mobilization effort of 300,000 reservists in Russia,
announced in response to criticism of Putin’s
war effort, received blowback across the
country. Images of lines of cars seeking to
get across the border into neighboring states
have circulated, underscoring internal tensions over the war.
The Biden administration and U.S. allies
have reacted forcefully, warning that the use
of nuclear weapons would lead to serious
consequences.
Outside experts describe a tinderbox of
sort.
“He is dangerous, he is desperate,” said
Daniel Fried, distinguished fellow at the Atlantic Council and a former U.S. ambassador
to Poland.
“Because he’s in a weak position he’s
doubling down on what he may consider to
be his strongest remaining assets: nuclear
threat and ability to use violence to achieve
his aims, such as blowing up the Nordstream
pipelines, if in fact Russia is responsible,
which it appears they may be. He’s hoping
to use unpredictability as a tactical weapon
to intimidate the West.”
Putin has warned that threats to use nuclear warheads are not a bluff, and the White
House on Wednesday took notice.
“We take Russia’s threat to use nuclear
weapons seriously,” White House press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre said Wednesday.

“But we have not seen any reason to adjust
our own nuclear posture and we will not be
deterred from supporting Ukraine.”
At the Pentagon, a senior defense official
reiterated that the U.S. had given a warning
to Moscow.
“We have clearly warned Moscow that
any use of nuclear weapons would result in
serious consequences. We’re not going to
get into the specifics of what those specific
responses would be,” the official said.
“In terms of allies, we are very much in
close consultation with our allies on all matters related to Ukraine, but also certainly on
all aspects of the Russian threat,” the official
added. “But of course, the United States also
has its own prerogative to employ a U.S.
option.”
More than 100,000 Russian men are reportedly fleeing the country, while protests
are taking place at dozens of locations in
response to the mobilization effort. There
have been instances of violent retaliation
against military recruiters.
The U.S. Embassy in Moscow has warned
Americans to immediately leave the country
and that dual citizens may be conscripted to
fight.
The annexation of at least four territories
in Ukraine — a process initiated through
contests the U.S., allies and the United
Nations have rejected as “sham referenda”

with staged results — is raising the threat of
a greater global confrontation.
Jean-Pierre on Wednesday condemned
the votes as “pre-staged and orchestrated by
the Kremlin,” pointing to armed guards who
hovered near voting locations as attempts to
intimidate and influence voters.
The Biden administration, in its delivery
of heavy artillery to Ukraine, has requested
and received assurances from the Ukrainians
that they would not strike within Russian territory out of a fear that such an action would
escalate a bigger reaction from Russia.
But that limit is not expected to apply
to Ukrainian territory forcibly occupied by
Russia.
“Ukraine has the absolute right to defend
itself throughout its territory, including to
take back the territory that has been illegally
seized one way or another by Russia,” Secretary of State Antony Blinken told reporters
on Tuesday. “The weapons that we and many
other countries are providing them have been
used very effectively to do just that.”
The U.S. has not adjusted its nuclear posture in response to Putin’s latest comments,
a sign both that it does not see an imminent
threat and that it does not want to escalate
the conflict.
Still, lawmakers like Sen. Chris Coons
(D-Del.), a close Biden ally, are raising alarm.
“I am concerned that Vladimir Putin is

increasingly desperate,” Coons said in an
interview with MSNBC. “We should always
take seriously his threats to use nuclear
weapons. But frankly we need to push back,
as President Biden has, and make clear that
for him to do that would bring a swift and
decisive response by NATO.”
Some analysts say that Putin is unlikely
to use nuclear weapons given the near unanimous blowback he would likely receive.
“Anyone who understands the dynamics
of the international community knows there’s
no way that the international community can
stand by, the day after, any government uses a
nuclear weapon for the first time since World
War II, everything would change,” said Evelyn Farkas, executive director of the McCain
Institute at Arizona State University.
“Vladimir Putin has to know that. He has
to know that he would face conventional
attacks and that he would face an attempt
to maneuver him out of the Kremlin, out of
office, by the international community.”
Still, experts believe Putin’s latest moves
— mobilizing troops, mentioning the threat
of a nuclear response and annexing territory
through manipulated votes — are signs of an
increasingly desperate leader who is faced
with the tide of the war in Ukraine turning
against him.
Mark Cancian, a senior adviser at the
international security program at the Center
for Strategic and International Studies, said
he believes Putin’s strategy at this point may
be to lengthen the war into the winter, when
energy costs in Europe will rise, the fighting
will grow more difficult and cracks may begin
to form across the continent.
Farkas echoed that Putin has long employed actions as a strategy to buy time.
“Most of his political experience ruling
Russia and waging war has taught him, that
if he buys a little time, he may be able to pull
a rabbit out of a hat, he might get a stroke of
luck or something else might happen. So he
has benefited from this ability to buy time
until something else happens, or he can cause
something else to happen, or he can wait out
his opponents, or who knows what,” she said.

Pipeline sabotage is mystery, but
Putin, Russia are prime suspects
By Laura Kelly
The Hill
Russia is the prime suspect in the apparent
sabotage of pipelines transporting natural gas
to Europe, which has left foul methane gas
spewing into the Baltic Sea.
Experts say damage to the Nord Stream
1 and 2 gas pipelines is a cynical use of a
“gray zone” aggression that leaves few good
options for retribution.
“We have war-gamed this for years, we’ve
always been a bit afraid that this is something
that the Russians could do if they wanted to,”
said Jim Townsend, who served as deputy
assistant secretary of Defense for Europe
and NATO during the Obama administration.
“I think all of us have got to know that
Putin has other cards that he can play besides
conventional or nuclear, he’s got something
in between — this critical infrastructure that
can be a target.”
National security adviser Jake Sullivan
spoke with NATO Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg on Friday about protecting critical infrastructure in the wake of the “apparent
sabotage” of the pipelines.
Explosions on the pipelines, which were
not in use, released the trapped gas, first
discovered in Danish waters early Monday.
Top European and NATO officials are
bluntly assigning sabotage, even as they stop
short of directly blaming Putin ahead of an

investigation.
“The sabotage of the Nordstream pipelines
is of deep concern. NATO is committed to
deter and defend against hybrid attacks,”
Stoltenberg earlier tweeted.
“Any deliberate attack against Allies’
critical infrastructure would be met with a
united and determined response.”
Russia has worked to cast blame on the
U.S. by circulating out-of-context clips of
President Biden lambasting the Nord Stream

pipelines — which were opposed by the
Obama and Trump administrations. Moscow
held up a since-deleted tweet from a Polish
politician, Radek Sikorski, that appeared to
sarcastically thank the U.S. over the pipeline
attack.
Sikorski, a former Polish minister of defense and foreign affairs, is a well-known,
outspoken Kremlin critic who for years
has railed against European politicians that
pursued construction of the Nord Stream 2

pipeline from Russia to Germany. He traveled
to Washington in April 2021 to urge President
Biden to impose sanctions to halt the pipeline’s construction.
“I was surprised, of all people, that
Radek Sikorski was to hint it was the U.S.,”
Townsend said. “I think he could have been
trying to be clever and he came across as
being stupid.”
Sikorski could not be reached for comment by The Hill.
Elisabeth Braw, a senior fellow at the
American Enterprise Institute, called Sikorski’s tweet — which he later deleted — “extremely foolish.”
“He clearly meant to be sarcastic or ironic,
but that completely misfired and has fed Russian propaganda and conspiracy theories,”
she said. “In a situation like this, even more
than in previous months and years, citizens
have to be extremely careful about what they
share on social media, they have to try and
verify,” Braw continued.
“Because that gives the Russians the upper
hand in this sort of influence game, and they
manage to steer attention away on things
they have done and cast doubt on America,
or whoever their target happens to be.”
A Russian request to hold an urgent Security Council meeting to determine the culprit
behind the pipeline attacks was rejected by
(See Pipeline Sabotage, Page 14)
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which is still above 8 percent on an annual
basis. Interest rate hikes make financing
more expensive and generally slow activity
throughout the economy.
Core inflation rose 0.6 percent in August,
doubling what economists had been expecting and making it more likely that rate hikes
will continue.
“This is a policy-induced bear market,”
Sen. Mike Rounds (R-S.D.) said on Capitol Hill Wednesday. “It’s a policy-induced
recession that we’re moving into. It is a
policy-induced time of significant inflation.”
The Republican National Committee this
week bashed Biden for the Dow Jones‘ recent
poor performance, noting that when the president took office, it was at 31,188, and when
markets closed on Monday, it was 29,260.
Sen. Thom Tillis (R-N.C.) said that it
will take six months for markets to process
further interest rate hikes from the Fed, voice
common GOP predictions that economic
conditions will be on the top of voters’ minds
in November.
“The Fed is going to be up to 4, 4-and-aquarter [percent] by the end of the year, and
it will take the markets about six months to

react to it. All the indicators, in my non-economist opinion, say that we’re in a recession
this time next year,” Tillis said. “We can talk
about all these red herrings and campaign
maneuvers to move voters, but at the end of
the day people are going to make a pocketbook decision.”
Republicans’ efforts to tether Biden to
the stock market come as the president has
consistently seen poor polling over high
inflation. Only 40 percent of Americans
surveyed in a recent poll said they approve
of his handling of the economy, and only 30
percent approved of his handling of the high
cost of living.
Pressed on the markets falling, the White
House has argued that Wall Street is just one
measure of the U.S. economy.
“We are always watching these different
indicators closely, including the stock market,” White House press secretary Karine
Jean-Pierre said on Friday. “It’s also important to look at what’s happening on Main
Street. This is something that we think is
important, as you’ve heard us talk about, to
also look at.”
The White House’s lack of focus on the
stock market is a huge distinction from

former President Trump, who mentioned it
throughout his presidency, taking credit for
the highs while brushing off the dips.
In November 2020, when the stock market
surpassed 30,000 points, Trump made a surprise appearance in the White House briefing
room to celebrate the high and attempt to take
ownership of it.
He would also frequently point to the
stock market’s performance as a sign of his
own economic expertise and his administration’s pro-business policies. In his farewell
address in January 2021, the former president
highlighted gains, saying, “the stock market
set one record after another” under his administration and that 401(K) retirement plans
reached new highs.
Political experts, however, are less eager
in general to tie the stock market directly to
the president.
“While the economy is always the No.
1 issue for voters, there’s little historical
correlation between stock market returns
and election returns,” said Bruce Mehlman,
former assistant secretary at the Commerce
Department under President George W. Bush.
“Inflation and the price of gas, unemployment
and consumer confidence have proved more

predictive.”
Ellen Hughes-Cromwick, former chief
economist at Commerce under President
Obama, said that stock market valuations
fluctuate due to various factors aside from
politics.
“I think casting aspersions based on shortterm stock price volatility doesn’t really make
any sense to me. I think there’s so many different elements that are unrelated to whatever
the politics of the day might be,” she said.
“Just taking a myopic view and saying this
is because of what the Biden administration
has done, it just doesn’t make sense to me.”
Hughes-Cromwick, a senior resident
fellow at the Democratic think tank Third
Way, also noted that most major stock indices
are up well over 50 percent from the market
crash low at the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic.
“You got to bear in mind, they’re up 63
percent since the onset of COVID. And
we’re up 8 percent from the peak just before
COVID. So that’s not bad. I would, I’ll take
that return any day,” she said.
She added, “I just think it’s a fool’s errand
to think that you can make a big deal about
short term moves and in equities.”

Ailing Markets

Putin annexes four Ukrainian
territories in escalatory move
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By Julia Shapero
and Laura Kelly
The Hill
Russian President Vladimir Putin on Friday signed treaties of annexation for four regions of eastern
and southern Ukraine, escalating a
conflict with Kyiv and its Western
allies who called the move illegal.
Putin made the announcement in
a lavish ceremony at the Kremlin in
Moscow, before a crowd of seated
supporters with Russian flags as his
backdrop — which a senior adviser
to Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky described as a “Kremlin
freak show.”
Putin appeared to sign “accession treaties” for the Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia
regions of Ukraine in the Kremlin’s
ornate St. George’s Hall.
“This is the will of millions of
people,” Putin reportedly said in a
speech before hundreds of dignitaries. “People living in Luhansk,
Donetsk, Kherson region and
Zaporizhzhia region are becoming
our compatriots forever.”
The Russian leader, in his
speech, repeated veiled threats of
Moscow’s nuclear capability, saying the use of nuclear weapons by
the U.S. against Japan during WWII
set a “precedent.”
The ceremony, which British intelligence warned earlier this week
would take place in an effort to
drum up domestic support, occurred
after Russia held hastily-organized
referendums in the four areas where
its military is present but lacks full
security and political control.
Ukrainian forces have succeeded in recent weeks in pushing back
Russian forces from some occupied
territories.
The four Kremlin-appointed
heads of the occupied Ukrainian

territories sat at a table across from
Putin, and later joined the Russian
leader in a group handshake and
chant celebrating the accords, despite serious expressions on many
of the faces of the leaders and those
in attendance.
The referendum results and
Putin’s annexation ceremony were
condemned as staged and manufactured elections by the U.S. and
allies, and described by the United
Nations Secretary General as a
“moment of peril” that violated the
organization’s charter.
Moscow claimed that around
90 percent of individuals in these
territories supported joining Russia,
despite the vote taking place amid
armed conflict and Russia failing
to control both militarily and politically the entirety of the territories
it is claiming to annex.
Media reports and statements
from U.S., the United Nations and
other Western countries described
voter intimidation over the course
of the vote, with armed Russian
soldiers at polling stations and, at

times, going door-to-door to collect
votes.
The United States and its allies
have rejected Moscow’s referendums.
“This so-called referenda was a
sham — an absolute sham — and
the results were manufactured in
Moscow,” President Biden said at
an event with Pacific island leaders
on Thursday. “And the true will of
the Ukrainian people is evident every day as they sacrifice their lives
to save their people and maintain
the independence of their country
and in defense of freedom as well.”
Biden vowed to never recognize
Russia’s claims on eastern Ukraine
at the event on Thursday, denouncing Putin’s move as a “flagrant
violation” of the United Nations
charter.
“I want to be very clear about
this: The United States will never,
never, never recognize Russia’s
claims on Ukraine sovereign territory,” Biden said.
His statement was followed by
the departments of State, Treasury

and Commerce announcing dozens
of sanctions on Russian officials
and entities they identified as tied
to the referenda and annexation
process and support Russia’s military-industrial complex.
The president announced earlier this week an additional $1.1
billion in military assistance to
Ukraine, bringing the total funds for
U.S.-provided weapons to nearly
$17 billion.
Congress on Thursday passed a
stop-gap government funding bill
with $12.3 billion earmarked for
assistance for Ukraine.
Sen. Robert Menendez (D-N.J.),
chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, said the aid package “sends a resounding message
from the American people — we
will continue to support the people
of Ukraine every step of the way,
including those living under repression and illegal occupation in
Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia,
Kherson, and Crimea.”
Still, Putin’s annexation of the
four eastern Ukrainian regions

represents a major escalation of
Russia’s seven-month-long war
with its neighbor. Putin ratcheted up
his rhetoric amid domestic criticism
of the drawn out Russian military
operation, calling up 300,000 additional troops and making explicit
nuclear threats as Ukrainian forces
claim to have liberated an estimated
2,317 sq. miles in September.
The calling up of reservists has
also led to criticisms across Russia,
with images of people seeking to
cross the country’s borders and
reports of violence at recruiting
centers.
Russian forces reportedly
pounded Ukrainian cities Friday,
amid the annexation ceremony,
with at least 25 people killed, The
Associated Press reported. Missiles, rockets and suicide drones
targeted the Ukrainian-controlled
cities of Dnipro, Zaporizhzhia,
Mykolaiv and Odesa.
But The Institute for Study of
War, an open-source analysis organization and think tank, reported
that Ukrainian forces had made a
significant military gain Friday,
likely completing the encirclement
of the eastern city of Lyman, a
strategic foothold in the Luhansk
region.
ISW described the move as
“highly consequential… and may
allow Ukrainian troops to threaten
Russian positions along the western
Luhansk Oblast border and in the
Severodonetsk-Lysychansk area.”
Zelensky remained defiant in
an address on Thursday, saying
the annexation will not be “what
the Kremlin hopes for.” Zelensky
also met with military commanders
on Friday to discuss the “further
liberation of Ukrainian lands from
the occupiers,” according to a press
release.

What will happen next after
Putin’s annexations in Ukraine

By Ellen Mitchell
The Hill
Russian President Vladimir Putin’s move
Friday to annex parts of southern and eastern
Ukraine amid Moscow’s war in the country has elevated the stakes of the conflict,
threatening to bring the Kremlin’s struggling
military campaign closer to the doorsteps of
the West.
The stunning move has prompted a flurry
of activity across the globe, including new
U.S. and Group of Seven (G-7) sanctions
targeting Russian government and military
officials and their family members, international condemnation, calls for more weapons
for Kyiv and a fresh push from Ukraine to
join NATO.
But Putin’s actions — an indication he
has dug in his heels in his military campaign
against Ukraine — have much broader and
longer-term repercussions for the future,
experts say.
What exactly those will be, however, are
hard to discern, with experts expressing a
deep uncertainty over where the situation
will go from here.
“I think there will be continued warnings
about breaking any of the red lines that have
been put down. And there will be, I think,
further strengthening of sanctions … Beyond
that, it’s hard to anticipate exactly what might
happen,” said career ambassador Thomas
Pickering, who served as U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations as well as Russia.
Putin on Friday signed four “ascension

(Continued from Page 13)
the French, who hold the presidency of the
United Nations Security Council for the
month of September.
“French Presidency of the Security Council did not find an opportunity to accommodate our urgent request for convening today
a UNSC meeting regarding subversive activities at the NordStream pipeline,” Russia’s
mission to the U.N. tweeted. “We are truly
disappointed by this decision.”
Western nations on Friday focused on
their rejection of Putin’s move to annex four
regions of Ukraine despite Moscow holding
a tenuous military occupation on only some
of the territory.
Europe and the U.S. are unlikely to take
any action against Russia related to the
pipeline sabotage absent the conclusion of
an investigation.
“They’re going to be doing a forensic
investigation, presumably, trying to ascertain
what caused” the damage to the pipelines,

treaties” to annex the Donetsk, Luhansk,
Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions of Ukraine
after holding sham referendums in the areas.
“This is the will of millions of people,”
Putin told hundreds of dignitaries amid a
lavish ceremony at the Kremlin in Moscow.
Much of the world, including members
of the G-7 and the European Union, have
already vowed to never recognize the land
grab, while Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky called the move a “farce.”
“The entire territory of our country will
be liberated,” Zelensky promised in a pre-recorded video released after Putin’s speech.
The annexations are the biggest territory
grab in Europe since World War II and come

as Putin has grown increasingly aggressive
in his rhetoric due to a markedly successful
Ukrainian counteroffensive earlier this month
that took back large swaths of ground and
forced Moscow’s forces to retreat.
Putin continued that saber-rattling in a
speech laden with anti-Western sentiments,
pledging to defend the newly claimed regions
with “all available means,” a non-veiled
threat to use nuclear weapons.
Russia has dangled the threat of an attack
with a nuclear weapon since the start of its
invasion of Ukraine, but the new land steal
has spiked fears over how Moscow will
respond to attacks in these territories now
declared part of the Kremlin.
“Would he actually go to the use of nuclear
weapons? Nobody knows. But it remains obviously something that he’s unprepared now
to take off the table,” Pickering told The Hill.
Another question raised is whether the
Russians will stick to their messaging that
taking the eastern-most area of Ukraine
known as the Donbas region remains the limited objective of their invasion, as suggested
in Putin’s speech. The Kremlin has focused
on taking the area since its failed campaign to
topple Kyiv, but it’s unclear whether Moscow
will be open to ending the war should that
be achieved.
“Would that in its own way lead to discussions that could take place diplomatically
over next steps that might tone things down?
I think that’s a very optimistic view, but a
moment not very likely given Mr. Putin’s dug

in responses on every development that has
taken place of upping the ante,” Pickering
noted.
Also undetermined is the renewed debate
over whether NATO should allow Ukraine to
join after the country on Friday announced it
will file an expedited application to the military alliance, which Kyiv has sought to enter
since Russia’s annexation of the Crimean
Peninsula in 2014.
The United States quickly urged that such
a process “should be taken up at a different
time,” according to national security adviser
Jake Sullivan.
“Right now, our view is that the best way
for us to support Ukraine is through practical,
on-the-ground support in Ukraine and that the
process in Brussels should be taken up at a
different time,” Sullivan told reporters Friday.
But Jonathan Katz, director of Democracy
Initiatives and a senior fellow with The German Marshall Fund of the United States, said
Ukraine’s NATO bid is a serious application
in the wake of Putin’s speech and amid his
ongoing desperate bids to make gains in a
war that has become bogged down in its
seventh month.
“It is not far-fetched that Ukraine —
which will need security guarantees going
forward, given Russia’s unrelenting war and
Mr. Putin’s unwillingness to end this cycle of
violence against Ukraine — they will need
to be given some type of security guarantee
and NATO is the place to do that,” Katz said.
(See What Happens Next?, Page 15)

said Scott Savitz, senior engineer at the
RAND Corporation.
The time needed to carry out the investigation depends on sea conditions and the
human and machine resources needed and
available to collect what Savitz said should
be “incontrovertible” evidence.
“This is substantial, [the explosions] occurred in multiple locations, which will make
it that much harder. Divers and specialized
gear will need to be addressing multiple
problems at once,” he said.
Savitz, who based his analysis on media
reports, said the attack on the pipeline appeared to be “relatively straight forward,”
with explosives placed near the pipe — an
action that could be as simple as pushing
mines off a ship or enlisting human divers
or an uncrewed undersea vehicle.
“These are heavily trafficked waters in
which a ship, pushing a heavy object, or
multiple, over the side would not be terribly difficult and all it would need to have

is a simple setting in that it detonates after
a certain time period. That’s trivially easy.
That’s technology from a century ago, if not
more,” he said.
“Conceivably based on the evidence
we’ve seen thus far, it’s not 100 percent the
case that it was Russia, but it looks very
probable.”
If Russia is determined to be behind the
attack, the problem for the international
community is how to respond.
“I don’t think we’re wading into Article
V territory,” Braw said, referring to NATO
treaty text that provides for collective defense, that an attack on one member is an
attack on all.
“It will have to be more sanctions, even
though we are running short of entities and
people to sanction. That is the one area where
we can do something without escalating and
risking a situation where then Russia would
escalate back, and that would be extremely
dangerous.”

Townsend, who is also an adjunct senior
fellow with the Center for a New American
Security, said NATO should at least send
some of its naval units as a show of support
to the Danes.
“They’re not big battle ships. That might
be, at least initially, what NATO might do,
just to tell the Danes and others in the Baltic
that NATO is there, NATO knows this is
happening.”
Townsend added that the episode is a stark
reminder that while Russia is hemorrhaging
its military, economic and human resources
in Ukraine, it retains the ability to keep its
global adversaries in the crosshairs.
“We cannot just say, ‘Well, we don’t have
to worry about Russia, they are just incompetent,’” he said.
“Well, things haven’t gone very well for
them, but I wouldn’t call it incompetent, I’d
call it evil geniuses. And what will we see
next? We’ve got to be aware of that and be
ready to deal with it.”

Pipeline Sabotage

Biden administration unveils Russian
sanctions in response to annexations
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By Brett Samuels
The Hill
The Biden administration on Friday announced a new round of sanctions in response
to Russia’s annexation of four Ukrainian
territories, targeting government and military
officials and their family members.
The departments of Treasury, Commerce
and State each announced separate sanctions
intended to target decisionmakers in Moscow,
allies of Russian President Vladimir Putin
and entities that support the military-industrial complex in Russia.
“The United States unequivocally rejects Russia’s fraudulent attempt to change
Ukraine’s internationally recognized borders, including by holding sham ‘referenda’
in Ukraine’s Luhansk, Donetsk, Kherson,
and Zaporizhzhya regions. This is a clear
violation of international law and the United
Nations Charter,” Secretary of State Antony
Blinken said in a statement.
Blinken said the sanctions serve as a
clear warning from the U.S. and its Group of
Seven allies that there will be “costs for any
individual, entity, or country that provides
political or economic support to Russia as

a result of its illegal attempts to change the
status of Ukrainian territory.”
The Treasury Department is sanctioning
Elvira Sakhipzadovna Nabiullina, the governor of Russia’s Central Bank and a former
adviser to Putin. The department is also
sanctioning more than 100 members of the
Russian Duma.
Treasury and State are also sanctioning

relatives of members of Russia’s National
Security Council, including the wife and
children of Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin
and Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu.
The State Department is also imposing
visa restrictions on Ochur-Suge Mongush, a
Russian soldier who is accused of castrating
and torturing a Ukrainian prisoner of war.
The sanctions also target hundreds of other
individuals, including members of the Russian military and Belarusian military officials.
The Commerce Department will also add
57 entities to its sanction list in a bid to restrict
Russian access to key technologies and other
materials that fuel the war effort in Ukraine.
The latest round of sanctions were publicized hours after Putin delivered a speech
at the Kremlin in which he signed decrees
to declare four Ukrainian regions as part of
Russia. Putin cited the “will of millions of
people” after referenda in each region that
have been widely condemned as a “sham”
and manipulated by the Kremlin.
The annexations, which experts said are
the largest land grab since World War II, come
as Putin has grown increasingly aggressive
in his rhetoric since a successful Ukrainian

counteroffensive earlier this month forced
Russian forces to retreat.
Putin has made veiled references to Russia’s nuclear capabilities and its willingness
to defend Russian territory. On Friday, he
argued the U.S. “created a precedent” by
using an atomic bomb in Japan at the end of
World War II.
President Biden on Thursday said the
United States would never recognize the
territory Russia illegally seized from Ukraine.
“This so-called referenda was a sham —
an absolute sham — and the results were
manufactured in Moscow,” Biden said at an
event with Pacific island leaders. “And the
true will of the Ukrainian people is evident
every day as they sacrifice their lives to save
their people and maintain the independence
of their country and in defense of freedom
as well.”
The Biden administration has levied numerous sanctions against Russian officials,
financial institutions and allies since it first
launched its invasion of Ukraine roughly six
months ago, targeting Putin himself, his closest advisers and major banks in a bid to cut
off financing and crush the Russian economy.

know, to threaten the use of a nuclear weapon,” McMaster said.
Former CIA director and retired Army
Gen. David Petraeus on Sunday said that, if
Russia used the weapons, the U.S. would lead
a fierce NATO response.
The alliance “would take out every Russian conventional force that we can see and
identify on the battlefield in Ukraine and also
in Crimea and every ship in the Black Sea,”
Petraeus said on ABC’s “This Week.”
“[Putin] is trying to cast this in any way
that he can in a way to appear threatening, to
be threatening, to try to get Europe to crack.
He thinks he can out-suffer Europe, if you
will,” Petraeus added.
“But I don’t think he’s going to out-suffer Europe. Europe’s going to have a tough
winter, there’s going to be very reduced flow
of natural gas, but they’ll get through it and

I don’t think they’ll crack on the issue of
support for Ukraine.”
Secretary of State Antony Blinken in a
recent interview said he has told Russian
officials “to stop the loose talk about nuclear
weapons,” but also warned of the lack of
checks on Putin from within the Kremlin.
“Russia has gotten itself into the mess that
it’s in is because there is no one in the system
to effectively tell Putin he’s doing the wrong
thing,” the secretary of state told CBS “60
Minutes” host Scott Pelley in an interview
that aired last week.
“It’s very important that Moscow hear
from us and know from us that the consequences would be horrific,” Blinken said.
White House National Security Adviser
Jake Sullivan last week said the United States
will “respond decisively” to any nuclear
weapon use and said the U.S. has “spelled
out in greater detail exactly what that would
mean” in top-level talks with senior Russian
officials.
“Let me say it plainly: If Russia crosses
this line, there will be catastrophic consequences for Russia,” the top national security
aide said.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has long cautioned of Russia’s “nuclear
terror” and “nuclear blackmail” amid the
conflict and the tensions at the Zaporizhzhia
nuclear power plant, which has been occupied
by Russian forces since the start of the war
more than seven months ago.
However, he dismissed Putin’s nuclear
threats as a “bluff” back in March, changing
his tune during an interview last weekend.
“Look, maybe yesterday it was bluff. Now,
it could be a reality,” Zelensky said of Putin’s
remarks on CBS’s “Face the Nation.”

in March conceded that his country was
unlikely to join.
Asked about Ukraine joining the alliance,
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg
told reporters that “every democracy in
Europe” has the right to apply for NATO
membership but noted that the alliance is
more focused on helping Kyiv defend itself
against Russia’s invasion.
“NATO Allies when they met at the NATO

Summit in Madrid stated also very clearly
that we support Ukraine’s right to choose
its own path, to decide what kind of security
arrangements it wants to be part of. Then,
a decision on membership of course has to
be taken by all 30 Allies and we take these
decisions by consensus,” Stoltenberg said.
“Our focus now is on providing immediate
support to Ukraine, to help Ukraine defend
itself against the Russian brutal invasion, and
then that’s the main focus and the main effort
of NATO Allies as we speak,” he continued.
Zelensky’s statement Friday didn’t make
clear when exactly Ukraine would file for
NATO membership. However, it acknowledges that all members of the alliance will
have to approve of its bid.
But the statement said it was possible
for Ukraine to join under an accelerated
procedure, as Finland and Sweden started its
accession into the alliance this year under the
same process.
“Security has no alternatives. But determination is needed to guarantee it. We are taking
our decisive step by signing Ukraine’s application for accelerated accession to NATO,”
Zelensky said.

News also broke Friday that the Pentagon
was preparing to step up efforts to train and
equip Ukrainian troops through a proposal
to create a new command based in Germany,
as The New York Times reported. Such a
command, which would be led by a top
U.S. general, would streamline the current
patchwork of training and assistance given to
the Ukrainian military by the U.S. and allies
since Russia attacked the country in February,
according to the Times.
And House Foreign Affairs Committee
ranking member Michael McCaul (R-Texas)
on Friday called for the U.S. and its allies to
send Ukraine weapons it has so far held off
from providing over fears doing so could
escalate Russia’s ire.

“I urge the Biden administration to finally
provide longer-range artillery, like [Army
Tactical Missile System]. And I also urge
key allies to immediately transfer muchneeded systems, including German Leopard
tanks and Marder infantry fighting vehicles,”
McCaul said in a statement.
Earlier this week the administration
pledged another $1.1 million in lethal aid
to the embattled country, bringing the total
Pentagon commitment to Ukraine to more
than $16 billion since February.
The latest dollars will go to contracts for
weapons to be delivered over the next several
years — a signal that the U.S. believes Russia
will continue to threaten Ukraine and the
region for years to come.

Putin puts US officials on edge with nuclear saber-rattling
By Julia Mueller
The Hill
U.S. officials are on edge over Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s recent threat to
use nuclear weapons, ahead of his illegal
and contested move to claim huge swathes
of Ukrainian territory.
Current and former U.S. officials on
Sunday said that although there is nobody in
Russia who could stop Putin from deploying
nuclear weapons, such a move would guarantee a cataclysmic response from the U.S.
and its NATO allies.
“To be clear, the guy who makes that
decision, I mean, it’s one man. There are
no checks on Mr. Putin. Just as he made the
irresponsible decision to invade Ukraine,
you know, he could make another decision,”
Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin told CNN’s
Fareed Zakaria on Sunday.
Austin added he doesn’t “see anything
right now” to indicate that Putin has definitively made such a decision.
Former national security adviser H.R.
McMaster on Sunday that Putin is “under
extreme pressure” after battlefield failures
and domestic frustration over a mobilization
order that could send hundreds of thousands
of reservists into the war.
“I think the message to [Putin] is: If you
use a nuclear weapon, it’s a suicide weapon.
And the response from NATO and the United
States doesn’t have to be nuclear,” McMaster
told “Face the Nation” host Margaret Brennan on CBS.
Putin’s move to annex four regions of
Ukraine on Friday came after he warned that
Moscow would deploy its massive nuclear arsenal to protect Russian territory or its people.
“This is not a bluff. And those who try to

blackmail us with nuclear weapons should
know that the weathervane can turn and point
towards them,” the Russian president said in
a televised address.
Officials in Kyiv and Washington have
said they take the threat seriously, but will not
be deterred from fighting to push out Russia
from the regions it now claims.
Putin’s decision to call up as many as
300,000 reservists has been met with protests
across the country and thousands of Russian
military-age men fleeing the country to avoid
the call-up.
But experts have said the poorly trained
reinforcements are unlikely to change the
course of the war, and fear Putin could be
increasingly dangerous if Russia continues to
suffer costly and embarrassing losses.
The Russian president is responding with
“the only quiver he has left, which is to, you

Zelensky says Ukraine filing expedited application to join NATO
By Jordan Williams
The Hill
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky
says his country will file an expedited application to join NATO after Russian President
Vladimir Putin signed treaties to annex parts
of eastern Ukraine.
In a statement, Zelensky called Ukraine
and NATO “de facto” allies and said his
country would seek formal membership in
the alliance.
“De facto, we have already proven interoperability with the Alliance’s standards,
they are real for Ukraine — real on the battlefield and in all aspects of our interaction,”
Zelensky said.
“Today, Ukraine is applying to make it de
jure. Under a procedure consistent with our
significance for the protection of our entire
community. Under an accelerated procedure,” the statement continued.
Putin on Friday signed four “ascension
treaties” to annex the Donetsk, Luhansk,
Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions of Ukraine
after holding referendums in the area decried
as “sham” elections by the West. Moscow,
however, claims the territories want to be

apart of Russia.
The plan elevated the stakes of the war,
which Putin is desperate to turn the tide in
amid recent gains made by Ukraine in its
counteroffensive.
Ukraine has sought to join NATO since
Russia’s annexation of the Crimean Peninsula in 2014, something Moscow has fought
against. While the alliance has stepped up
its military support for Ukraine, Zelensky

What Happens Next?
(Continued from Page 14)
“It must be taken seriously. … how can
anyone think that Ukrainians, or the West,
the transatlantic community, can be safe with
Mr. Putin doing what he’s doing,” he added.
The issue will likely come up at a
meeting of defense ministers for the North
Atlantic Council Oct. 12 and 13 at NATO
Headquarters in Brussels.
For now, U.S. and Western officials
say they are focusing on crippling Russia
through economic means, with the Biden
administration on Friday announcing a new
round of sanctions.
The sanctions, which come from the
departments of Treasury, Commerce and
State and in coordination with members

of the G-7, are meant to target Moscow’s
decisionmakers, Putin’s allies and entities
that support Russia’s military-industrial
complex.
Secretary of State Antony Blinken said the
sanctions are a clear warning that there will
be “costs for any individual, entity, or country
that provides political or economic support
to Russia as a result of its illegal attempts
to change the status of Ukrainian territory.”
One thing’s certain in the aftermath of
Putin’s move: continued U.S. support to
Ukraine.
The House on Friday passed a stopgap
spending bill to stave off a government
shutdown that included another $12.3 billion
in aid for Ukraine.
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Expect fireworks from the
Supreme Court’s 2022-2023 term

By James Burling and Alison Somin
Although the Supreme Court likely won’t
be talking much about guns and abortions
this term, there will be fireworks on issues
ranging from race preferences at colleges, to
California’s politically correct bacon regulations, to the perennial question of what the
heck is a wetland subject to federal control?
Wrapped up in the court’s cases will be
continuing questions over the fundamental
nature of government — and what power
the different branches of government may
have under the structure of our Constitution.
On the first day of oral argument, there
will be a return visit from Mike and Chantell Sackett. They were last before the court
a decade ago when they won a unanimous
decision that allowed them to challenge the
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
determination that there were wetlands on
their small residential lot where they were
trying to build a home.
After years of battles over evidence and
delays, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals
agreed with the EPA that a small patch of
wetland on the property meant the Sacketts
could not build unless and until they applied
for and received a permit. But the Sacketts,
represented by Pacific Legal Foundation
(PLF), are arguing that EPA’s very definition
of a wetland subject to federal control is
inconsistent with the Clean Water Act and a
prior Supreme Court decision in another wetland case (where PLF attorneys represented
another landowner).
The following week, the court will take
up National Pork Producers Council v. Ross,
a case that might help draw the line on how

much regulatory control one state can impose
on businesses in another state. Many Californians may love their bacon, but in 2018 the
voters of California passed Proposition 12,
which forbids, starting in 2022, the sale or
importation of pork products unless the pigs
are raised in sufficiently large pens. The problem is that California imports 99.87 percent
of its pork — virtually none is raised in the
state. Anyone caught selling “illegal bacon”
in California will be subject to a $1,000 fine
and up to 180 days in state prison. Because
the California market is huge, pork producers
in other states must alter their feedlots and
pens to meet the California rules. Otherwise,
California retailers won’t risk selling illegal
ham sandwiches.
But under the Constitution’s Commerce
Clause, states cannot regulate interstate

commerce — a job left to the federal government. The court will decide whether the
impact of California rules in other states is
enough to violate the Commerce Clause. As
Pacific Legal Foundation’s amicus brief puts
it, “Allowing states to leverage their market
power to reach beyond their borders and
control activity is properly subject to direct
regulation by other states undermines the
basic principles of federalism on which this
nation was founded.”
On the last day of October, the court will
hear arguments in what might be the most
controversial cases of the term: Students for
Fair Admissions v. Harvard and a companion
case against the University of North Carolina. At issue is the question of admissions
policies tilted to favor students of particular
minority groups at the expense of others,

especially Asian students. The statistics are
striking: Asian students who are at the top of
their classes and have stellar SAT scores are
less likely to gain admission than minority
students who are merely in the middle of the
pack of selective colleges’ admissions pools.
In 2003, Justice Sandra Day O’Connor
wrote in Grutter v. Bollinger that colleges
could favor minority students in admissions
in order to promote “diversity.” But she
said such discrimination no longer might be
necessary after 25 years. In fact, it was never
necessary, and any college or university that
uses federal funds in a discriminatory way is
violating the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal
Protection Clause, which was adopted in the
wake of the Civil War. PLF’s amicus brief
notes “the diversity rationale is unsound” and
“rests upon arbitrary racial classifications.”
Moreover, “preferences not only deny students their right to equal justice before the
law but harm the very students they purportedly benefit.”
The following week, the court will take
up Axon Enterprise v. Federal Trade Commission and Securities and Exchange Commission v. Cochran, both cases involving
separation of powers. Although each involves
a different federal agency, the core question
is the same: Can courts hear constitutional
challenges involving an administrative
agency’s structure immediately, or must such
claims first percolate internally through the
administrative agency?
As the old maxim has it, “justice delayed
is justice denied.”
To vindicate individual rights that are
(See Fireworks, Page 17)

Joy Behar, cohost of “The View,” noted
Wednesday that Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis
says he is “not in the pews of the church of
the global warming leftists.” “This is what
he thinks about climate change. And now,
his state is getting hit with one of the worst
hurricanes that we will ever see!” This is a
quite common attack, but it’s a non sequitur.
Even if we accepted every alarmist forecast
about anthropogenic global warming, and
embraced the Democrats’ net-zero plan
and banned gas-powered engines and fossil
fuels by 2050 or 2030 or even 2024, the
temperature wouldn’t be any different today.
Forget India and China — not a single major
economy that signed onto the Paris Accord
has met its goals.
Of course, the underlying claim is also
untrue. Since Behar’s birth in 1942, Florida has seen 48 hurricanes make landfall.
Three of them have been Category 5 (so
worse), nine of them have been Category 4
(including Ian), and 11 of them Category 3.

Granted, Behar was not around for 1900’s
Great Galveston hurricane, which hit eight
years before Model Ts began emitting carbon into the air; it likely killed somewhere
around 10,000 people in Texas. The 1926
Great Miami hurricane killed 372, causing an
estimated, inflation-adjusted $164 billion in
damage. Only around 150,000 people lived
in all of Dade County back in those days.
The Great Labor Day Hurricane of 1935
was tied with 2019’s Hurricane Dorian for
strongest maximum sustained landfall winds
(185 mph). Those were pretty bad storms, as
were many others.
Critics will, no doubt, point out the rising
cost of insurance payments due to hurricanes
and other natural disasters. This is largely due
to the concentration of people and wealth in
coastal regions, a consequence of both rising
population and wealth, and federal insurance
programs that incentivize people to take on
this risk.
Critics will also point out that hurricanes
are far less deadly now than they have been
in the past because we’ve instituted warning
systems and improved infrastructure and
preparedness. And that’s right. Acclimatizing to the realities of climate is far cheaper
and more effective than any state-compelled
dismantling of modernity. No amount of
scaremongering can change that reality.
*****
David Harsanyi is a senior editor at The
Federalist. Harsanyi is a nationally syndicated columnist and author of five books — the
most recent, “Eurotrash: Why America Must
Reject the Failed Ideas of a Dying Continent.” His work has appeared in National
Review, the Wall Street Journal, Washington
Post, Reason, New York Post and numerous
other publications. Follow him on Twitter @
davidharsanyi.

own estimates of its errors, the DOJ captures
no more than 82 percent of deaths in state
prisons, 61 percent of deaths in local jails and
as few as 29 percent of arrest-related deaths.
But, more importantly, those uncounted
deaths represent mothers and fathers, daughters and sons, neighbors and friends. Human
beings over whom the government has asserted the ultimate form of control. If absolutely
nothing else, the government should not get
to claim ignorance around who lived or died
under its watch or the circumstances of any
deaths. This is hardly asking too much of our
government. In fact, it would be irresponsible
not to ask.

Furthermore, prisons and jails are critical
tools for incapacitation and rehabilitation
while arrests serve as one of the primary
means by which law enforcement maintains
order and safety in our communities. If the
authorities involved cannot be bothered to
adequately track matters of literal life and
death, what confidence can Americans have
that they’re doing all they can to protect both
the public and their rights? How are we to
identify bad practices or promote positive
ones?
DOJ has clearly laid out its position that
without further congressional action it will
valiantly try and likely fail to close the reporting gap. While DOJ should be subject
to public scrutiny for its willful, unnecessary
defeat on this issue, Congress must work with
the DOJ that it has, not the one it might want.
Relatively brief legislation could quickly
clear up issues surrounding how DOJ can
collect information as well as provide greater
and more effective incentives for states and
localities to provide it.
In the meantime, as DOJ considers its
data collection options, it should try acting
more like the reasonable public servants that
Americans deserve, especially where the
deaths of human beings in their custody are
concerned, and less like lawyers dealing in
bureaucratic non-answers.
Lars Trautman is the national director of
Right on Crime.

Never let a devastating natural disaster go to waste

By David Harsanyi
Be prepared for Democrats to exploit
the devastation of Hurricane Ian to peddle
de-modernization. And because there is no
conclusive way for anyone to prove that
global warming isn’t triggering every natural
disaster — and because nature offers a continuous flow of these terrifying events and always will — the exploitation will never stop.
The effort began in earnest after 2005’s
Hurricane Katrina, a Category 3 hurricane
that devastated an unprepared New Orleans.
There was Al Gore, with his grade-school
“science” charts and cartoonish satellite
images (water, the color of fire!), emotionally manipulating audiences with images of
destruction and suffering. The problem was
that “An Inconvenient Truth” suggested —
among numerous other dire predictions that
would never come to pass — that climate
change had not only caused Katrina, despite
negligible warming, but that it portended
the dawn of an age of shocking and intense
hurricanes.
After 2005, Florida didn’t get hit with
another hurricane until 2016 and Louisiana
didn’t see a major one until 2020 (also the
fault of climate change). It is debatable that
storms that do make landfall do so with more
intensity or that Category 3-plus hurricanes
are increasing. Overall, the frequency of
hurricanes has slightly declined since 1900.
From 1851-1860, 19 hurricanes made landfall
in the United States. From 2011-2020, 19
hurricanes made landfall in the United States.
The average per decade between 1860-2011
is about 18. In the decade of 1941-1950, 10
major hurricanes hit the United States.
“Hurricane Ian gets nasty quickly, turbocharged by warm water,” explains the Associated Press, making a claim that has been
true since the first hurricane formed. More

“climate havoc,” says The New York Times,
as Ian threatens to hit the same exact places
that storms have always hit. Today’s media
simply can’t report on any flood or tornado
or hurricane or brain-eating amoeba without
making it about their favorite policy hobby
horse. It just feels like things are worse, you
know?
“What effect does climate change have
on this phenomenon?” CNN’s Don Lemon
asks Jamie Rhome, the acting director of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Hurricane Center,
about Hurricane Ian. “Because it seems these
storms are intensifying.”
“I don’t think you can link climate change
to any one event. On the whole, on the cumulative, climate change may be making storms
worse. But to link it to any one event, I would
caution against that,” answers Rhome.
“OK, listen, I grew up there. And these
storms are intensifying,” responds Lemon.
He grew up there.

The DOJ has no clue who lives or dies in government custody
By Lars Trautman
Never underestimate the ability of the
government to muck something up.
That’s the subtext of a recent report from
the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) detailing its failures to comply with the Death in
Custody Reporting Act (DCRA). For those
unwilling to sift through the laundry list of
excuses, the short summary is that the DOJ
doesn’t know how many Americans die in
government custody each year and doesn’t
have much of a plan to get this legally required information.
The history recited by the DOJ of how it
reached this point would likely confirm most
government skeptics’ worst suspicions of
the limits of government competence. After
all, for almost two decades DOJ managed
to collect information on deaths in custody
with relatively few issues. This run of success
only ended after DOJ decided in December
2016 that its own tortured reading of a 2014
update to the DCRA prevented it from taking
the common sense, effective path in almost
every instance. Data shortfalls and missed
opportunities in the years following predictably ensued.
Sprinkled throughout the account and
DOJ’s requests to Congress is a helplessness
that is, frankly, stunning considering the
DOJ’s aggressive initiative and willingness
to push the bounds of statutory interpretation
in so many other critical areas. It appears the

product of a government agency more interested in finding reasons not to do something
than one truly interested in executing the law.
One of the Biden administration’s own allies, Sen. Jon Ossoff (D-Ga.), recently called
DOJ to task for these problems. Working with
the Government Accountability Office, his
Senate subcommittee conducted a review of
deaths in custody in the fiscal year 2021 that
highlighted a DOJ undercount of at least 990
deaths. Their report went on to note that 70
percent of DOJ’s data was incomplete and
that “DOJ’s failures were preventable.”
So, what’s included in DOJ’s Swiss
cheese-style data collection? According to its
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From affirmative action to Andy Warhol:
Buckle up for a wild Supreme Court term

By Jonathan Turley
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
once said, “It’s hard not to have
a big year at the Supreme Court.”
That is, of course, manifestly true
for the highest court in the land.
Some years are bigger than others, however. That certainly was
the case in 2021-22, with historic
decisions on abortion, gun rights,
climate change and other issues.
On Monday, the new term will
begin with a lineup that promises
another historic series of rulings
— and even greater levels of rage
directed at the court.
The last term showed that a
stable 6-3 majority has taken hold
on the court. Even with the addition
this term of Justice Ketanji Onyika
Brown Jackson, and possible swing
votes from Chief Justice John
Roberts or others, there are five
conservative justices who have
brought clarity to long-contested areas characterized by 5-4 divisions.
That is likely to continue this term.
Here are just two of the “matinee” cases that could have a huge
impact on both precedent and
politics:
Students for Fair
Admissions v. President &
Fellows of Harvard College
This case on the use of race in
college admissions will be heard
with a similar case in Students for
Fair Admissions v. University of
North Carolina.
Since declaring affirmative
action in admissions to be unconstitutional in 1978 in Regents of the
University of California v. Bakke,
the court has never achieved clarity
on the constitutional use of race
beyond barring any preference “for
no reason other than race or ethnic
origin.” Then-Justice Lewis Powell
declared, “This the Constitution
forbids,” but the court has been
unable to say with any coherence
and consistency what else it forbids
in a line of conflicting and vague
5-4 rulings.
These cases involving alleged
discrimination against Asian applicants to gain greater diversity
for other minorities could produce
that long-sought clarity.
In 2003, in Grutter v. Bollinger,
the court divided 5-4 on upholding
race admissions criteria used to
achieve “diversity” in a class at
Michigan Law School. (On the
same day, the court ruled 6-3 to
declare Michigan’s undergraduate
admissions unconstitutional in the
use of race in Gratz v. Bollinger.)
In Grutter, then-Justice Sandra
Day O’Connor stressed that the
court “expects that 25 years from
now, the use of racial preferences
will no longer be necessary to further the interest approved today.”
That was 21 years ago, and the
question is whether time has run out
for race-based admissions. Justice
Jackson, who served on Harvard’s
board of directors, has recused
herself from the Harvard case but
is expected to vote in the North
Carolina case.
303 Creative v. Elenis
There often are cases that generate exhaustive coverage over a
potential major shift in precedent
that only peter out as justices
divide and the majority takes an
exit ramp. That was the case in

Fireworks

(Continued from Page 16)
threatened by unconstitutionally
structured administrative agencies,
courts should be able to hear these
challenges.
We are heartened that the Supreme Court is beginning to hear
cases that have the potential for
returning the nation to the liberty-defining principles of our Constitution. As shown in PLF’s “Pulling
Back the Curtain” series, it long
has been a goal of public interest
lawyers such as those at PLF to
argue that government must respect
property rights; that the government
must not discriminate; and that
the three branches of government
must not compete for power at the
expense of individual freedoms.
*****
James Burling and Alison Somin are attorneys at Pacific Legal
Foundation, a nonprofit legal
organization that defends Americans’ liberties when threatened by
government overreach and abuse.

the Masterpiece Cakeshop case in
2018, in which a baker was found
to be in violation of the Colorado
Anti-Discrimination Act for refusing to make a wedding cake for a
same-sex couple due to his religious
objections.
303 Creative has the makings of
not just Masterpiece Cakeshop 2.0
but everything that the earlier case
failed to achieve. For years, I have
argued that these conflicts between
discrimination laws and religious
values should not be resolved under the religious clauses but under
the free speech clause. Notably,
this case involving Lori Smith, a
graphic artist who declined on religious grounds to provide services
to couples celebrating same-sex
marriages, was brought to the court
under both the religious and free
speech clauses. However, the court
accepted the case only to argue the
free speech grounds — raising the
likelihood of a major free speech
case in the making.
The court’s new docket also is
populated with other major cases
that are standouts:
—Moore v. Harper involves a

challenge to the authority of state
courts to set aside congressional
maps in North Carolina. Some have
argued that such judicial review is
unconstitutional under the elections and electors clauses because
it refers solely to “legislatures” in
setting such rules or districts.
—Sackett v. Environmental
Protection Agency. In 2012, the
Court allowed the Sacketts to
challenge an EPA compliance order
concerning navigable waters on
their property in Idaho under the
Clean Water Act. A new challenge
to the Ninth Circuit test could redefine the key meaning of ”waters of
the United States.”
—Andy Warhol Foundation
v. Goldsmith will ask the court
to decide whether a work of art is
considered “transformative” for the
purposes of the fair-use doctrine
when it expresses a dissimilar
meaning or message from the original source. The case involves Lynn
Goldsmith’s photo of the musician
Prince.
—In Haaland v. Brackeen, the
court must decide whether placement preferences based on race

under the Indian Child Welfare Act
of 1978 violate the Constitution.
Some of these cases are unlikely
to track the common narrative of a
rigidly ideological court. Indeed,
media coverage often exaggerates
that narrative. While Chief Justice
Roberts is often called “the swing
vote” on the court, Justice Neil
Gorsuch may be more unpredictable and impactful. Last term, he
dissented in key cases, often writing
vigorous dissents with his more
liberal colleagues.
The liberal justices prevailed in
major cases last term with support
from conservative colleagues on
issues ranging from upholding a
Biden administration policy ending
the “Remain in Mexico” decision
to upholding Health and Human
Services’ mandatory vaccine rule
for health care workers.
Moreover, 29 percent of the
cases were decided unanimously.
While that is a decline from other
years, it still reflects almost a third
of the cases brought before the
court. While Roberts and Justice
Brett Kavanaugh voted most often
together (95 percent of the time),

Justice Elena Kagan voted almost
half of the time (48 percent) with
Roberts.
That does not mean familiar
ideological divides will not continue to define key cases — or fuel
some anger. Last term’s decisions
led Erwin Chemerinsky, dean of
the UC Berkeley School of Law, to
denounce the conservative justices
as “partisan hacks.” Yet, the six
conservatives are no less partisan
than the three liberal justices voting
predictably together in dissent on
such cases. They are all maintaining
views of jurisprudence that fulfill
their oaths to faithfully follow the
Constitution.
None of that is likely to quell
hate directed at the justices, rage
that led to an attempted assassination of Justice Kavanaugh in
June. As a new majority brings its
own clarity to long-disputed areas,
additional cases will be overturned.
Such shifts have occurred on changing courts in the past with rejections
of long-standing precedent. Yet,
every overturned precedent likely
will be treated as sacrosanct and
inviolate despite years of conflicted
rulings. It will not be the interpretations but the integrity of the justices
that most likely will be attacked.
When it comes to the court
and the overturning of precedents,
we have learned to hate the way
described by Queen Margaret in
Shakespeare’s “Richard III” —
“Think that thy babes were sweeter
than they were; And he that slew
them fouler than he is.”
*****
Jonathan Turley is the Shapiro
Professor of Public Interest Law
at George Washington University.
Follow him on Twitter @JonathanTurley.
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

Democrats
weaponize
power

Guest Editorial by David Webb
With credit to my fellow SiriusXM Patriot host, Andrew
Wilkow: Republicans hold elections, Democrats hold power.
Last week, House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy
(R-Calif.) laid out the Republican commitment to America.
It’s the new version of former House Speaker Newt Gingrich’s (R-Ga.) Contract with America. To be fair, many
conservatives are asking the question: Is the current House
minority leader capable of being Newt Gingrich?
Democrats also have a commitment to America and multiple commitments to the various methods that they will use
to hold power.
My previous article was focused on how the left creates
and re-creates medical crises since COVID-19 left Wuhan,
China, by whatever method. Decisions to shut down economies spurred the United States and most developed nations
into the current recessionary period.
Progressive Democrats in America under various banners
weaponized COVID-19. They found every available method
to shut down America, resulting in damage to our economy,
driving us to where we are now and where we likely will be
for some time.
Now every medical situation is an opportunity for a
medical crisis. For example, have you heard of monkeypox
lately? The Biden administration purchased 13 million doses
of Jynneos vaccines at a taxpayer cost of $119 million.
On Aug. 24, 2022, the Department of Homeland Security, following immense pressure and blowback from the
American people and a recommendation of the Homeland
Security Advisory Council, terminated the Disinformation
Governance Board. The board’s charter was rescinded, and
at that time I warned the American people it would only be
a matter of time before Democrats tried a different tack.
Enter the state of California with AB 2098, the physicians’ and surgeons’ unprofessional conduct bill. Gov. Gavin
Newsom (D) is now ready to do a state version of the disinformation governance board. He aims to weaponize not just
COVID-19, but possibly any medical situation, crisis or not.
California’s AB 2098 has been passed in both houses and
now sits on the governor’s desk for signature. It designates
the dissemination or promotion of misinformation or disinformation related to SARS-CoV-2, coronavirus or COVID-19
by a physician or a surgeon as unprofessional conduct, allowing the California Medical Board to take action against
the offending physician or surgeon.
In just a few pages, what the far-left elected officials in
California have done is create a medical disinformation
governance board that doesn’t clearly identify the “dissemination of misinformation or disinformation,” but allows for
any charge of unprofessional conduct if you do not follow
the Democrats’ politburo-like party line.
It’s a fair question to ask what further effects this might
have on the medical profession in California. Would doctors
or any other medical professional or company licensed by the
state consider leaving, or not opening a business which could
result in less access to medical care for the state’s population?
Time and time again, Americans see examples of Democrats weaponizing bureaucracies and “letter agencies” against
people and corporations. There’s clearly a partisan bent to this
misuse of government’s power, but the effect often ranges
wider to the general population regardless of political affiliation. Often the most affected are the poor and underserved.
It’s not too far-fetched to imagine undercover investigators
or activist organizations with the favored Democratic status
working to entrap physicians who don’t follow the party line.
What about the doctor-patient relationship? If government
determines or inserts itself into what your doctor can do,
what level of care do you really have?
The general election is just over a month away. Democrats
would like to push hot-button issues like abortion to the top
of the public consciousness. Americans typically vote their
interests.
Consider this simple point. More Americans drive to the
grocery store than to the abortion clinic.
In California, is your relationship with your medical provider free from government intervention? The ship has sailed
on AB 2098. It’s possible there could be a legal challenge,
but if that were to make its way to the very liberal 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, it’s not likely to survive. Some
potentially good news is that it is among the most overturned
of the circuit courts.
First you win, and then you make policy. When Democrats
win or lose, they are experts at holding power and making
bad policy.
*****
David Webb is host of “The David Webb Show” on SiriusXM Patriot 125, a Fox Nation host, Fox News contributor
and a frequent television commentator.

History repeats itself….

By Perly Viasmensky
Does anybody remember the exodus of Cubans
who traveled from Cuba’s Mariel Harbor to the United
States in the 1980s when then President Jimmy Carter
and many of the refugees had been released from jails
and mental facilities in Cuba?
The Cuban government announced that anyone who
wanted to leave could do so.
Many Cuban families with the financial means
got ready to go to Cuba and bring back their family
members.
Fidel Castro emptied the prisons of criminal elements and many Cubans who went to Cuba to get their
family members came back with a bunch of undesirable
people and no family members.
The mental facilities in Cuba were totally emptied.
There was a case of a woman so full of louse everyplace she has hair, that a judge could not even rule
to have her shaved because she has no relatives in the
United States to authorize the shaving.
INCREDIBLE!!!
Now, we are dealing with the same thing with Venezuela. Nicolás Maduro is trying the same thing with

the criminals jailed in Venezuela.
Don’t get me wrong; I have lived in Venezuela. I
was married to a Venezuelan. I love Venezuela, but I
can see that Nicolás Maduro is doing the same thing
Fidel Castro did during the Mariel Exodus.
But he is also considered to want an exchange of
prisoners to save the necks of his wife’s nephews, drug
dealers in the United States prison.
To complete the whole nine yards, Cuba is asking
the United States for financial aid after hurricane IAN’s
destruction of the island.
Cuba? Cuba begging to eat from the hands of a
Yankee??? I never thought they were going to eat from
the hand of a Yankee
By the way, if anybody believes I am forgetting
about the City of Las Vegas and the State of Nevada,
I am still against everything that they do wrong as well
and I’m not afraid to put it in writing.
*****
Perly Viasmensky is the General Manager of the
Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Perly Viasmensky, email her at
pviasmensky@lasvegastribune.com.

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

Why do some people not care about other
people? Even if they are incarcerated for life?

By Maramis
“This is the largest case of COVID
Aimee Bock, the woman accused
fraud in the nation because MDE
of being behind the largest scam
didn’t do their jobs. The fraud was
in the U.S. during the COVID-19
started and persisted because MDE
pandemic, is accused of defrauding
failed to complete due diligence on
taxpayers out of $250 million by
these bad actors. They may have
claiming to have fed children that
assisted in the investigation, but it’s
didn’t exist. Ms. Bock has continued
too little, too late,” Chamberlain said.
to hold to her claim that she did not
The really hard-to-believe part of
steal any money. Until a trial finds
this scam is that it was done under the
her guilty, let’s just say that her claim
umbrella of helping underprivileged
may be true.
children get much-needed meals.
She could have said that she did
So knowing that most people are in
not falsify the numbers of children
favor of feeding starving children, it
MaraMiS Choufani
she was feeding, or did feed, and for which she got seemed like a reasonable way to be sure of getting the
paid, but she chose to say she did not steal any money. misbegotten funds for herself and all those who were
Look at it this way: if a person exaggerates the number involved in the scam.
of children being fed under her nonprofit Feeding our
I have to believe that Ms. Bock drummed up this
Future organization and gets paid for them, the money scheme thinking that a little fraud like fudging on
is being given to her, under false pretenses or not. One the numbers is not really like taking the food out of
could say she didn’t steal what was given to her. That children’s mouths. So as long as she words it her way,
may well be why she is sticking to that story.
she can go to sleep at night not thinking she actually
“Today’s charges make one thing clear: Fraud has stole any money and even believing she can, if she had
consequences,” Sen. Roger Chamberlain (R-Lino to, stand before the grand judgment seat of God (if it
Lakes) said. “I want to thank U.S. Attorney Andy comes to that) and state her case.
Luger and his team for their diligent work on holding
What she might not know is that no lawyer can
people accountable. This is the work that the Minnesota state her case for her in the heavenly “courtroom,”
Department of Education failed to do. As Mr. Luger and if she really did pull a fast one by manipulating
stated, the criminals capitalized on the pandemic to numbers to feed her greed and fatten her wallet and
make their millions off of taxpayers’ dollars.”
the wallets of those others who knew what she was
Last week, Chamberlain discussed preliminary doing but went along with it because it seemed like
findings into the Feeding Our Future case, saying the easy money without “really” hurting anyone, she and
Department of Education did not follow state and fed- all the others (if they ever catch up with them) will
eral laws. On Tuesday, he reiterated those statements.
(See Maramis, Page 23)

DeSantis becomes a target
as Hurricane Ian hit Florida

By Maramis
There are those who actually think that they are
more important than other people. While they may
be able to offer more to the world than some, they
are not actually more important than those they think
they rise above.
A scientist may have a lot more intelligence than a
truck driver and may have a lot more to offer the world,
but that doesn’t mean that he or she is more important
than the truck driver in the eyes of God.
Yes, if you really want to compare people by anything, you must look for some common denominator
and compare them by that. The one and only common
denominator is that we are all children of God. Whether
anyone reading this believes that or not, ask yourself
right now if you think you have a better chance of
getting into heaven because of who you are than of all
those who are serving life behind bars for some crime

they have committed.
Well, if you think that, you are wrong. It isn’t where
we are right now, or even necessarily what we’ve done,
but it is how we stand in the eyes of God.
There are those who might be in prison for murder,
but might have kinder hearts than any priest, rabbi, or
TV missionary — and it is not for us to judge. There
are those who might have given millions of dollars to
some beneficial cause or even fought for that cause
in some way and yet still harbor hate in their hearts.
Their money and their resume will not impress God.
When the time comes, we will all stand “naked”
before our heavenly judge, in the sense that we cannot
hide who we are or how we were, or even why we were
how we were. God looks at our hearts and our intentions as well as the things we do and why.
For one example, I’ve known people who think that
(See Concha, Page 19)
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Runaway inflation puts American food security at risk
By Jason Schatzke
and Lance Neuhaus
Submitted by Chuck Muth
Recent headlines might give the
impression that inflation is under
control, but inflation and other
threats to agriculture are putting our
farms and our food security at risk.
Farmers need strong federal farm
policies. The stakes have never
been higher.
Summer is beautiful on the
farm. Our crops are planted, and
we normally get to take this season
to enjoy the hard work that comes
with growing the food that feeds
America. This summer, though, we
can’t sleep at night.
We both grow sugar crops —
sugarbeets in North Dakota and
sugarcane in Texas — among other
commodities. We are certainly no
stranger to the challenges that come
with trying to navigate Mother
Nature or cyclical crop markets.
But this year, the disasters keep
piling on.
It started with planting. In North
Dakota, we were a month late in
getting seed into the ground, due
to an unseasonably cold and wet
spring. The planted crop is look-

CHUCk MUTH
ing promising, but the loss of crop
protection tools has made growing
sugarbeets more challenging and
increased the cost of controlling
pests, as we have to use less effective products more often. We also
had to hire additional labor to even
come close to planting our expected number of acres, which meant
additional costs.
Texas, on the other hand, is dealing with such bad drought conditions that some of our neighboring
farmers gave up entirely on trying
to plant a crop this year. On our

farm, we had to purchase additional
water to irrigate our crops, adding
as much as $700,000 to our farm
expenses this year.
Now, our bills for tractor and
truck fuel, along with the fertilizer
we need for our crops, are skyrocketing. Some of our costs have
increased upwards of 100 percent.
In North Dakota, our fuel costs
are projected to be up $280,000
over 2021 and fertilizer costs are
up more than $500,000 over 2021.
In Texas, our fertilizer costs have
risen from $180 per ton in 2021 to
more than $700 per ton this year.
We are making sacrifices everywhere just to pay the bills.
We are both members of grower-owned sugar cooperatives so
when we harvest our crops this fall,
that sugarcane or sugarbeet will
head to our respective cooperatives,
where the sugar will be extracted.
Higher transportation and production costs at our cooperatives will
reduce the prices we receive for
our crop.
We’re all working hard this year
to just break even.
Like all of America’s farmers,
we’re willing to do what it takes to

get the job done and feed people
across our nation. But as the number of farmers in America continues
to dwindle, we need to take our
food security seriously, especially
as other nations are confronted by
growing food scarcity and hunger.
The past few years have dealt
agriculture some heavy blows, but
thanks to the stability provided by
federal farm policies and a sugar
policy that costs taxpayers nothing,
we have been able to navigate these
challenges — so far. Both of our
farms have been in our families for
several generations, and we want to
keep the legacy of farming alive for

our children.
If we value a strong food supply,
we need America and Congress to
continue supporting our farmers,
now and in the future.
*****
Jason Schatzke farms sugarbeets, corn, soybeans, black beans,
sunflower and wheat in North
Dakota. Lance Neuhaus farms
sugarcane, citrus, cotton, corn,
onions and vegetables and raises
cattle along the Rio Grande River
in South Texas. Chuck Muth is president of CitizenOutreach.org and
publisher of NevadaNewsandViews.
com. He blogs at MuthsTruths.com.

MaCe YaMPoLSkY
home. I think it was a quarter. He
alleged I fomented a fight, but I
don’t remember that.
So I just turned 68. I don’t feel

that old. I have arthritis in my knee,
but I play tennis three times a week.
I recently made a Will, another
thing I don’t want to think about.
Many of my friends my age and
younger have been retiring. I’m not
ready for that. If you haven’t done a
Will, do one; it will give you peace
of mind.
I know anyone can go at any
time. I’ve seen a lot of people in the
legal profession die of late. A few
were older than me but some were
my age and younger.
I guess I should be thankful. I’m
reasonably healthy, even though my
knees are a bit creaky and they hurt
if I walk long distances. But aside
from that, I’m fine. So I guess I’ll
keep carrying on because all you
can do is all you can do.
*****

For more information regarding
Nevada laws, or if you feel your
rights have been violated, please
call Mace Yampolsky & Associates.

Call or text us at (702) 385-9777.
We are available 24/7 for emergencies. If you need help, CALL NOW
before it is too late. We can help!

Mortality is something I’d rather not think about
By Mace Yampolsky
I’ve been ruminating about what
to write. I’ve been thinking about
my mortality, something I’d rather
not think about. But my brotherin-law Brit just died. He was 81
and he had health problems. He’s
had mini-strokes that impaired his
speech. Then he developed cancer,
a few different kinds. That is what
did him in. Towards the end, he
needed help eating and bathing, and
going to the bathroom. It was sad.
He had a good run: three kids,
nine grandkids. What I remember
most about Brit was how he tormented my mother, Crazy Charlotte. It was a battle of the Titans.
He took me to a Boston Patriots
game and left me at Fenway Park
when I was 6 years old. I had to
borrow money to take the train

The Pagan roots of Democrats’ abortion extremism
By Graedon Zorzi
Arizona’s recent ruling on abortion will
set women “back more than a century,” White
House press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre
claimed last week. But it’s the Democrats
who are trying to turn the clock back on
abortion.
Democrats, including President Biden, are
quickly moving toward the extreme position
that a woman alone can, in consultation with
her doctor, make any decision at any time
on abortion. That position would set women
back all the way to the first century, a brutal
age that ended only when the Christian era
brought new protections for infants before
and after birth.
Jean-Pierre’s comments followed a ruling
in Arizona that reinstated a law banning

Concha

(Continued from Page 18)
caring about the incarcerated, those behind
bars, is wasted energy and wasted caring. I’ve
been told to save my caring and energy for the
victims of those perpetrators; that those perpetrators are where they belong. Therefore,
in the minds of those people, they believe
that it’s perfectly all right to treat those “perpetrators” as less than human because of the
way they must have treated their victims. So
in addition to being in a position to care or
not care about their “charges,” prison guards
may take it upon themselves to add to the
sentence imposed on the prisoner because
of their particular feelings toward any one
of those so imprisoned and under their care.
In today’s world, at least in this country,
many who should be put behind bars to protect society at large are let go or not prosecuted at all. Some may be given punishments
that do not nearly fit the severity of the crime
while others may be given punishments that
are far too severe for the nature of their crime.
Yet whatever punishments are meted out
by the judicial system — too soft or too harsh
— until and if they are legally changed, they
are expected to be enforced as handed down
— not added to by their “keepers” because
they feel strongly about any particular crimes.
It should come as no surprise that many
prisoners are treated with total disrespect and
even severe “extra” punishments, whether
anyone thinks they deserve them or not. Some

abortions except in cases when the mother’s
life is in jeopardy. Arizona passed the law

prisoners are even denied their much-needed
medications required to sustain their life. If
one is given a life sentence in prison, that
does not mean it automatically includes being denied the medications that the prisoner
might need to survive.
While all prisoners need food and water, we do not expect to have to feed them
gourmet meals plus luscious desserts, as
often as wanted. Yet at the same time, we
know that many prisons do not spend their
allotted amounts on food for the prisoners,
scrimping wherever they can — even if it
means depriving them of their breakfast or
their lunch or giving them extremely mea-

in 1864 and reenacted it several times, most
recently in 1977. Arizona’s law includes

prison sentences for those who help women
get abortions. After the law was reinstated by
Judge Kellie Johnson on Friday afternoon,
the president of Planned Parenthood Arizona,
Brittany Fonteno, responded, saying, “No
archaic law should dictate our reproductive
freedom.”
But Democrats’ position on abortion is the
archaic one. Abortion is an archaic practice.
In Pagan Rome, abortion was commonplace,
performed by a variety of surgical and medicinal methods and taken for granted by
philosophers. Plato, for example, laid out in
Book V of the “Republic” various regulations
for what offspring should be conceived and
prescribed abortion for any infants conceived
outside of those regulations, including by
(See Zorzi, Page 20)

ger portions just to “save” money that was
intended to feed them.
While most prisons likely do not take
into account that good food (meaning both
the quality and the taste) can affect the behavior of the inmates — or that those who
are in control of what food is planned for
and purchased and consequently prepared
for the inmates can make a big difference in
how the prison is run. It is really considered
an added punishment on top of just being
incarcerated and having to deal will all the
usual restrictions of incarceration.
But leaving the quality of prison food
aside (and I’d rather not leave it aside since

it is a very important subject), I need to
emphasize that there is no excuse for not
giving prisoners whatever medication a
doctor deems necessary for survival. If they
(the prison system) are not happy with the
required or necessary medications needed,
perhaps there can be found an alternative
and less expensive medication or treatment
that still does the job — but only if it still
does the job.
We need to remember that prisoners are
still human beings, and even if they did what
they did to warrant being incarcerated, their
family still loves them and cares about them
and worries that they will be mistreated or
worse. We have all heard of certain prisoners
who have been denied their medications or
certain foods, and while their punishment
was adjudged to be just five years in prison,
their guards or others in a position to add to
that punishment included suffering for them
from not receiving something they needed
just to survive.
I started this column by saying we’re all
children of God. That means we’re all his
children, just as any parent may have several children, but they’re not all perfect as
far as children go. Some are delightful and
fun to have around and some are more than
a handful, causing heartache and trouble…
but they are still one’s children. It might be
hard to believe or realize that sometimes
being in prison is what brings an inmate to
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By José Azel
As a classical liberal, or libertarian in the American political
lexicon, I am often frustrated with
political labels that do not identify
my belief in the supremacy of our
natural rights, or my interpretation
of liberty, primarily vis-à-vis government. I find the American use
of political labels like left-right or
liberal-conservative confusing and
inconsistent.
In current American usage, the
terms “leftist” or “liberal” are used
to define those who believe that
government should play a larger
role, and who advocate the use
of coercive government power to
achieve a more equal society. We
label as “right-wing” or “conservative” those who argue that the
role of government should be based
on the thought of the Founding
Fathers: a limited government, primarily concerned with protecting
our lives, liberties, and property.
I emphasize “current American
usage” because historically and
geographically those labels have
had different meanings. Yet it is
philosophically incongruous to
want government to play a greater
role in our lives, while wanting
greater personal freedoms. By
definition, the more government
expansion, the less freedom.
The terms “left” and “right”
originated in the French Revolution
(1789) when members of the National Assembly divided into sup-
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porters of the King (and religion),
sitting to the right of the president;
and supporters of the revolution,
seated to his left. At that time left
and right did not indicate political
ideology, but only the arrangement
of seats in the legislature. Those
seated on the left called themselves
“Republicans,” while those in the
seats on the right referred to themselves as “Conservatives.” It was
not until the early 20th century that
the words “left” and “right” represented political ideologies.
Similarly, the term “liberalism“
originated in the early 19th century
in the Cortes of Cadiz, Spain, where
liberals introduced reforms advocating freedom of contract replacing feudal privileges. The liberals
recognized the rights of property
owners and favored the commercial middle class by eliminating

privileges for the church and the
nobility. Unlike current American
usage, Spanish liberalism adopted
the political theory of limited government and the philosophy of John
Locke, Adam Smith, and Thomas
Jefferson.
On the other hand, historical
conservatism maintains that society
is preferable and superior to the
individual, and that power should
be conferred, not on individuals,
but on institutions such as the State
or the Church. Historically, conservatism implies more government,
necessary to improve the imperfect
individual. In the Spanish Cortes,
the defenders of state power were
called “serviles,” and represented
the privileges of the regalists and
of King Ferdinand VII.
In most of the world today, liberalism still represents the supremacy
of the individual and conservatism
the supremacy of the state. Unfortunately, in American usage, the
term “liberalism” means something
at odds with its historical roots. In
the United States, liberalism and
the left favor a larger government
role, and conservatism and the right
stand for limited government.
How do Republicans in the United States who want less government
involvement in the economy, but
more control in social affairs, view
themselves? Are they liberal or
conservative? Or, in which political camp do we place Democrats
who want the government out of

our private lives (as it should), but
who support extensive government
regulation of business activities?
What is our party affiliation if we
are fiscal conservatives and social
liberals? How can we simultaneously favor more and less personal
freedoms?
As a supporter of individual
liberties, free markets, and limited
government, I would prefer the
term “liberal” for that political
philosophy, appealing to a historical right. Unfortunately, we are
forced to call ourselves “classical
liberals,” “market liberals,” or
libertarians.
The goal of political labels
should be to identify us according

ON THE HOLMES FRONT

to our preferences for more or less
government. Political labels should
be an abbreviated and precise expression of our political philosophy.
So how about “libertarian” for
lovers of liberty and “servile” for
lovers of government?
*****
José Azel left Cuba in 1961 as a
13 year-old political exile in what
has been dubbed Operation Pedro
Pan — the largest unaccompanied
child refugee movement in the history of the Western Hemisphere.
He is currently dedicated to the indepth analyses of Cuba’s economic,
social and political state, with a
keen interest in post-Castro-Cuba
strategies.

Joe Biden’s $86 million ‘bank robbery’

By Frank Holmes
Few newspapers recorded it, but last
March saw one of the greatest bank robberies
in U.S. history. The perpetrators got away
with $86 million worth of cash and goods,
but they didn’t leave it there. They stole passwords, personal records — even someone’s
cremated remains.
They stole so much, it took them five days
to clear out all the loot.
Unfortunately, this heist was pulled off by
our own government. To make matters worse,
the FBI apparently lied to a federal judge in
order to pull it off.
It all began 18 months ago, when FBI
agents cleaned out all 1,400 safe deposit
boxes entrusted to U.S. Private Vaults in
Beverly Hills.
Over the last few years, the service had
busted a handful of people who stashed the
proceeds of illegal funds in the highly-secured building. They had come to suspect
the owners of money laundering for the
drug trade… but the Biden administration
decided to take it one step further: They
wanted to take everything belonging to all
700 customers.
That would be like “police barging into a
building’s 700 apartments and taking every
tenant’s possessions when they have evidence
of wrongdoing by nobody but the landlord,”
wrote the liberal Los Angeles Times.
The plan sounded so extreme that U.S.
Magistrate Judge Steve Kim only agreed to
sign off when the affidavit promised they just
wanted to inspect the boxes, not confiscate
what was in them. “The warrants authorize
the seizure of the nests of the boxes themselves, not their contents,” it said. (Emphasis
in original.)
Once they got the green light, FBI agents
raided the institution and, over five days,
removed everything in sight. They carted
off gold, silver, jewelry, and someone’s
cremation urn. They also took pictures of
vaccination records, passwords, a prenuptial agreement, immigration statuses, bank

(Continued from Page 19)
women older than 40 and men older than 55.
The ancient Pagans largely accepted infanticide as well, and the exposure of infants
was common. The Greek father had an absolute right to expose his children. Exposure
of infants, especially girls, was common and
often linked to economic concerns about
raising too many children. But even in large
families “more than one daughter was practically never reared.” Termination of female
infants was so common as to contribute to
a dramatically skewed sex ratio, estimated
at “131 males per 100 females in the city
of Rome, and 140 males per 100 females in
Italy, Asia Minor, and North Africa.”
This archaic willingness to dispose of
infants fit into a broader callousness toward
human life. As historian Tom Holland put
it, the Romans had a “genius for making a
show out of death” that showed up in many
places, including in the cheering crowds
that packed amphitheaters to watch people
thrown to animals, forced to fight one another
to the death and subjected to cruelly inventive
forms of torture.
The standard archaic Pagan position on
the value of the lives of infants is reemerging

Zorzi

statements, and somebody’s last will and
testament.
But there’s no honor among thieves.
The Biden administration decided it wanted to keep the ill-gotten gains — in apparent
direct contradiction to their promises to the
judge.
Under their new policy, the government
would confiscate the contents of any box that
amounted to at least $5,000 — the minimum
amount covered by the Asset Forfeiture Policy Manual.
The FBI wouldn’t even say if it had any
evidence that any specific box-holder had
done anything wrong. But court records
show the FBI claimed the store laundered
drug money — because one of the customers
was from Chicago, and “Chicago, Illinois is
a hub of both drug trafficking and money
laundering.”
They claimed any cash wrapped in rubber
bands may be “proceeds” of drug activity.
They had drug-sniffing dogs smell cash —
something they had no legal right to do —
and claimed some of the money smelled of
marijuana… although marijuana is legal in
California, and the smell may have spread out

from two of the boxes which were owned by
legal marijuana dealers.
Biden’s agents want to keep almost $1.5
million in cash they seized from two brothers,
because one of them had “been in contact
with” people accused of robbery — confiscating their savings by playing six degrees
of separation from crime.
The federal judge was outraged that he
had been lied to. Last June, U.S. District
Judge R. Gary Klausner said the government’s case “provides no factual basis for the
seizure of Plaintiffs’ property whatsoever.”
The rightful owners have sued.
“The warrant application did not even
attempt to argue there was probable cause
to seize and forfeit box renters’ property,”
said court papers filed by Robert Frommer,
who’s representing a few of the victims. “The
government did not know what was in those
boxes, who owned them, or what, if anything,
those people had done.”
The FBI relented a bit and let the owners
reclaim their property — if they submitted to
an investigation and proved their innocence.
For instance, Paul and Jennifer Snitko
kept their private belongings in the box, because their area is vulnerable to the wildfires
that sweep California thanks to its environmental policy. “It was scary to learn that we
had to submit our personal information. We
didn’t do anything wrong,” said Jennifer. But
Biden torched their privacy and made their
most cherished possessions go up in smoke.
Another victim, Joseph Ruiz, an unemployed chef, lost $57,000. Rather than return
it, the government accused him of being
a drug dealer, claiming it found traces of
narcotics on his money. But that shouldn’t
surprise anyone, since 90 percent of all U.S.
currency has traces of narcotics.
Eventually, the FBI returned 430 of the
700 owners’ belongings.
Republicans are outraged by the Great
Biden Bank Robbery.
“The FBI misled a judge, obtained a warrant to raid hundreds of safe deposit boxes”

and “searched the belongings of a saxophone
player, an interior designer, a retired doctor, a
flooring contractor, and many others — who
did nothing wrong!” said Rep. Jim Jordan,
R-Ohio.
Other elected officials agreed with Jordan.
The dishonest raid represented an unbridled
“abuse of power,” said Rep. Dan Bishop,
R-N.C. ”We can’t let ourselves become
desensitized to these stories of FBI misconduct.”
“Still can’t get over how the FBI literally
robbed a bank here,” said Mollie Hemingway,
editor-in-chief of The Federalist and a Fox
News channel personality. “I remember when
the FBI caught bank robbers, now they are
the bank robbers,” replied one of her readers.
Even one accused the Biden administration
of pulling off “the largest bank heist in American history.”
As usual, the Biden administration insists
it did nothing wrong. “At no time was a
magistrate misled as to the probable cause
used to obtain the warrants,” protested FBI
spokeswoman Laura Eimiller.
But what was really behind this raid?
Was this a set-up to help the IRS seize
undeclared assets?
Was it an attempt by Joe Biden to pay
for his multi-trillion-dollar agenda without
raising taxes?
What will happen when Biden hires
87,000 new IRS agents, whose sights are
set on you?
The American people deserve to know
the answers to all of these questions. If Republicans take over Congress, they should
investigate the Biden Bank Heist, along with
his endless stream of scandals and his general
fitness to hold office.
The GOP has to let Biden know there’s a
new sheriff in town.
*****
Frank Holmes is a veteran journalist and
an outspoken conservative that talks about
the news that was in his weekly article, “On
The Holmes Front.”

today. A leading voice has been Princeton
professor Peter Singer, who holds that “killing
a newborn baby is never equivalent to killing
a person.” According to Singer, the normal
reason to care about protecting the life of a
newborn is not because of some intrinsic value in the baby itself but because ”most infants
are loved and cherished by their parents.”
Mainstream Democrats are not quite ready
to align with Singer in fully embracing the
ancient Pagan disregard for the intrinsic worth
of infants. But Democrats are becoming gradually bolder in championing the notion that
infants matter only when they are wanted by
an adult. Perhaps that notion is captured by the
slogan — “my body, my choice” — chanted
by protestors in Arizona Friday night.
With Roe v. Wade overturned, Democratic
politicians seem to be working out in real time
how extreme a position on abortion can be
politically viable. Stacey Abrams, hoping to
make abortion a central issue in her Georgia
gubernatorial race, previously rejected limits
on abortion and advocated leaving the decision up to the mother and doctor. Now she
has hedged that position by suggesting that
the right to abortion ends at the point of viability except in order to protect the woman’s

“life or health” — leaving open a significant
question about the “scope or meaning of the
health exception.”
A similar caginess can be seen in the
Women’s Health and Protection Act, recently passed by the House of Representatives.
Without too explicit an embrace of late-term
abortions, that bill would nevertheless have
made it very difficult to limit abortions up to
the point of birth.
The approach to abortion codified in the
recently reinstated Arizona law represents
the newer position, historically speaking: to
find intrinsic value in the life of the infant.
Christians adopted the Jewish rejection of all
forms of abortion and infanticide.
That rejection of the killing of infants was
as offensive to ancient Pagans as it is to many
Americans today. The Roman historian and
politician Tacitus called the Jewish teaching
that it was “a deadly sin to kill an unwanted
child” one of their “sinister and revolting”
practices.
From its earliest days, the Christian church
rejected abortion and infanticide based on
recognition of the intrinsic value of infants,
even while speculating about how body and
soul intersect in the womb. The oldest extant

Christian catechism, “the Didache,” written
right around the end of the first century, commanded, “thou shalt not kill a child by abortion, neither shalt thou slay it when born.”
And the “Epistle of Mathetes to Diognetus,”
one of the earliest extant works of Christian
apologetics, explained what “distinguished”
Christians “from other men” by saying, “they
beget children; but they do not destroy their
offspring.”
The victory of the Jewish-Christian position over the Pagan was so lasting as to lead
to Arizona’s 1864 law as well as the 1977
reenactment of it. The caustic responses to
Judge Johnson’s Friday decision recall Tacitus’s disgust with the teaching that killing an
“unwanted child” is “a deadly sin.”
Jean-Pierre’s statement on the ruling
claims that its potential consequences are
“catastrophic, dangerous and unacceptable.”
Such strong reactions signal political will to
undo centuries of moral progress.
*****
Graedon Zorzi is assistant professor of
theology and philosophy at Patrick Henry
College. He holds a PhD from Yale University
in political science and religious studies. He
is an ordained Anglican priest.
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Government not only spending
trillions — it is losing trillions

By Paul Kupiec and Alex J. Pollock
Lately, no matter if the federal government is spending taxpayer dollars or losing
them, it doesn’t mess around with small
change.
The government allocated $4.6 trillion just
in COVID relief spending, tens of billions
of which have been siphoned off by fraud.
And when it comes to losing taxpayers’
hard-earned dollars, we’ve calculated that
losses tallied at the Federal Reserve and
Department of Education together will top
$2 trillion. No telling how much it will cost
when the government losses accumulate on
the $370 billion green energy loan and loan
guarantee programs included in the Inflation
Reduction Act, but if Obama-era green energy loan guarantee costs are any guide, they
will be large.
Let’s start with Fed. By the end of May
of this year, we estimated that the Fed’s
mark-to-market loss on its huge portfolio
of Treasury bonds and mortgage securities
had grown to the staggering sum of $540
billion. The Fed’s losses have continued
to build and today are, we now estimate,
quickly approaching $1 trillion. Thus the
Fed’s investing losses match the estimated
loss the Department of Education is about
to foist on U.S. taxpayers should President
Biden’s student loan forgiveness plan survive
legal challenges.
The government spends trillions of taxpayer dollars here and loses trillions more
there, but it hardly seems to make the news.
Congress has passed so many new giant
spending bills in the past three years, much
of it financed on the Fed’s balance sheet, that
the public has become desensitized to the
magnitude of the taxpayer dollars involved.

Consider this: One million seconds is
about 11.5 days; a billion seconds is about
32 years; a trillion seconds is 32,000 years!
In the footnotes of the Fed’s recently released financial statement of the combined
Federal Reserve Banks for the second quarter
of 2022, you can find this startling disclosure:
The mark-to-market loss on the Fed’s system
open market account portfolio on June 30
reached $720 billion, $180 billion more than
our end-of-May estimate.
Since June 30, interest rates have continued rising and the market value of the Fed’s
massive investment portfolio has shrunk even
more. Using the interest rate sensitivity that
the market value of the Fed’s portfolio displayed over the first six months of 2022, we
estimate that the market value loss since June
30 has increased by $275 billion, bringing
the Fed’s total investment portfolio markto-market loss to about $995 billion, which
is 17 times the Federal Reserve System total

capital.
If interest rates continue to rise, as we
expect they will, Fed market value losses
will easily exceed $1 trillion. The irony, of
course, is that the Fed was buying heavily
to build its $8.8 trillion portfolio at top-ofthe-market prices the Fed itself created with
its extended near zero-interest rate monetary
policy. In addition, the Fed is moving toward
generating large operating losses, even if it
never sells any of its underwater bonds and
mortgage securities, because it must finance
its long-term fixed rate assets with floating
rate liabilities at ever-higher interest rates.
The federal budget deficit will be bigger still,
and possibly for a very long time because it
will be short the billions of dollars of revenue
the Treasury has been receiving from the
Federal Reserve System’s remitted profits.
In the very same eventful quarter that Fed
losses reached almost $1 trillion, President
Biden issued an executive order (of dubious

legality) that ordered the government to fully
forgive, at taxpayer expense, hundreds of
billions of dollars of defaulted student loans
it had made, and to partially forgive over time
billions more in unpaid student loan balances
at taxpayer expense. Estimates of the cost to
the taxpayer of writing off these loans run
up to $1 trillion.
Considered as a lending program, as it
was enacted to be, the federal student loan
program is nothing if not an utter and egregious failure. The loss is especially ironic
since a decade ago it was claimed that student
loans would be a big source of profits for the
government and help to offset the cost of
Obamacare subsidies.
According to a Congressional Budget
Office report in March 2010, the federal
government takeover of the student loan program would save $68 billion. These savings,
it was claimed, would provide funding for
an additional $39 billion of grants and make
available the remainder to theoretically pay
for Obamacare subsidies. A dozen years after
the CBO produced this wildly overoptimistic
estimate, the federal government student loan
program is costing taxpayers $1 trillion, not
generating $68 billion in additional revenues.
Considering the federal government’s
propensity for producing unreliable forecasts,
simultaneously authorizing trillions in new
spending, and losing trillions of taxpayer
dollars in off-budget government loans and
investments, it certainly makes one doubt
the acumen of the federal government as a
financial manager.
*****
Paul H. Kupiec is a senior fellow at the
American Enterprise Institute. Alex J. Pollock is a senior fellow at the Mises Institute.

DOJ announces plans to spend nearly
$60 million on the “equity” ideology

By Bob Unruh
The U.S. Department of Justice,
which has compromised itself in
recent years by working with Democrats to fabricate the “Russiagate”
conspiracy theory to use against
President Trump, and then attacking American citizens at the U.S.
Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021 when a few
hundred rioted, now has announced
its intentions to spend nearly $60
million on justice system reforms
and “racial equity.”
Vanita Gupta, an associate, said
in an announcement Thursday,
“Equal justice is not a self-executing proposition — it takes work
to make it real — and it will take
a collective commitment from all
of us at the federal, state and local
levels to bring that ideal to life.
These investments make good on
a pledge by the Justice Department
to promote public safety and realize
the promise of a just society that
recognizes the dignity and humanity of everyone.”
Instead of applying the law to
everyone in recent years, however,
the DOJ has exhibited a double

standard — ignoring the potential
federal crimes and criminals who
could be charged from the hundreds
of race riots that erupted across
American in the wake of George
Floyd’s death in Minneapolis.
Then it turned on conservative
members of society, those who
were concerned about corruption of
the 2020 presidential election and
protested at the U.S. Capitol. The
DOJ has been compiling long lists
of charges to bring against individuals who have been detained, without
bond, for nearly two years already.
Nearly 1,000 cases have been
created against Americans for that

day, including some that stalwart
FBI agents have charged are fraudulent.
Now the DOJ is diving head-first
into social agendas.
It said its awards will total “almost $57 million” for that reform
and to “advance racial equity.”
It says the taxpayer cash will
“promote fairness” in courts and
corrections systems and push to
align the DOJ with the “latest
science.”
One ideology that is being presented as science in the current
atmosphere is Critical Race Theory,
which teaches that all of America is

racist and the only way to correct
that is to impose more racism on
Americans.
The DOJ said, “Funding will
support efforts at the state, territory,
local and tribal levels to institute
more effective and equitable criminal justice policies and practices.
Funding will also support strategies
to ensure the protection of defendants’ and incarcerated individuals’
constitutional rights and safety
and efforts to address wrongful
convictions.”
Among the handouts will be $8
million to “support new and innovative strategies that better enable
criminal justice systems to prevent
and respond to emerging and chronic challenges, including strategies
that will increase opportunities for
diversion, reform pretrial processes, build police-community trust
and promote restorative justice and
racial equity.”
Another $5 million will go to
“state, local and tribal jurisdictions” with a focus on protecting
constitutional rights under the Sixth
Amendment.

About $9.8 million will go
toward adopting “criminal justice
metrics so that policymakers have
access to actionable data to make
policy and budgetary decisions.”
Three million dollars is for
development of new ways to make
communities safe that are alternatives “to traditional enforcement
mechanisms,” especially where
crime is high.
Further, $5 million will go toward providing “legal assistance”
for crime victims, and $2 million
is for the National Center on Violence Against Woman in the Black
Community.
Another study will look at ethnic disparities and $7.6 million
will go toward prevent “wrongful
convictions.”
Bob Unruh joined WND in 2006
after nearly three decades with the
Associated Press, as well as several
Upper Midwest newspapers, where
he covered everything from legislative battles and sports to tornadoes
and homicidal survivalists. He is
also a photographer whose scenic
work has been used commercially.

Government creates problems — to solve them

By Armstrong Williams
What has the government done for you
lately? In spite of the many billions of dollars
that our government has in its coffers and
the outsized influence that it holds over our
nation, many of us scratch our heads when
this question is posed. In addition to police,
fire and other emergency services, we have
access to a variety of other government
programs. However, if one takes a step back
and looks at the broader picture, it would
appear that most of these programs were put
in place to solve a problem that the government created.
Government thrives when it maintains
power and its desire for greater power and
enormous wealth motivates politicians to
place the populace in situations that force
Americans to become almost completely
dependent on the government, begging for
help when in need.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, for
example, we witnessed a myriad of problems created by the government, including
some that will have long-lasting effects on
the younger generation. Businesses closed
during mandated lockdowns, which led to a
number of bankruptcies, and some employees were terminated because they refused
to obtain vaccinations. Both of these outcomes drove some people into poverty and
increased the rate of unemployment, which at
one point briefly reached almost 15 percent.
Perhaps most importantly, lockdowns forced
most students to learn remotely, driving them
away from enriching experiences that are
necessary for their development into sociable, successful young people who eventually
will lead our society.
Recent studies demonstrate that U.S.
students were significantly impacted by the

closure of schools during the pandemic. For
example, the number of children who attempted suicide rose by 51 percent at the peak
of the lockdowns. In addition, the number
of children who are classified as obese has
nearly doubled. To add insult to injury, the
pandemic claimed the lives of at least one
parent or primary caregiver for more than
200,000 children.
As a result, we are seeing many children
who are significantly less sociable, more
depressed and overweight. It does not take a
genius to understand how the life of a child
could be negatively impacted by these catastrophic government mandated changes to
normal society.

Should we be thankful to the government
if, in the future, it provides us with things
such as health care subsidies and tax credits
as penance for the harm it caused? No, not
in my opinion. When the government is
the source of a problem, it should not be
praised for finding solutions to the problem.
Many problems are the result of hasty decision-making, which results in poor policy.
The situation is made worse by the fact that
sometimes the only place individuals can
turn for assistance is the same government
that created the issue.
Problems created by the government
have forced people to rely on government
assistance, leading to a myriad of issues.
Chief among them are the pervasiveness
of poverty, the growth of criminal activity,
and a lack of employment opportunities for
younger people.
The fact that many of these issues have
simple solutions is the most frustrating aspect
of this scenario. For example, in the case of
children going to school, we knew from the
start what the consequences of exposing them
to COVID-19 would be, as well as the effects
of essentially keeping children in their rooms
for two years without providing them with
opportunity for in-person social interaction.
The minimal risk of COVID to children did
not outweigh the benefit of keeping them in
schools, in my opinion.
It is true that children can be carriers of
the virus even if they are not sick; however,
research suggests that the lockdowns and
other restrictions to which we were subjected
did little, if anything, to impede the virus’s
ability to spread. You need only look to Florida to see a state that broke the mold and did
the polar opposite of what other states did.
Florida made it possible for children to go to

school, allowing them to develop socially and
intellectually. Despite breaking the mold —
which was highly controversial — Florida’s
current COVID rates are comparable to those
of the general U.S. population. It is clear that
the potential dangers are relatively insignificant when weighed against the dangers posed
to the growth and development of children.
Take this issue into careful consideration.
How do political candidates court votes?
Candidates gain support from voters by giving them hope. Yet, if there is no issue, there
cannot be any hope for a future without it. So,
after the government has fixed a problem that
it created, our elected officials have almost
no trouble promoting their accomplishments
on television or online — while unabashedly
failing to acknowledge that they created the
problem. Pain and suffering have become
part of many Americans’ daily lives and,
as a result, too few people notice how the
government wrongs them.
Corruption is an ongoing issue in government and is one of the biggest factors contributing to the decline of our communities
and the nation as a whole. Americans are no
longer unified.
We are divided by partisan politics, made
worse by the efforts of the government to
increase its control over us. Unfortunately,
as long as there is civilization, there will be
those who seek to rule — and the government
needs only one idea to guide them: the more
issues, the more solutions.
*****
Armstrong Williams (@ARightSide) is
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Owner of the Year. He is the author of “Reawakening Virtues.”
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You don’t have to like Trump
to think they’re out to get him
By Bernard Goldberg
I come to you today with good news and
bad news for Donald Trump’s most loyal
supporters. The good news is that liberals
have stopped comparing him to Adolf Hitler.
The bad news is now they’re comparing him
to Vladimir Putin.
This supposed insight, linking the former
president to the tyrant who invaded a neighboring country, comes not from some fringe
left-wing website or from the faculty lounge
of a progressive institution of higher learning,
where you can’t get tenure unless you hate
Donald Trump.
No, linking Trump and Putin comes from
one of the most influential institutions in all
of America, one that not only sets the agenda
for what the mainstream media will cover
and how they’ll cover it, but more broadly,
an institution that sets the table for our national conversation about all things political
and cultural.
Yes, I’m talking about the New York
Times. Specifically, a piece on the opinion
page, written not by some infrequent contributor you’ve never heard of — but, rather,
from Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist Maureen Dowd, a longtime star of the opinion
page who, like most of her fellow liberals, has
absolutely no use for Donald Trump.
Dowd never tires of telling us just how
much she loathes the man. She has called him
a “corrupt Joker“ and said he was “evil.” She
has said he’s the “Kardashian“ of the political
world because of his ability to attract attention. She’s always coming up with clever new
ways to tell the same old story. And now she’s
telling us why Donald Trump and Vladimir
Putin are two of a kind: “Vladimir Putin and
Donald Trump, long entwined, continue on
vile parallel paths: They would rather destroy
their countries than admit they have lost.”
There’s something to that, except — and
somehow Dowd missed this point — only
one of them launched an illegal invasion

to Russian citizens yanked into a war they
don’t believe in, to Ukrainians willing to die
for freedom.”
That’s a fair description of Putin. But
how many dead bodies has Trump been responsible for? How many fake accidents and
suicides has he engineered? What peaceful
country did he invade?
“They have each created a scrim of lies
to justify lunatic personal ambition,” Dowd
tells us. “And while it should be easy to see
through these lies, both cult-of-personality
leaders are able to con and bully enough
people to remain puissant.” (Puissant. Look
it up. I had to.)
And let’s not forget, Dowd informs us,
“Both Putin and Trump are famous for accusing everyone else of their own sins.”
She writes: “It would be poetic justice to
think the walls were closing in on Putin and
Trump at the same time, because at some
point, all this will become unsustainable.
Losers, refusing to admit defeat.”
We get it. Maureen Dowd and just about
every lefty who reads the New York Times
doesn’t like Donald Trump. They’re hardly

alone. I don’t like a whole bunch of things
about Trump — from his dishonesty and his
out-of-control ego, all the way to his attempts
to overturn the 2020 presidential election,
which made him, as his many critics have
said, “a threat to democracy.”
Despite all that, serious people don’t lump
Trump in with murderers like Hitler or Putin.
To do so isn’t a sign of thoughtfulness. It’s a
sign of laziness.
Columnists are granted a lot of leeway in
what they write — and that’s how it should
be. But even opinion journalists have an obligation to be fair and not use their influence
to smear public figures they can’t stand.
I’m sure there are plenty of liberals who
think Maureen Dowd was simply stating an
obvious truth — that there’s nothing wrong
with comparing Trump to Putin, or Hitler, or
Genghis Khan, for that matter. That’s because
a lot of liberals see anyone on “the other side”
not simply as wrong or misguided, but as
terminally stupid, even dangerous.
It seems to me that when you casually
compare political foes to monsters — and
when you do it in the New York Times,
the oracle of wisdom for so many on the
left — you’re the one playing a dangerous
game. You’re the one pouring gasoline on the
fire that’s already burning in America. And
that — even if it never occurred to Maureen
Dowd or to her liberal fans — is also a threat
to democracy.
*****
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in a guest column for the New York Post, said
a big priority will be “cutting the oil-andgas-permitting process time in half, lowering
energy costs and creating good-paying jobs
by unleashing reliable, abundant American-made energy.”
The Republican plan, he said, “modernizes outdated regulations to expand American
manufacturing, strengthen our supply chain
and end our dependence on China for critical
goods.”
“Of course, we can’t have lasting prosperity without public safety,” he continued. “To
secure our southern border, we’ll end catch-

and-release loopholes, invest in effective
border enforcement and deploy technology
to stop the endless flow of illegal immigration
and drugs under Biden that’s turned every
city into a border city.”
To reduce crime, McCarthy said, the Republicans will “support 200,000 new law-enforcement officers through hiring bonuses,
permanently criminalize illicit fentanyl and
crack down on soft-on-crime prosecutors.”
“If woke district attorneys won’t do their
job, they don’t deserve another dime of federal money,” he said.
In 1994, House Speaker Newt Gingrich’s

famous “Contract with America” led to Republicans winning control of both the House
and the Senate for the first time in 40 years.
Gingrich was part of a panel in August
with McCarthy in which he praised the
Republican House leader for his proposed
agenda.
The former House speaker criticized Republicans who prefer to remain on defense,
relying on Biden’s failures and low approval
ratings to win.
“I don’t have to be as careful as Kevin.
So, look, I think the people who say that are
nuts,” Gingrich said.
Meanwhile, former President Trump has
released a video signaling his priorities if he
were to run in 2024, addressing 18 issues
he contends have been mismanaged by his
successor.
*****
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way-centric posturing that is often confused
for actual journalism. National news outlets
simply and concisely reported the fast-shifting facts about Hurricane Ian. Precious few
column inches were devoted to any “analysis” of what this all meant for 2024. Frontpage maps and graphs of the hurricane’s path
replaced microscopic examination of the
latest polls from swing counties in western
Pennsylvania.
Cable news could not, of course, completely abandon performance. Viewers saw
the usual rain-soaked reporters standing out
in the middle of 100-mile-per-hour wind
gusts, skirting danger to keep action-hungry

television executives engaged.
Still, thankfully absent was the rampant
speculation that normally fills hours of cable
camera time. Those panels of commentators
brought in to “share their insights” about
everything from monkey-pox to nuclear war
were given a well-deserved back-seat to real
experts. When there was speculation, it was
informed. The audience heard from in-house
meteorologists or researchers from the National Hurricane Center, who backed up theories with years of experience in their field.
Hurricane Ian, much like the opening
weeks of the war in Ukraine, gave viewers
and readers a look at what news outlets could
be. In some ways, it was a glimpse into
what CNN’s new bosses say they’re aiming
for. More straight news, less opinion. More
reporters on the scene, fewer talking heads
inside a well-lighted studio.
But the hurricane also pointed out the
problem with this goal. When big news
breaks, cable covers it wall-to-wall: legions
of troops attack the story, updating rapid developments around the clock. Ratings shoot
up. Viewers check back often. However, life
being what it is, very few days wind up making history over the course of a year. That’s
when all news outlets face a dilemma.
Yes, nothing much may be going on — but
newspapers and websites still have pages to
fill; cable channels still have time on their
hands. Using quiet days to focus on, say,

international stories or lengthy investigations takes money and resources. The news
business is not particularly flush with either.
And so: Studio lights are turned on, commentators take their seats, and the production
of inexpensive talk show content is set in
motion. The performative politicians return,
too. They know a news void when they see
one. And they know just how to step into it
— with polarizing soundbites devised to garner free media attention from news-starved
outlets and their platoons of contributors.
Newspaper columnists anxious for something
to write about whisper relieved thank-yous.
Soon enough, the danger passes. Editors
and producers start to sense boredom creeping in with their audiences, as ratings and
clicks decline. Interest wanes, no matter how
deep the disaster. Everyone — content creators and consumers — returns to coverage
of addictive anger-inducing wedge issues
that keep core viewers and readers hooked.
And we’re back to where we started —
looking for easy ways to fill the empty spaces: in our media, our politics, and ourselves.
*****
Joe Ferullo is an award-winning media
executive, producer and journalist and former executive vice president of programming
for CBS Television Distribution. He was a
news executive for NBC, a writer-producer
for “Dateline NBC” and worked for ABC
News. Follow him on Twitter @ironworker1.

into a neighboring country. Only one of them
commands troops that torture and murder
civilians, including children. Whatever else
Trump is, he’s not a ruthless killer. He may
demean his political enemies but he doesn’t
order his henchmen to throw them out of
windows. But if you’re looking for a reason
to show how much you detest Donald Trump,
you’ll find a way to do it. To a lot of liberals
like Maureen Dowd, it’s not complicated — a
thug is a thug.
“Both thugs are getting boxed in,” she tells
us, “Trump by a bouquet of investigations
into his chicanery and Putin by an angry public pushback against his bloody vanity war.”
Dowd is a clever writer who has a knack
for using words that I have to look up. I’m
sure she’s smart. But whatever else her
column may be, it’s not serious journalism,
opinion or otherwise, as comforting as her
observations may be to her liberal readers.
“The bodies of critics and oligarchs dying in ‘accidents’ and ‘suicides’ are piling
up around him,” she writes, “like a scene in
‘Goodfellas.’ He is ruining countless lives
in concentric circles, from former friends,

House Republicans: Here is our
‘Commitment to America’ if we win
By Art Moore
Record-highs for inflation, violent crime,
drug overdoses and illegal border crossings
— not to mention vaccine and mask mandates, and lockdowns — should spell doom
for Democrats at the ballot box on Nov. 8.
But if Republicans take over the House,
as expected, and possibly the Senate, will
anything change?
House GOP leaders unveiled a plan
Friday, and they promise voters it will be
implemented if they win.
The “Commitment to America,” says
House Minority Whip Steve Scalise, is “a
bold conservative vision for a prosperous
America that will reverse Biden and Pelosi’s
self-made crises.”
“Our plan is built on four key principles:
an economy that is strong; a nation that is
safe; a future built on freedom; and a government that is accountable,” he wrote in a
column for Breitbart News.
Scalise pointed out that the top economic adviser to both Presidents Clinton and
Obama, Larry Summers, warned that the $10
trillion of taxpayer money on government
spending bills would fuel inflation.
In fact, inflation reached the highest level
in nearly 40 years, taking an average of $460
from the paychecks of working families each
month.
House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy,

What Hurricane Ian shows us about news: real , manufactured

By Joe Ferullo
It’s been a horrifying natural disaster — a
storm that only comes along once every 500
years — but Hurricane Ian has also triggered
something else: a reminder of what our politics and media used to be before the era of
endless polarization. Appreciate this while
you can. Chances are it won’t last.
For several days, the whole Washington
performance chorus — red-meat soundbites
aimed at the base, hyperactive opinion shows
and panelists — was largely swept off the
national stage. In its place stood the things
that matter: facts and figures, information and
updates, safety and security.
Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis shifted his
identity to meet the crisis. The snark was
gone, the libs were left un-owned. Evacuation
orders had nothing to do with an island off
the coast of Massachusetts. Instead, DeSantis
focused on the real work of government, displaying a command of the emergency forces
at his disposal, along with sober and realistic
assessments of what it would take to repair
his state. He thanked the Biden administration for its pledge of federal assistance.
The governor’s battles with the media
also subsided. He needed them now — not
as a conduit for comments he hoped would
go viral, but as the best way to get the latest
information out to battered residents.
In turn, the media — given actual news
of historic proportions — discarded the Belt-
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How to talk about free speech
— and why we should all care
By Carol Quillen
If you value free speech but dread talking
about it in this toxic climate, here’s a suggestion: Call it something else. “Free speech”
covers a lot of ground. People use the term to
name very different issues, each with its own
potential path forward. Unless we distinguish
among them we’re wasting words or, worse,
fueling the binary thinking that we claim to
lament.
When elected officials or government
agencies ban or curtail access to material,
that’s state-sponsored censorship. If you’re
talking about the federal government regulating sexually explicit material, or school
boards removing Harry Potter from library
shelves, or legislatures outlawing specific
anti-bias curricula, then call it this. We as
pluralistic communities could consider when
state-sponsored censorship is defensible and
who has the authority to impose it. These
discussions benefit from a little humility
and some First Amendment research. Smart
people have been thinking about this for a
long time.
When an individual chooses not to ask
a question, express an opinion, or join a
heated conversation, that’s self-censorship.
No authority or law is intervening. A person
who is formally free to speak may choose
not to, for any number of reasons. If you’re

talking about social media echo chambers or
groupthink or a chilling effect or imposter
syndrome, then self-censorship may be your
topic. Here the “why” matters. Do those
who self-censor fear making a mistake or
being expected to speak for others? Are we
afraid of being called out on social media, or
offending a friend, or feeling isolated when
we already may feel like we don’t belong?
Addressing these questions honestly can
help us build multiple contexts that support
substantive, difficult, authentic conversations

in which all feel free to speak. What won’t
help is legislation.
If you’re worried about Twitter-initiated
boycotts, public calls for ostracizing or firing,
interest groups buying influence or protesters shouting down speakers, then you’re
questioning the tactics that individuals and
groups are using to express themselves. Here
it’s helpful to think through the line between
speech and action and to ask if and why
some tactics may be ill-advised, unethical, or
subject to regulation. We could also consider

how we each distinguish among tactics we
think are appropriate and those we’re willing
to question. Thoughtful people will come to
varied points of view.
These few examples, I hope, suggest
that precise language matters, especially
in times of division and polarization, when
finding even a sliver of common ground is
challenging. Precision makes conversations
less fraught and less overdetermined. It also
makes it harder to dress up a partisan stance
— protecting speech we like while condemning speech we don’t — as a principled one.
More concrete language can also bring
together unlikely interlocutors. Those who
support campaign finance reform, for example, might productively engage with those
who question shouting down speakers. There
are, perhaps, interesting analogies between
imposter syndrome and a fear of being
wrong. Professors, deans and students could
discuss whether self-censorship can sometimes enable freedom of inquiry. And as we
talk, we might experience an upside of living
in a big, heterogeneous country — learning
from unlikely allies even as we strengthen
our deepest convictions.
*****
Carol Quillen is a professor and president
emerita, Davidson College, and senior fellow
with the Aspen Institute.

Nearly half of the country now has serious
doubts about the FBI. Here’s the reason

By Kevin R. Brock
Like it or not, the FBI finds itself standing
on a thin precipice that seems to add a new
crack each week. If polls are to be believed,
almost half the country now lacks trust in
the FBI over concerns it is doing the bidding
of one political party over another. That is
a disaster for the bureau — unprecedented
in magnitude — and could translate into
an existential threat to one of the nation’s
most important agencies as political fault
lines shift.
Millions of Americans have concluded
that the FBI has been hyper-aggressive
against Republicans, conservatives, and
Donald Trump supporters while turning a
blind eye or downplaying damning allegations against Democrats and leftists, from
the Biden and Clinton families’ alleged payto-play schemes to Jane’s Revenge to antifa.
But it gets worse — as if political bias
weren’t bad enough. The FBI has been regularly adding to a growing list of forceful
arrests and searches of targets on the right
that seem dramatically out of proportion to
the alleged crimes being investigated. Early
morning residential door-banging by a phalanx of heavily armed FBI agents traditionally was reserved — and used sparingly — for
subjects of serious violent crimes known to
be armed and dangerous.
There was a reason for this. Residential arrests are particularly dangerous for
everyone involved. The subject has clear
advantages at home, none of them good for
law enforcement. A decision to confront
menacing criminals where they live was
normally made because the risk of attempting an arrest in a more public venue where
innocents might be harmed was considered
too great. Therefore, the FBI took on all the
peril of arresting a dangerous subject in his
home in order to protect others. Residential
arrests and searches typically were nobody’s
favorite option inside the FBI.
And so, it makes little operational sense
to deploy these kinds of tactics in cases involving a dispute over documents, or sham
Electoral College voters, or a diary belonging
to the daughter of the president, or a failure to
observe a congressional subpoena, or shoving
someone outside an abortion clinic.
Normally, cases involving individuals
who are clearly not violent career criminals or

flight risks would be handled with a summons
to appear or, if necessary, a safe, low-key arrest in a controlled setting. Invasive searches
were rarely a first option when a subpoena
would more than suffice. Handcuffs were
deemed to be ample restraint. During my
FBI career, I never used nor saw used, with
even the most dangerous criminals, ankle
restraints like those allegedly slapped on one
Trump adviser. Why arrest a Catholic pro-life
protester at home when it’s established that
he kneels to pray the rosary every week in
front of an abortion clinic? Maybe the home
arrest sends a better chilling message.
Two other factors are feeding suspicions
of unnecessarily aggressive FBI tactics. First,
many of these investigations involve arcane
criminal charges that were rarely, if ever,
pursued for prosecution — but now, suddenly, they are. Second, in at least the search of
Trump’s Mar-a-Lago resort, the Ashley Biden
diary search, and the Catholic pro-life father
arrest, there are substantial indicators of early
attempts by defendants to cooperate with the
Department of Justice (DOJ). And yet, the
front doors of homes were still banged on
early in the morning.
Add all this up on your favorite abacus
and you get a whopper of a perception taking
deeper and deeper root every week that the
FBI is not just biased, but is also cooperating
in a DOJ political effort to “send an intim-

idating message” through highly kinetic,
show-of-force actions against individuals
the Biden administration doesn’t like and
wants to shut up.
The DOJ, and the attorney general in
particular, have set their jaws and justified
their actions by claiming they are simply
following the rule of law and ensuring that
no one is above that law. Essentially they’re
saying that perceptions of uneven application
of the rule of law against conservatives that
may arise from their actions simply don’t
matter; they’re just doing their jobs.
Well, here’s the rich irony of that argument. For nearly 30 years, the DOJ has
investigated more than 70 police departments
across the country for perceived “patterns
and practices” of excessive and unconstitutional enforcement actions against certain
constituencies such as minority communities
or the mentally ill. The Justice Department
often will assert that these perceived patterns
indicate a form of “extrajudicial punishment”
outside of conviction and sentencing. To the
DOJ, mere perceptions of police excesses
are considered reality. Guess what police
departments will usually offer as a first line
of defense: We were just doing our job.
These DOJ investigations of police departments usually result in what is called a
“consent decree,” in which the parties agree
to certain reforms. Consent decrees can

be a positive force for correcting patterns
(aka, perceptions) of overly aggressive law
enforcement actions against specific constituencies.
The question, then, that now jumps out
of the irony file is who has the authority to
impose a consent decree on DOJ for its own
current pattern of hyper-forceful and possibly extrajudicial punishment of a particular
constituency consisting of political foes of the
Biden administration? Answer: No one. The
DOJ is currently free to engage in patterns
of aggressive, targeted enforcement actions
that they will not allow police agencies to do.
This may help explain why congressional
Republicans claim there is a growing list of
FBI agents coming forward whom they characterize as “whistleblowers.” The FBI does
not have a long tradition of whistleblowers
showing up in force so, if true, it’s not something to be taken lightly.
It’s important to remember that 99 percent of agents daily investigate what every
law-abiding citizen wants them to. This
summer saw 6,000 violent criminals arrested,
thousands of illegal guns seized, and massive
amounts of killer fentanyl taken off the street
in a cooperative initiative with local police
departments. Gangs have been dismantled;
young children sexually trafficked by cartels
have been rescued. Espionage arrests have
been made and cryptocurrency extortions
have been recovered.
FBI agents working these matters understand that when a small slice of the FBI
fosters a perception of one-sided, politically
driven enforcement actions, it erodes the trust
that Americans have traditionally placed in
the FBI. When trust diminishes, the FBI loses
access to cooperation it used to have. When
cooperation is lost, fewer crimes are solved.
Many agents are understandably upset with
current trends. To be clear, the FBI does not
have to cooperate with politically fraught
DOJ agendas, no matter which party is in
power — and it shouldn’t.
*****
Kevin R. Brock is a former assistant
director of intelligence for the FBI and
principal deputy director of the National
Counterterrorism Center (NCTC). He independently consults with private companies
and public-safety agencies on strategic mission technologies.

(Continued from Page 18)
pay the price for that little trick with years
behind bars. One wonders if any amount of
money can balance out the penalty that must
be paid after the fact.
But she must consider, and she will, at
some time, that the price she pays on earth
is only part of the punishment for her crime,
if indeed she is guilty. I’m trying to give
her the benefit of the doubt, yet those who
caught her in this scam don’t seem to have
the tiniest bit of doubt in that regard. What if
she really and truly has a hard and unfeeling
heart, and really did cause hunger pains for
countless children that were shortchanged on
this Feeding the Future scam that siphoned
off perfectly good food dollars for frivolous
personal expenses to please the greedy side
of her and all those who knowingly and
willingly took part in it.
Forget for a minute that her greed, if
guilty, is such an ugly part of a human being,
at the expense of cheating the government,
the taxpayers, and especially the hungry
children who were not the recipients of that
needed food, but it even goes way beyond
that. She and any others like her — who

cheated or scammed others to personally
get ahead during these many past months of
COVID-19 — need to be brought to justice
and made to pay the price publicly as well as
privately; their crimes need to be publicized,
along with their pictures and the punishment
that was attached to the crime.
Perhaps if this kind of thing was made
mandatory — that all those who have been
found guilty of committing grave crimes
of scamming (such as Aimee Bock) and
violence (such as we see on TV just about
every night, mostly by young men who
seem to enjoy doing it for kicks, if nothing
else) must be brought to trial so they can be
found guilty or not guilty and we can show
others around the world that we care about
how people are taking advantage of us and
we will not let them get away with it, most
importantly as far as the decent citizens of
this county are concerned — the ones who
suffer at the hands of those who lash out in
violence sometimes for no other reason than
they can — and are only not apprehended,
but let go without punishment of any kind.
We must put a stop to those two great
crimes at least: scamming others for our

hard-earned dollars and wreaking havoc and
violence on society, from our very young
children all the way up to the very elderly,
especially by publicizing those who bring us
down by their violence and their greed — but
we must teach them all a lesson by bringing
them to trial to find them guilty (or not) or
the trend for young children to follow the
ones they see getting away with it will keep
on growing.
Hasn’t it occurred to society that letting
those who wreak violence on our streets and
our people NEED to be stopped and punished
before violence is just an alternate way of
life? And that those who find ways to pilfer,
rob, steal, or manipulate the system (whatever they feel justifies their ending up with
somebody else’s money) to make themselves
richer need to be taught the lesson of the golden rule. How would they really like to find
out that their own mother’s life savings (no
matter how big or small) have been pilfered
away from her under a dubious scam, or that
money intended for a life-saving operation is
no longer available because of a scam?
It’s easy to see how violence is a crime

and one that must be stopped, but we must
consider those horrible crimes that hide under
the banner of helping others, like Feeding the
Future, if indeed it turns out to be the giant
scam that Ms. Aimee Bock pulled off during
our recent pandemic.
Because I believe in forgiveness, I would
like her to admit her guilt if she is guilty, and
spend her time in prison teaching other prisoners why she wishes she didn’t do that, not
because she got caught, but simply because
it was just wrong. And anything she could
do to make up for it behind bars, in any way,
would help. When will those living in this
country learn that we are blessed to be here
and need to start acting like it? When we pray
for peace, let us start by wishing it on our own
country first, by praying for every person that
has violence or scamming in their hearts. I’m
sure we might have a fighting chance after all!
*****
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a
weekly column in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis, email her at maramistribune@
gmail.com.
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Cadwallader Middle School Angel Wings Project
was displayed at Government Center on Oct. 1

County Commission Chairman Jim Gibson.
“The anniversary and these exhibits present
an opportunity to honor those who were lost
and to support survivors and family members
and others whose lives have been forever
changed. We also see through the experience
of these exhibits how small acts of love and
kindness add up and serve as a powerful
source of goodness in the world.”
The Government Center exhibit includes
The Art of Healing Mural and Angels of Love
exhibit created in remembrance of the first
anniversary of 1 October. The Art of Healing
Mural, created by local artists and students at
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts high school,
contains nine large panels with teddy bear
images representing the 58 lives lost on 1
October and condolence messages the public
was invited to write the first year it was on
display. The Angels of Love exhibit, created
by a California nonprofit organization, contains stain-glass angels in remembrance of
those who perished and the hundreds who
were injured, as well as memorabilia dedicated to first responders who sprang into action

to help victims. It has remained on display
in the Government Center since it was given
to the County in 2018.
The 1 October exhibit at the museum on
Boulder Highway will be in place through
January.
Following the tragedy, museum staff and
volunteers spent 18 months and hundreds
of hours cataloging artifacts. The 1 October
collection includes many of the white wooden
crosses that were part of “The Crosses for
Losses” display that was set up at the Welcome sign by Illinois carpenter Greg Zanis.
Some of the crosses have been given to
family members at their request. Items were
photographed and can be viewed on the museum’s website at www.ClarkCountyNV.gov/
museum. Appointments can be made to view
specific items in the collection not on display
but in storage at the museum. Museum staff
also are collecting stories behind memorial
items to include in efforts to preserve the
memory of our community’s reaction to the
1 October tragedy. A form is posted on the
museum’s website for anyone interested in

sharing their story about what they left at one
of the memorial sites. The museum is open 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily Admission is $2 for
adults and $1 for children and seniors.
The museum exhibits also highlight
the progress of Clark County’s 1 October
Memorial Committee. The Clark County
Commission established the committee
to gather input from the public to create a
permanent memorial that remembers those
who perished in the attack, honors survivors,
first responders and all those affected by the
incident, and recognizes the resiliency and
compassion of our community. A Call for
Creative Expressions is open through Oct.
31 that invites the public to share ideas for
the memorial or any form of creativity made
in response to the tragedy. From the earliest
days following the 1 October attack, people
have used creativity in a variety of ways to
express love, hope, sorrow and support. The
committee hopes to capture as many forms
of those expressions as possible to help
shape the eventual memorial project that gets
built. All types of expressions are welcome
including drawings, photos, songs and other
artwork, and can be made on the committee’s
website at ClarkCountyNV.gov/1OctoberMemorial and through this mobile app: https://
apps.vdomobile.com/m/1octobermemorial/.
Individual artists interested in contributing
to the creation of the memorial also are
invited to share their resumes or portfolios.
Design teams selected to develop concepts
for a memorial will be asked to review all
Creative Expressions submissions to inform
their proposals. Submissions received so far
can be seen in the committee’s online gallery
at https://tinyurl.com/38snr674. The process
for developing a memorial project is expected
to result in a formal recommendation to the
County Commission in the summer of 2023.

Though high school and college are meant
to be exciting times in the lives of students,
rates of suicide among students continue to
climb with every passing year. When stressors
become too overwhelming or combine with
a predisposition for mental illness, many students face suicidal thoughts that can escalate
into a crisis requiring urgent help.
At Serenity Mental Health Centers, effective suicide prevention using advanced
mental health treatment options such as TMS
and ketamine helps students before they reach
a crisis situation.
The risk factors for suicide
High school and college are difficult
transitioning periods for students as they
are introduced to social pressures, increased
freedom, and demanding academic expectations all within a new environment. These
stressors can lead to suicidal thoughts for
many students, especially those with a history
of mental illness such as major depression or
anxiety. Other risk factors for suicide in teens
and young adults include:

—Physical health issues
—A sense of isolation and lack of support
—Relationship issues
—History of substance abuse
—Poor coping skills
—Traumatic or stressful life events
—Prior suicide attempts
The rising rate of suicide among students
Suicidal thoughts are common among
teens and young adults. In fact, SAVE recent-

ly reported that suicide is the third leading
cause of death for 15- to 24-year-old Americans. In the 2020-2021 school year, around
33 percent of college students who received
mental health services reported that they had
considered suicide in the past year (Statista).
This statistic is comparable with high school
students, with 20 percent of students reporting serious thoughts of suicide and 9 percent
reporting a suicide attempt, according to the
National Alliance on Mental Illness.
While these numbers are concerning,
the latest research in healthcare technology
provides students with hope for suicide
prevention.
How TMS and ketamine can prevent
student suicides
At Serenity Mental Health Centers
evidence-based technology and advanced
treatment options offer lifesaving results
for students beyond what other doctors can
provide.
TMS Therapy
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)

targets areas of the brain that contribute to
depression and anxiety, providing long-lasting relief for students suffering from suicidal
ideation due to symptoms of serious mental
illnesses.
Ketamine Treatment
For students who are experiencing severe
suicidal thoughts, ketamine IV infusion therapy can prevent suicide with a rapid reduction
in depression and anxiety symptoms. Many
patients see improvement within 24 hours of
the first treatment.
Serenity Mental Health Centers works
to help students who experience suicidal
thoughts reclaim their lives. With flexible
hours, insurance-covered treatments, and
customizable treatment options, Serenity
hopes to help every student suffering from
suicidal ideation.
For more information on TMS therapy,
ketamine treatment, and other interventional
psychiatry treatments offered by Serenity
Mental Health Centers, visit their website or
call 844-692-4100 today.

The Winchester Dondero Cultural Center,
located at 3130 McLeod Drive near Desert
Inn Blvd, will host an evening of poetry with
Vince Gotera on Saturday Oct. 15 from 6
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Vince will read from his
latest book of poetry, The Coolest Month,
inspired by NaPoWriMo and Poem-a-Day.
He will also read a few works and older
poems from his work in progress, Aswang
Love, a speculative novel-in-poems, fantasy
and horror.
Earlier in the day, Vince will provide
a workshop as part of the monthly Writer-Ready series on the Short Form, hay(na)
ku, from 10 a.m. to noon. Attendance for
this workshop is free to the public, and prior
registration is not required.
Join Clark County Poet Laureate Angela
M. Brommel for a conversation and collage-based workshop with poet Vince Gotera
as they explore hay(na)ku, a simple 3-line
poem with one word in the first line, two in
the second and three in the third. Vince will
go over its history and development since
its creation in 2003. Participants will also be
able to write different forms of hay(na)ku to
share and discuss with the group. This workshop aims for poets to become familiar with
the form and its possibilities for their work.
Vince Gotera is a professor of English
at the University of Northern Iowa, where
he served as Editor of the North American
Review from 2000 to 2016 and is the Editor
of Star*Line, the print journal of the Science

Fiction and Fantasy Poetry Association.
His poems appear in Altered Reality Magazine, Crab Orchard Review, Dreams and
Nightmares, Philippines Graphic and the
anthology Multiverse in the UK. Vince also
runs the blog The Man with the Blue Guitar,
http://vincegotera.blogspot.com.
For more information about the Clark
County Poet Laureate or to contact Angela,
please visit her at www.angelambrommel.
com. Those interested in the workshop may
contact the Winchester Cultural Center at
(702) 455-7340 or visit the Web site at www.
ClarkCountyNV.gov/parks. Clark County
Parks and Recreation also can be found on
social networking sites such as Twitter and
Facebook

The Spread Kindness Angel Wings
Project by students at Cadwallader Middle
School was on exhibit inside the Clark
County Government Center following the 1
October Sunrise Remembrance Ceremony
on Saturday at 7:30 a.m. in the amphitheater.
The project was started by Christine Janette, a Cadwallader teacher and 1 October
survivor, as a tribute to the 58 lives lost in
aftermath of the tragedy and an initiative to
encourage kindness in the world. Each year,
advanced art students under the direction of
art teacher Frank Eclarin at the school are
provided with a photo and brief biography
of those who perished. Students use the
information to design a set of angel wings
that they feel represents the specific person
and his or her life.
Fifty-eight sets of wings created for this
year’s Angel Wings project was on display
in the indoor rotunda and a nearby hallway.
The rotunda was open until noon on Saturday
following the Remembrance Ceremony so
attendees could see the Angel Wings project
and the Clark County Museum’s 1 October
exhibit that is on display in the rotunda
through Oct. 13. The Government Center
exhibit is a satellite display that is part of the
longer-term “5 Years Later: Remembering 1
October & Becoming Vegas Stronger” now
open at the Clark County Museum located
at 1830 S. Boulder Highway. Both museum
exhibits feature items from the museum’s
22,000-piece 1 October collection including
banners, letters, cowboy hats, stuffed animals
and other items left at the Welcome to Las
Vegas sign and other locations as offerings of
grief and support following the attack at the
Route 91 Harvest Festival on Oct. 1, 2017.
“The 1 October tragedy was a time of
tremendous sadness as well as tremendous
strength, compassion and unity,” said Clark

Suicide Prevention Among Students —
How TMS and Ketamine Can Save Lives

Winchester Cultural Center hosts
‘An Evening of Poetry with Vince Gotera’
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2022 Walk to End Alzheimer’s October 8
Event Information
Schedule of Events:
Saturday, October 8, 2022
7:00 a.m. — Registration opens
8:30 a.m. — Opening Ceremony
9:00 a.m. — Walk Begins
Location: Las Vegas Ballpark,
1650 S Pavilion Center Dr.’
Las Vegas, NV 89135
Route Length: 1/3 mile
Contact: Kenya Corral; 702.800.7120 or
kcorral@alz.org.
We’re moving forward with plans to
host in-person events this fall while keeping
your health and safety as our top priorities.
Registered participants who wish to Walk
From Home can find more details in their
participant center.
Your health and safety are our top priorities. We will continue to closely monitor
CDC, state and local guidelines to ensure
Walk events adhere to the latest recommendations.
General Information
Where do the funds go?
All funds raised through Walk to End
Alzheimer’s further the care, support and
research efforts of the Alzheimer’s Association. The Alzheimer’s Association is a
nonprofit 501(c)3 organization. All donations
are tax-deductible as allowed by law.
Do I have to register in order to Walk?
Yes, we want to know you’re walking
with us and need every participant to sign a
standard waiver through their official registration. There is no registration fee for Walk.
However, we ask every participant to make
a personal donation and commit to raising
funds in the fight against Alzheimer’s.

Do I need to register
my children for Walk?
Yes, children should register. Parents/
guardians can register children online or
complete an offline registration form and sign
the waiver on behalf of the child.
Does every participant get a T-shirt?
Every registered participant who achieves
the fundraising minimum of $100 will receive
an official Walk to End Alzheimer’s T-shirt
via USPS. To receive a shirt in time for Walk
day, participants must raise the T-shirt minimum at least four weeks prior to the event.
How do I get my offline donations to show
up on my personal fundraising web page?
Donations can be made offline by submitting a check or money order by mail or
hand-delivering to the local Alzheimer’s
Association office. Be sure to include your
offline donation form, which can be found
in your Participant Center or on your fund-

raising web page, to make sure you receive
credit for the donation. Donations typically
take one to two weeks to show up on your
web page. Don’t want to wait? You can also
deposit checks directly to your Walk page
from the Walk to End Alzheimer’s mobile
app for iPhone or Android.
Event Specifics
Will there be COVID-19 safety
measures in place at Walk?
The health and safety of our participants,
staff and volunteers are our top priorities.
Walk events will be designed with this in
mind including a venue layout that allows
for physical distancing, hand sanitizer stations, contactless registration and more. The
Association will continue to closely monitor
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), state and local guidelines and make
adjustments to our event-day safety protocols
as needed.

Are pets, strollers, bicycles
and skates allowed on Walk day?
We do allow strollers, but for everyone’s
safety, we discourage skateboards, bicycles,
inline skates and wheelie footwear. Depending on the Walk location rules, well-behaved
dogs are welcome, but must be on a leash.
What happens if it rains?
Walk is a rain or shine event. However, in
the case of severe weather, we will cancel.
If this is the case, we will update our Walk
homepage on or before the event morning.
We need volunteers!
Know anyone who might be interested
in helping us on the day of the event?
We need volunteers to help with set-up,
clean-up, registration, water stops, Promise
Garden and much more. All interested volunteers should visit our volunteer page for info
about event day roles and responsibilities.
How do I get a Promise Garden Flower?
Each registered participant will receive
a Promise Garden flower. Please choose the
color that best represents your connection to
the disease.
—Blue represents someone living with
Alzheimer’s or another dementia
—Purple is for those who have lost a
someone to the disease.
—Yellow represents someone who is
currently supporting or caring for a person
living with Alzheimer’s.
—Orange is for those who support the
cause and the Association’s vision of a world
without Alzheimer’s and all other dementia.
Still have questions?
Check out our FAQs page, or contact: Coordinator: Kenya Corral Phone:
702.800.7120; Email: kcorral@alz.org

retail, restaurants, bars, nightclubs, resorts,
airlines, liquor stores, box chains, and online
distributors.
PR%F Awards will continue its tradition
of creating a double-blind tasting competition
with buyers from across the US rating spirits,
wines, and beverages in a 100-point rating
system. After tasting points are accumulated,
the distinguished panel of judges (all buyers)
will evaluate each brand unmasked, showing
their naked contents. Judges will see and feel
the bottle, can, or product, read the ingredients, and see the overall marketing package
(look, feel, and approach) the brands want to
convey to the patron.
All winners receive a beautiful bespoke
medal, a template press release to be used
at will, an “entered” graphic, a “winner”
graphic, online/collateral marketing use of
the award, PR%F Award logo, and medals —
with no additional licensing fees. A special
edition of PR%F The Magazine is featuring
all PR%F Awards 2022 winners will be distributed to its 14 million readers following
the competition.
The rating system is Century Award (100
Points voted unanimously), Double Gold (96
to 99 points, Gold (91 to 95 points), Silver (85
to 90 points), and Bronze (79 to 85 points).
The entrant fee is $495 per entry/SKU for
submission into two competitions—PR%F
Awards Masked Tasting Competition and
PR%F Awards Unmasked for The Total
Package Competition.
Another available specialty package
will include entry into PR%F Awards competitions and a streaming video on PR%F
Live! hosted by James Beard Award winner
Jennifer English. In this video, Jennifer will
conduct an in-depth interview with the brand
maker about their brand, and she will do a
taste evaluation on air with the brand creator.
This video will be distributed to all PR%F
Awards outlets and given to the brand for
personal marketing.
All submissions must arrive no later than

October 15 at 5 p.m. Pacific Time. Submissions can be mailed to Opulent Wines & Spirits, Attn: The PR%F Awards, 4691 S. Valley
View Blvd., Las Vegas, Nevada, 89103. For
those with distribution in Nevada, contact the
distributor directly to arrange for shipment
to Opulent Wine & Spirits. International
entrants without an importer to the U.S.,
contact PR%F’s importer PARK STREET at
competitions@parkstreet.com to arrange for
import to the US. For more information about
this outstanding opportunity, specifications,
and pricing, email Michele@proofawards.
com or call 1-888-959-7260.
PR&F Awards 2022 is a private judging
competition and will be held November 5-6
in Las Vegas at the William F. Harrah College
of Hospitality at the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas. For more information, visit www.
proofawards.com.
About PR%F Awards
PR%F Awards is the premiere spirits,
wine & beverage awards program held annually in Las Vegas. Hand-selected judges,
all buyers, from across the US rate and merit
spirits, wine and beverages to win medals and
accolades while giving our judges a chance
to be introduced to hundreds of emerging
new brands. PR%F Awards and PR%F-The
Magazine are owned and operated by The
Original Brand, LLC www.proofawards.com
or call 888-959-7260.
About UNLV’s William F. Harrah
College of Hospitality
The UNLV Harrah College of Hospitality
is consistently ranked as one of the top hospitality programs in the world. Studying just
blocks away from the epicenter of the hospitality industry — the Las Vegas Strip, UNLV
hospitality students enjoy unparalleled access
to hands-on, industry-relevant experience.
Each year the college organizes nearly 600
internships, welcomes more than 100 national
hospitality brands to recruitment events, and
pairs and average of 175 industry mentors
with students. With the 2018 completion of

the college’s state-of-the-art academic building Hospitality Hall, students are helping the
college usher in a new era of excellence in
hospitality education.
About Food & Beverage Magazine
Food & Beverage Magazine Food is the
premiere worldwide destination multi-platform medium for global restaurants and hospitality, ideas trends, and quality — located
at 1930 Village Center Circle, #3197, Las
Vegas, Nev., 89134 www.fbmagazine.com
About PR%F The Magazine
PR%F The Magazine is an online digizine
that focuses on the trends of the spirits, wine
and beverage industry-worldwide, and is
aligned with Food & Beverage Magazine
www.proofawards.com
About Delta Sky Club
Delta Sky Club is where fresh and healthy
food, great amenities, and the industry’s most
innovative beverage program put the pleasure
back into travel. Relax in one of 54 airport
locations and enjoy handcrafted cocktails,
premium wines, and craft beers. For more
information, visit www.delta.com/us/en/
delta-sky-club/overview
About The NEAT Glass
Naturally Engineered Aroma Technology
(NEAT) is the best spirits glass available,
significantly surpassing standard tulip and
snifter glasses in aroma detection and identification. The flavor is 90 percent aroma,
and NEAT removes nose-numbing ethanol
to unmask and showcase all the character
aromas hidden in tulips and snifters. NEAT
is changing the way the world drinks through
sensory science, physics, and chemistry
to deliver what is in the glass without
nose-numbing ethanol. Today the NEAT
glass is the world’s leading judging glass,
used in over 30 major international spirits
competitions. Over 120,000 spirits judged
in NEAT, and over 30,000 medals awarded
since 2012, makes NEAT the world’s official
spirits judging glass. For more information,
visit www.theneatglass.com.

World’s largest spirits and wine rating competition
PR%F Awards 2022 — Masked and Unmasked
November 5 and 6
at the UNLV

PR%F Awards Spirits, Wine & Beverage
competition is set to be held in Las Vegas on
November 5 and 6 at the William F. Harrah
College of Hospitality at the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas. PR%F Awards has
partnered with the college of hospitality as
a platform to provide valuable education and
experience to its students. PR%F Awards
is the first spirits and wine competition to
partner with a top-ranked college at a fully
accredited university.
More than 40 Hospitality College students
will participate behind the scene learning
how to create, manage and operate the
world’s largest spirits competition. In addition, a group of senior students will provide
a best-of-show tasting evaluation for tequila,
whiskey, and vodka.
PR%F judges and partners will also
become part of the curriculum, instructing,
mentoring, and working with students from
the college.
“Many of our students are interested in
careers in the beverage industry,” said Dr.
Murray Mackenzie, associate professor in
residence at the Hospitality College. “Giving
these students the opportunity to become involved in a spirits competition of this caliber
brings incredible dimension to their learning
experience.”
“We are very pleased to expand our PR%F
Awards platform in 2022 and partner with
William F. Harrah College of Hospitality
at UNLV,” says Michele D. Tell, executive
director of PR%F Awards. “The opportunity
to work with students, staff, and instructors
at the college and expand the PR%F Awards
is a wonderful opportunity.”
More than 70 judges (spirit/wine experts)
who are all beverage buyers will assemble
in a private tasting competition rating more
than 700 spirits and wines that have elected
to participate in the rating competition.
This year, this unique competition will
host two very distinct separate competitions — PR%F Awards-Masked, The Double-Blind Tasting, and PR%F Awards-Unmasked, The Total Package.
PR%F Awards is a beverage competition
that credits the diverse and distinctive categories of international and domestic spirits,
wine, and other beverages and decorates
these brands with accolades and medals
through a proprietary 100-point rating system.
This prestigious honor for winners selected by beverage industry buyers is the ultimate
competition with more than 300 categories.
PR%F Awards sequesters judges from
across the United States for a two-day private tasting experience in Las Vegas. Each
judge is a key buyer and decision maker in
the spirits/wine industries and comes from
different facets of the industry: distributors,
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The Neon Museum to hold PRIDE
Weekend Gallery Talks, Oct. 7-9
The Neon Museum will hold special Gallery Talks during Las Vegas PRIDE 2022.
The free 15-minute docent-led discussions
will highlight the history and impact of the
LGBTQ+ community in Las Vegas on Friday,
Oct. 7, Saturday, Oct 8, and Sunday, Oct. 9
at 4:30 and 5:30 p.m. each day.
The Neon Museum’s main collection
on display in the Neon Boneyard has many
signs that chronicle the impact of Las Vegas’s
LGBTQ+ community and its fight for civil
rights. The PRIDE Weekend Gallery Talks
are free to attend with a general admission
ticket and will focus on four themes, highlighting relevant signs for each:

1. Finding and Building Community
In 1961, the owners of the Red Barn converted the antique store into a bar that catered
to a gay clientele after a certain time of day,
referred to as the “pink hour” that started
around 6 p.m. The Red Barn operated as a
full-time gay bar from 1972 until its closure
in March 1988.
The Sands is where Marge Jacques
worked as a cocktail waitress before opening Le Café in January 1970 with the motto
“Glitter and Be Gay at the Le Café!” Le Café
was popular within the LGBTQ+ community

and had famous regulars like Liberace, Joan
Rivers, Shirley Maclaine, Bobby Gentry,
Debbie Reynolds, and Sammy Davis, Jr.

sented in the Las Vegas Luminaries mural,
which is outside the museum’s North Gallery.

2. Female Impersonation
The Green Shack sign is the oldest sign
in the museum’s collection and traces the
history of female impersonators in Las Vegas
back to the 1930s. At night, the Green Shack
Restaurant featured performances by female
impersonators, including Billy Richards,
known as “The Entertainment Sensation of
the World!” in 1938.

3. Civil Rights
In 1992, Nevada’s queer community
pooled its energy and resources to lobby the
state legislature to repeal Nevada Revised
Statute 201. 190, commonly known as the
sodomy law, that had been adopted in 1861,
three years before Nevada gained statehood.
In 1993, Nevada repealed the law, and in
2014, Nevada recognized same-sex marriages, a year before the Obergefell v. Hodges decision by the U.S. Supreme Court that found
the right to marry is guaranteed to same-sex
couples under the Fourteenth Amendment
of the U.S. Constitution. In 2020, Nevada
voters approved Measure 2, which recognizes
marriage regardless of gender.
In 1999, Nevada adopted the Employment
Non-Discrimination Act, which “included
protections from discrimination based on
sexual orientation” and has since expanded
on these protections.

In the 1970s, Kenny Kerr, an advocate
for the LGBTQ+ community and pioneering
female impersonator in Las Vegas, created the
female impersonation show, “Boylesque,”
that premiered at the Silver Slipper Casino in
1977. There are two Silver Slipper signs in
the Boneyard, and one in front of the museum
on Las Vegas Boulevard. Kerr is also repre-

4. The Las Vegas LGBTQ+ community’s fight against AIDS
The Stardust hosted the first major AIDS
benefit, The Superstar Aid for AIDS Benefit,

sponsored by Aid for AIDS of Nevada on
June 14, 1987. Organizers of the show were
turned down by every other major hotel/
casino when their showroom managers
realized the production was meant to raise
money to fight AIDS in Las Vegas. Among
the stars and entertainers who performed at
the benefit were Joan Rivers, Debbie Reynolds, Rip Taylor, Lola Falana, Robert Goulet,
the McGuire Sisters, Loretta Holloway, and
Suzanne Somers. Although the Stardust is no
longer operational, Aid for AIDS of Nevada
still has a presence in Las Vegas.
About the Neon Museum
Founded in 1996, The Neon Museum is a
non-profit 501(c)3 organization dedicated to
collecting, preserving, studying, and exhibiting iconic Las Vegas signs for educational,
historic, arts and cultural enrichment. Fully
accredited by the American Alliance of Museums (AAM), The Neon Museum has been
ranked No. 1 in Las Vegas Weekly’s list of
“Twenty Greatest Attractions in Las Vegas
History,” Nevada’s “Best Museum” by MSN,
No. 1 Pop Culture museum and one of the 10
Best Museums in Las Vegas by USA Today’s
10best.com, ”One of the Top 10 Coolest
Things You Didn’t Know You Could Do”
by Forbes.com, one of the “Top 10 Historic
Spots in Las Vegas” by Vegas.com; one of
“15 Most Fascinating Museums in the U.S.”
by VacationIdea.com; and earns a consistent
4.5 out of 5 rating on TripAdvisor. On its
2.27-acre campus, The Neon Museum has
an outdoor exhibition space known as the
Neon Boneyard; the North Gallery, home
to the immersive audiovisual experience
“Brilliant! Jackpot” which uses technology
to re-illuminate more than 40 non-operational
signs; and its visitors’ center inside the former La Concha Motel lobby. The museum
collection also includes nine restored signs
installed as public art in downtown Las Vegas. Public education, outreach, research, and
arts conservation represent a selection of the
museum’s ongoing projects. For more information, including tour schedules and tickets,
visit www.neonmuseum.org. Also follow @
NeonMuseum on Facebook and Twitter and
@theneonmuseumlasvegas on Instagram.

USO Nevada adds six members to Advisory Board
The USO, the nation’s leading
nonprofit organization dedicated
to serving America’s military service members and their families,
announces the addition of six
members to the USO Nevada Local Advisory Board. USO Local
Advisory Board are volunteer
boards established to help build and
sustain the connection between the
American people and their Armed
Forces to support USO operations
at the local level within the United
States of America. These new board
members will help USO Nevada
provide critical support for the
development, funding, and marketing of USO’s morale-boosting and
family-strengthening programs and
services to American service members and their families currently
stationed in Nevada.
“We are delighted to have such
a talented group of community
professionals and military leaders
supporting the USO Nevada team,”
said Bob Kurkjian, USO West Region President. “With Tim Mullin at
the helm, the Advisory Board will
share the USO nonprofit mission
with their professional networks,
grow our community engagement
outreach, and help drive our fundraising initiatives in support of
our service members and families
statewide.”

Robert G. Novotny is a retired
Brigadier General from the United
States Air Force. He possesses

extensive experience in foreign
government relations, resource
management, strategic communication, crisis response, acquisition
and innovation, leadership development, planning and organizational
strategy. He is the President of
Skyracer Consulting, LLC which
provides innovative solutions to
defense, aerospace, and emerging
technology companies across the
globe.

experience in asset management
and prior to establishing Conexus
spent 20 years with MetLife, one
of the largest global providers of
insurance products.

Colonel Joshua D. DeMotts
is the Commander, 99th Air Base
Wing, Nellis AFB, Nevada, and
Installation Commander for Nellis
AFB and the 2.9 million-acre Nevada Test and Training Range. He has
commanded multiple times at the
flight, squadron and group levels
and has deployed several times in
support of Operations Iraqi and Enduring Freedom. Colonel DeMotts
also has several staff experiences at
the HAF, Joint Staff and Combatant Command levels and is a fully
qualified
Joseph G. Mazon joined the
Board of Directors of Nevada
Trust Company in 2017. He also
serves as Vice President and Treasurer and is responsible for the
equity and capital management of
Nevada’s oldest independent trust
company. Mr. Mazon serves as the
Chairman of the Board of Trustar
Corporation, the holding company
that owns Nevada Trust Company.
Mr. Mazon has nearly 30 years of

Colonel Eric C. Schmidt is
the Commander of the 432d Wing
and the 432d Air Expeditionary
Wing, Creech Air Force Base,
Nevada. Colonel Schmidt leads all
operations and maintenance of the
Air Force’s first Remotely Piloted
Aircraft wing, equipped with more
than 120 MQ-9 Reaper and RQ-170
Sentinel aircraft. The 432d Wing
conducts 24/7 persistent attack and
reconnaissance combat operations
worldwide, while training pilots,
combat systems officers, sensor operators, intelligence professionals,
maintainers, and support personnel.

Alan Diskin, M.S. ULD, is an
accomplished nonprofit executive
with 33 years of service within the
nonprofit sector. The missions he
has served encompass K-12 Education, Financial Literacy, Higher Education, and Humanitarian
Service Work while working for
various multinational NGO’s. He
currently serves as the Executive
Director of the Raiders Foundation,
the philanthropic arm of the NFL’s
Las Vegas Raiders football club.
His job focuses on identifying and
executing strategies that will raise
funds to ultimately impact individuals and families in communities
throughout the state of Nevada.

Allen Montalvo is a highly dedicated, resourceful, and results-oriented sales manager and dealer
management expert with a proven
track record of success in managing
large car dealerships for internation-

al market leaders such as Honda,
Acura, and Mazda. Throughout his
18-year career in the industry, he
has achieved meaningful growth
and a marked increase in revenue in all dealerships that he has
managed, and has earned several
important awards, including the
“Dealership of Distinction Award”
in 2013- 2018, and the “Council of
Excellence Award” in 2013- 2018,
which he earned at Findlay Acura.
“Our advisory board plays a vital
part in helping shape the operational, fundraising, and community
strategies for USO Nevada,” said
Tim Mullin, Executive Director
for USO Nevada. “Each of these
new members brings a unique perspective that will help us grow and
expand our community footprint.”
For more than 81 years, the USO
has supported the men and women
who fight for our country. The USO
goes where our service members
go, no matter the location. USO
Nevada invites the local community to support service members
stationed in Nevada by providing
essential resources and keeping
them connected to family, home,
and country. For more information
about USO Nevada and how to get
involved, visit nevada.uso.org.
About the USO
The USO strengthens America’s military service members by
keeping them connected to family,
home, and country, throughout their
service to the nation. At hundreds of
locations worldwide, we are united
in our commitment to connect our
service members and their families
through countless acts of caring,
comfort, and support. The USO is
a private non-profit organization,
not a government agency. Our
programs, services and entertainment tours are made possible by
the American people, the support
of our corporate partners, and the
dedication of our volunteers and
staff. To join us in this important
mission and learn more about the
USO, please visit USO.org or follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram.
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Nevada Red Cross CEO deploys to Florida
to support the Hurricane Ian relief efforts
Teaming with local officials and community leaders on the ground.
Red Cross of Nevada Chief Executive
Officer Heidi Ruster deployed to Florida on
Saturday, joining more than 700 trained Red
Cross disaster relief workers from Nevada
and across the country on the ground helping
those in need.
“We all realize it will be days before the
full picture of the damage left in the wake
of Hurricane Ian is revealed, and the danger
isn’t over,” said Ruster, a 30-year veteran of
the Red Cross who has participated in many
disaster relief efforts.
She will be going to the Fort Myers/
Naples area, a swath of Florida that was particularly hard hit by the hurricane. “So far,
more than 33,000 people have sought refuge
in approximately 260 evacuation shelters
across Florida,” said Ruster, who was the
Fort Myers/Naples Red Cross CEO prior to
becoming the Utah/Nevada Red Cross CEO.
Hurricane Ian is still battering Florida
with strong winds and heavy rains, and in
the coming days will threaten states as far
north as Virginia with even more flooding.
The storm will make a second landfall Friday, and the entire coast of South Carolina
is under a hurricane warning. “As the storm
heads north, the Red Cross is working with
partners and local officials in several states to
be ready to help where needed,” said Ruster.
The Red Cross of Nevada leader will join
volunteers who were in place before Hurricane Ian made landfall so they could respond
quickly. “We have supplies and workers
strategically positioned to make sure everyone impacted by the storm has a safe place

to stay, food to eat, critical relief supplies,
emotional support, and comfort in the face
of this devastating storm,” Ruster said.
As a Red Cross liaison to elected officials
and community leaders, Ruster will help facilitate communication and ensure the relief
effort is reaching those who need it most.
“Our work is just beginning,” Ruster said.
“We will be side-by-side with our partners
helping people for weeks and months to
come.”
Disaster recovery efforts continue
in Puerto Rico, rural Alaska
Nearly 300 American Red Cross disaster workers, many with no power or water
themselves, are working around the clock

with their partners to provide comfort and
support. The Red Cross also is deploying
disaster teams by plane to rural areas of
Alaska where Typhoon Merbok devastated
a thousand-mile stretch of the western coast
last weekend, damaging homes, seawalls,
roads, airport runways, and water systems
in as many as 40 towns and villages.
How can you help?
Make a gift to American Red Cross Disaster Relief. Your gift enables the Red Cross
to prepare for, respond to and help people
recover from disasters big and small. Visit
redcross.org, call 1-800-RED CROSS, or
text the word REDCROSS to 90999 to make
a $10 donation.

Please give blood
Individuals in unaffected areas are urged
to give blood to help ensure patients in
impacted areas continue to have access to
lifesaving blood. As the storm takes aim at
Georgia and the Carolinas, the Red Cross said
it anticipates growing blood drive cancellations in the Southeast as more communities
confront dangerous weather conditions.
Please schedule an appointment to give
blood or platelets today by using the Red
Cross Blood Donor App, visiting redcrossblood.org or calling 1-800-RED CROSS
(1-800-733-2767).
Download our free apps
—The Red Cross Emergency app can
help keep you and your loved ones safe with
real-time alerts, shelter locations, and safety
advice.
—The Red Cross First Aid app provides
instant access to information on handling the
most common emergencies. Download these
free apps by searching for ‘American Red
Cross’ in your app store or visit redcross.
org/apps.
About the American Red Cross
The American Red Cross shelters, feeds,
and provides comfort to victims of disasters;
supplies about 40 percent of the nation’s
blood; teaches skills that save lives; distributes international humanitarian aid; and
supports veterans, military members, and
their families. The Red Cross is a nonprofit
organization that depends on volunteers and
the generosity of the American public to deliver its mission. For more information, please
visit redcross.org or CruzRojaAmericana.
org, or visit us on Twitter at @RedCross.

Secretary Mayorkas extends, redesignates
Temporary Protected Status for Burma

Redesignation allows additional
eligible Burmese Nationals to apply
for TPS and employment authorization documents.
The Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) announced an
extension of Temporary Protected
Status (TPS) for Burma for an
additional 18 months, from Nov.
26, 2022, through May 25, 2024,
due to extraordinary and temporary
conditions in Burma that prevent
individuals from safely returning.
In addition, DHS announced a redesignation of Burma for TPS for
the same reason, allowing Burmese
nationals (and individuals having
no nationality who last habitually
resided in Burma) residing in the
United States as of Sept. 25, 2022,
to be eligible for TPS.
The February 2021 military
coup d’état has led to continuing
violence, large-scale human rights
abuses, including arbitrary detentions and the use of deadly force
against unarmed individuals, mass

displacement of civilians, worsened
humanitarian conditions and limited access to shelter, food, water,
and medical care, and spurred an
economic crisis. These conditions
prevent Burmese nationals and
habitual residents from safely
returning.
“The people of Burma are continuing to suffer a complex and

deteriorating humanitarian crisis
due to a military coup, upheaval,
and security forces’ brutal violence
against civilians,” said Secretary of
Homeland Security Alejandro N.
Mayorkas. ”Under this extension
and redesignation, Burmese nationals and habitual residents will be
eligible to temporarily stay in the
United States until conditions in
the country improve and individuals
can safely return.”
The extension of TPS for Burma
allows approximately 970 current
beneficiaries to retain TPS through
May 25, 2024, so long as they
continue to meet TPS eligibility
requirements. It is estimated that
approximately 2,290 additional
individuals may be eligible for TPS
under the redesignation of Burma.
This population includes nationals
of Burma (and individuals without
nationality who last resided in
Burma) in the United States in nonimmigrant status or without lawful
immigration status.

Current beneficiaries re-registering under the extension of TPS
for Burma must re-register in a
timely manner during the 60-day
re-registration period from Sept. 27,
2022, through Nov. 26, 2022, to ensure they keep their TPS and work
authorization without a gap. DHS
recognizes that not all re-registrants
may receive new Employment
Authorization Documents (EADs)
before their current EADs expire on
Nov. 25, 2022, and is automatically
extending through Nov. 25, 2023,
the validity of EADs previously
issued under the TPS designation
of Burma.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services will continue
to process pending applications
filed under Burma’s initial TPS
designation. Individuals with a
pending Form I-821, Application
for Temporary Protected Status, or a
related Form I-765, Application for
Employment Authorization, do not
need to file either application again.

If USCIS approves a Form I-821 or
Form I-765 filed under the initial
designation of TPS for Burma, USCIS will grant the individual TPS
through May 25, 2024, and issue an
EAD valid through May 25, 2024.
Initial, first-time applicants for
TPS under the redesignation of
Burma must submit Form I-821,
Application for Temporary Protected Status, durng the initial registration period that runs from Sept.
27, 2022, through May 25, 2024.
Burma TPS applicants may file
Form I-821 online. When filing a
TPS application, applicants can also
request an EAD by submitting a
completed Form I-765, Application
for Employment Authorization,
with their Form I-821, or separately
at a later date. Applicants may also
submit Form I-765 online.
For more information on USCIS and its programs, please visit
uscis.gov or follow us on Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube, Facebook,
and LinkedIn.

The Sanctuary hosts “Doobies For Boobies” fundraiser benefiting
Angels of Las Vegas in honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Popular dispensary to unveil
limited-edition Pink Ribbon Cannabis
Strain with a portion of proceeds
supporting a local non-profit that provides
cancer patients with vital resources.
Community-driven dispensary, The
Sanctuary, will unveil a new limited-edition
Sacred brand cannabis strain, Pink Ribbon,
available exclusively during the month of
October in support of Breast Cancer Awareness Month. As part of their “Doobies for
Boobies” fundraising effort, a portion of Pink
Ribbon’s sales will be donated to Angels of
Las Vegas, a local non-profit which supports
those battling cancer by providing a variety
of critical resources, including financial support, food donations, clothing donations, wig
donations, nutritional programs, counseling
and more.
According to the American Cancer Society, in a survey of over 600 breast cancer
patients, 42 percent reported using cannabis
to relieve symptoms.
“Cannabis is a holistic form of herbal
medicine that many breast cancer patients
use to counteract the debilitating side-effects
of chemotherapy, such as nausea, vomiting,
inflammation, pain, insomnia, anxiety, and
stress,” says Dr. Pejman Bady DO, co-founder of The Sanctuary. “I’ve seen it work
miracles to counteract the side effects of my
mother’s cancer treatments. As a board-certified physician, I want to use our “Doobies for
Boobies” fundraiser to make a direct impact

on those in our community suffering from the
same taxing side effects.”
The Sanctuary’s Pink Ribbon pink-packaged pre-rolls start at just $1, and will be
available at both of the dispensary’s convenient locations, including North Las Vegas
at 2113 Las Vegas Blvd N. North Las Vegas,
Nev. 89030 and in the downtown Art’s District at 1324 3rd St. Las Vegas, Nev. 89104.
About The Sanctuary Dispensary
The Sanctuary Dispensary is a boutique-style high-quality medical and recreational cannabis dispensary with two
convenient locations in north and downtown

Las Vegas. Founded by award-winning emergency and family medicine doctor of over
29 years, Pejman Bady DO, The Sanctuary
provides an alternative approach to healing
and offers a wide variety of medicinal and
recreational cannabis products — vapes,
flower, CBD, tinctures, and more. The popular dispensary places a huge emphasis on
educating its patients about medical marijuana and its benefits and in turn, provides
ongoing monthly webinars hosted by Dr.
Bady, diving into a new medicinal cannabis
topic each month. Sanctuary’s downtown
location is located at 1324 3rd St. Las Vegas,

Nev. 89104, and is open from 9 a.m. until 10
p.m. on Sunday through Thursday and from
9 a.m. until 12 a.m. on Friday and Saturday.
The North Las Vegas location is located at
2113 Las Vegas Blvd N. North Las Vegas,
Nev 89030, and is conveniently open 24/7.
For more information, please visit Sanctuary’s website at thesanctuarynv.com, where
you can place pickup, delivery, or curbside
orders. Also, follow Sanctuary on Instagram
@thesanctuarynv, Facebook, and subscribe
to their Youtube channel.
About Angels of Las Vegas
Angels of Las Vegas (AOLV) is a 501(c)3
non-profit organization dedicated to providing extraordinary care and support to children
and adults in Las Vegas who are battling cancer and life-threatening illness by providing
supplemental support, including financial
assistance, wig donations, toy donations, food
donations, clothing donations, and individualized nutrition and health programs. AOLV’s
mission is to inspire hope in the children and
adults navigating difficult and debilitating
conditions, including cancer while offering a
foundational support system and empowering
them to live their healthiest lives possible.
For more information, please visit the
Angels of Las Vegas website at angelsoflv.
org, where you can support their mission
by volunteering or donating. Also, follow
the Angels of Las Vegas Twitter, Instagram,
and Facebook pages to stay updated on their
latest initiatives.
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Applicants sought for Town Advisory
Boards, Citizens Advisory Councils
Clark County is currently accepting applications from residents of unincorporated
towns who are interested in serving on their
local advisory board for the next two years.
Applicants must be eligible to vote, live
within the area encompassed by the Town
Advisory Board (TAB) or Citizens Advisory
Council (CAC) they are applying for, and
attend annual training.
The areas with a Town Advisory Board
(TAB) are Bunkerville, Enterprise, Indian
Springs, Laughlin, Moapa, Mt. Charleston,
Paradise, Searchlight, Spring Valley, Sunrise
Manor, Whitney and Winchester. The areas
with a Citizens Advisory Council (CAC) are
Goodsprings, Lone Mountain, Lower Kyle
Canyon, Mountain Springs, Red Rock and
Sandy Valley.
Applications are due by 5:30 p.m. on
Nov. 15, 2022, and are available through the
County website at www.ClarkCountyNV.

gov and through the Administrative Services
Department, which can be reached at (702)
455-3530 or by email at AdministrativeServices@ClarkCountyNV.gov. TAB and
CAC secretaries will also have applications
available.
The County Commission appoints the
members of the volunteer boards and councils
to two-year terms. The next terms will begin
Jan. 2, 2023. All appointees must attend a
training program on Jan. 7, 2023.
The TABs and CACs serve an important
advisory and liaison function relaying concerns and other important information between unincorporated towns and the County
government. The boards and councils hold
public meetings at least once a month to
discuss and make recommendations on longterm planning, zoning changes, public works
projects, County programs and ordinances
that may affect their town.

The Neon Museum, one of Las Vegas’
most iconic and visually stunning museums
that tells the story of the city through historic
neon signs, announces the full line-up of
its upcoming and inaugural four-day event
entitled Duck Duck Shed: Celebrating Las
Vegas Architecture, Design, and Culture,
Oct. 27-30 — while simultaneously igniting
a “provocative” discussion relative to the
massive hotel/casinos that line the Las Vegas
Strip via this thought-provoking question: “is
it a duck or a shed?”
Duck Duck Shed is focused on the themes
first identified in the seminal text “Learning
from Las Vegas” by Denise Scott Brown,
Robert Venturi, and Steven Izenour, which
celebrates its 50th year since its initial printing and is still considered required reading
in many universities’ architecture programs.
The authors penned the idea that buildings
are either “ducks” that explicitly and literally
represent their function through their unique
shape and design, or “decorated sheds” that
are buildings that require a sign to differentiate one from another.
Examples of this academic concept over
the course of Las Vegas history include the
Tropicana which opened in 1957 and Resorts
World that opened just last year as “decorated
sheds,” and the Excalibur, Luxor and Circus
Circus as “ducks.”
The four-day event has more than three
dozen individual offerings that celebrate Las
Vegas’ iconic architecture from past to the
present, including walking tours, aerial tours,
sessions with industry experts, and once-in-

the Mirage, Paris Las Vegas, and Bellagio
in Las Vegas.
—Janna Ireland — acclaimed photographer who was recently featured in the New
York Times for her exhibition on Paul Revere
Williams, a trailblazing Black architect who
designed many buildings in Las Vegas and
beyond and whose work will also be featured
in Duck Duck Shed.
—Jose Gamez — associate director of
the School of Architecture in the College
of Arts + Architecture at the University of
North Carolina — Charlotte. His research
explores questions of culture in architecture
and urbanism.
All Duck Duck Shed programming is offered on an a la carte basis so attendees can
attend the programs of their choice and that
best meet their schedules.
For full details on event programming
and to sign up for any of the tours, exhibits
or lectures, visit www.duckduckshed.com
and follow @duckduckshed on Instagram,
Twitter and Facebook.
To highlight the event theme, over the
coming weeks, staff from The Neon Museum
will channel their late-night talk show host
personalities as they conduct man-on-thestreet interviews quizzing Museum visitors
on whether Las Vegas hotel/casinos are
Ducks or Decorated Sheds?
Video snippets from these interviews
will publish on the Museum’s social media
channels as part of an overall goal to raise
awareness about the influence of Las Vegas
architecture and Duck Duck Shed.

Is it a Duck or a Decorated Shed?
In one month — The Neon Museum presents Duck Duck Shed:
Celebrating Las Vegas architecture, design, culture, Oct. 27-30

a-lifetime tours of Jungle Palace, the historic
estate of Siegfried & Roy, a private home
that has never been granted public access.
Due to overwhelming interest, many Duck
Duck Shed tours and programs have already
sold out, and more offerings are being added
as a result.
Some of Duck Duck Shed’s featured
programs include “The View from Flamingo
Road: How Las Vegas Mastered Modernism”
with Alan Hess; “The Gilded Cage: The Psychology of a Casino’s Architecture” with architects Brian Fink, Jon Sparer, and Mitchell
Trageton; “Two Perspectives on Paul Revere
Williams” with photographer Janna Ireland

and Carmen Beals, associate curator and
outreach director of the Nevada Museum of
Art; “The Wayward Eye Exhibition — Photography of Denise Scott Brown”; and “The
Local Lore of Downtown: A Walking Tour
of Iconic Casinos.”
These programs and others will be led by
nationally acclaimed speakers. Many of the
speakers are also available for interviews in
advance of Duck Duck Shed, including:
—Alan Hess — author, historian, urban
planner, architect, and advocate for twentieth-century architectural preservation.
—Jon Sparer — famed architect behind
prestigious international resorts as well as

Commissioner Jones hosted grand opening
event at newly built Southwest Ridge Park

Commissioner Justin Jones hosted a grand
opening event on Friday, Sept. 30, from 3:30
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. for the newly built Southwest Ridge Park and Trailhead, located at
8535 South Grand Canyon Drive next door
to Robert L. Forbuss Elementary School.
The neighborhood park includes a large
turf area, a playground, interpretive and
educational amenities and a trailhead to
connect with local trails at Southwest Ridge.
An interactive sculpture will be added in late
2023. The grand opening event included
complimentary food trucks, a farmers’ market and live performances.
“The opening celebration for Southwest
Ridge Park is a great opportunity to showcase
the opportunities for fun outdoor recreation

in the Southwest valley as well as added
safety for parents and students walking to
and from school at Forbuss Elementary
School,” said Commissioner Jones. “I am
excited to bring this new County amenity to
the southwest area and to all those who call
Clark County their home.”
Clark County operates 114 parks throughout the valley.
Those wanting more information about
other Clark County parks can call the Clark
County Parks and Recreation Department at
(702) 455-8200 or visit www.ClarkCountyNV.gov/parks.
Clark County Parks and Recreation can
also be found on social networking sites such
as Twitter and Facebook.

Nightly closures of a section of North
Pecos Road will take place in east Las Vegas through October 7 as part of the Nevada
Department of Transportation’s (NDOT’s)
I-515/Charleston Interchange Project.
North Pecos Road will be closed between
Stewart Avenue and 500 feet north of the
I-515 bridge over Pecos Road between 8p.m.
and 5a.m. from the evening of Monday, October 2 through the morning or Friday, October
7. Marked detours will be available. Lane reductions will also be in place on Pecos Road
during daytime hours, with the road open to
two-way traffic between 5a.m. and 8p.m.
The I-515/Charleston project began earlier this year. It aims to reduce crashes and
reduce travel time around the Charleston

sidewalks and lighting for pedestrian safety.
Construction is anticipated to last into the
Spring of 2024. Drivers can get updates on
the project and information about traffic
restrictions at i515Charleston.com.
Motorists should use caution while traveling through work zones, and take alternate
detour routes, if possible. NDOT works with
Waze to inform the public about planned
highway restrictions. Construction schedules are subject to change due to weather or
other factors. For the latest state highway
conditions, visit nvroads.com or call 511
before driving.
Stay connected with @NevadaDOT for
traffic and project updates via social media
or online.

Overnight closures of Pecos Rd. under I-515 (U.S. 95) thru Oct. 7

Curve. Another goal is to improve mobility
on Charleston Blvd at I-515. The project
will widen I-515 by adding an auxiliary lane

in each direction between Charleston and
Eastern. It will also add additional turn lanes
at the Charleston interchange and improve
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A foreigner’s view of Las Vegas

My affection for Las Vegas first started
in late 2011/early 2012 when I did a small
tour of the West Coast, visiting the cities of
Las Vegas, Los Angeles and San Francisco.
First stop was Vegas. Unfortunately, my
travel agent in the UK booked me into a
hotel away from the Strip. Suffice to say,
my enjoyment of the city was negatively
impacted. Although my hotel arranged a
minibus service to the Strip and back at regular intervals, the last shuttle back to the hotel
was at 10.30 p.m. every day and therefore too
early for me to sample all the pleasures Las
Vegas Boulevard has to offer. Having said
that, I managed to visit a wedding chapel on
the Strip, Hoover Dam and the wonder that
is the Grand Canyon.
Los Angeles and San Francisco were OK,
but did not really arouse in me a thirst for
adventure in the same way that Las Vegas
had done. Los Angeles was slightly disappointing. The only memorable thing about my
trip to LA was my seven or so hour journey
there by Greyhound bus from Vegas. As for
San Francisco, it was better. The highlight of
my stay in Frisco was my visit to the famous
Haight-Ashbury neighborhood.
Las Vegas however particularly appealed
to me. I found the city not only energizing,
but also different to anything I had experienced before. This was a difference I wanted
to explore.
I therefore made a subsequent visit to Ve-

gas only, which I planned myself. This time,
I stayed at a hotel on the Strip for two weeks.
The highlight of the holiday was going to a
Shania Twain concert at Caesars Palace. I also
visited UNLV, which was enjoyable. UNLV
did not just impress me from an academic
perspective. I also have a fond memory of
it because I was surprisingly mistaken by a
student for a member of faculty, while I was
visiting the university’s gift shop. I could not
have been more flattered!
Some time elapsed before my next and
most recent vacation in Las Vegas in late
2016. I resolved that I needed to see more of
the city and not just focus on the Strip, which

is where I stayed again. I went to downtown
Las Vegas and visited the Golden Nugget.
My wanderlust also took me, albeit by taxi,
to Summerlin.
After my three trips to Las Vegas, I am
now a fan of the city. It offers everything a
holidaymaker could want - luxury shopping
malls, headliner shows and a nightlife to die
for, all wrapped up in a cosmopolitan culture,
which is hard to beat. Where else in the world,
can you catch a glimpse of Paris, Venice and
Egypt in the same location?
If you want to gain an insight into the
city’s history, The Mob Museum and The
Neon Museum are worth a visit.

For the thrill-seeker, there are the thrill
rides at The STRAT Hotel.
Businesswise, Las Vegas has also become
important and many trade exhibitions are held
in the city. Vegas is therefore a credible place
to work. Further, the city is always evolving,
with new developments all the time.
Las Vegas offers something, which no
other city does. This city is not only tolerant
of different cultures, but also of different
attitudes to life. Quite simply, anything goes
in Vegas!
For a foreigner like me, there is no feeling
comparable to the excitement and sense of
anticipation that you have when taxiing into
McCarran International Airport. That does
not change regardless of the amount of times
you have been to Vegas. Strictly speaking,
most of the Strip is situated in a town called
Paradise, which is adjacent to the city of
Las Vegas. Paradise is an apt name for a city
that, for me personally, is no longer a guilty
pleasure to visit, but a possible place to live,
if the circumstances are right.
I am already planning my next holiday to
Vegas. With a bit of luck, I will be able to take
in parts of the city, which tourists rarely see.
Who would ever have thought that this
city in the desert could be such an enticing
place to live?
Viva Las Vegas!
Romer Cherubim
UK Freelance journalist

medication.
TMS is one of the most advanced treatment options available for mental illness
treatment. Using magnetic stimulation, TMS
targets specific regions of the brain to develop

new neural pathways. These new pathways
give the brain the ability to overcome the
negative effects of treatment-resistant depression, even if you’ve struggled with other
treatments.
Why is TMS an effective solution?
Research has found evidence that TMS
provides a noticeable reduction of symptoms
in patients with treatment-resistant depression. A Stanford University study saw 62.5
percent of study participants report significant
relief in their depression symptoms during the
following weeks after their treatment. Most
patients notice signs of improvement after the
first two weeks, and approximately 51 percent
of patients experience symptom remission.
Don’t settle for a treatment that’s only
partially effective at relieving treatment-resistant depression. For more information on
TMS and other interventional psychiatry
treatments offered by Serenity Mental Health
Centers, visit their website or call (480) 6304794 today.

a gas-powered heat pump with an electric
model can save a household about $100 a

year on its energy bills.
Angel Lazcano, an environmental justice
organizer with the Latino advocacy group
“Somos Votantes,” also testified at the annual
Clark County PUC consumer session.
He said many Latinos live closer to
highways and industry — where air quality
is poor, and the pollution from natural gas
appliances makes it worse.
“Eight and a half percent of Latino children suffer from asthma as a result of indoor
and outdoor pollution,” said Lazcano.
“The so-called ‘natural gases’ in our
homes release other harmful pollutants, such
as carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide. It
accounts for 14 percent of our state’s total
climate pollution.”
Lazcano said he’d like to see more investment in programs that help people replace
older, gas-powered stoves, dryers and water
heaters with new electric models.

TMS for Treatment-Resistant Depression
For individuals suffering from the longterm effects of treatment-resistant depression, remission can seem impossible. A
combination of treatment options such as
medication and psychotherapy is often the
first line of treatment, but many individuals
struggle to find relief even after treatment.
Serenity Mental Health centers offers an
effective, lasting solution to treatment-resistant depression with TMS therapy.
What is treatment-resistant depression?
According to a Harvard University report,
two-thirds of people with depression do not
experience relief from the first antidepressant
they try. If you’ve tried different depression
treatments in the past but your symptoms haven’t improved, you may have treatment-resistant depression. Though it may require
trying several approaches to identify what
helps, don’t lose hope; there are effective
treatment options to choose from.
TMS for treatment-resistant depression
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)

is an FDA-approved, noninvasive option for
treatment-resistant depression. TMS is recommended for patients struggling with major
depressive disorder who have failed at least
one prior treatment method or antidepressant

Groups plead with Nevada Public Utilities
Commission to ‘supercharge’ electrification
Nevada needs to move away from natural
gas and toward clean energy — that’s the
view of climate action groups that spoke up
last Tuesday at an open forum of the Nevada
Public Utilities Commission.
The Pollution Free Nevada coalition
wants the PUC to scrutinize Southwest Gas
proposals to expand natural gas infrastructure.
Elspeth DiMarzio, senior campaign representative with the Sierra Club, said the state
needs to rely on solar and wind to generate
power - and promote electric appliances
instead of gas.
“To meet Nevada’s climate goals of
100 percent clean energy and zero greenhouse-gas emissions by 2050,” said DiMarzio, “we need to really, rapidly, transition
away from the use of methane gas in the
electric sector and in buildings.”
She noted that Southwest Gas has raised
rates three times within four years.

A study from the Southwest Energy
Efficiency Project estimates that replacing

Nevada pro-democracy group warns about disinformation

A Nevada democracy watchdog group
said social media, blogs, websites and hyperpartisan news organizations are all working
overtime to spread disinformation in an
effort to influence the midterm elections in
November.
One debunked claim said voting machine
algorithms are changing votes, which has
driven two Nevada counties to move to handcount their ballots, a much less secure process, and more vulnerable to manipulation.
Lisa Lynn Chapman, Nevada disinformation state manager at the Institute for a
Progressive Nevada, said the problem with
intentional falsehoods goes beyond the
usual exaggerations sometimes heard on the
campaign trail.
She argued people need to be skeptical
and try to pinpoint the source.
“Well, in general, trolls, white nationalists, men’s rights activists, the ‘alt-right’

conspiracy theorists,” Chapman outlined.
“All manipulate social media algorithms to
amplify their messages.”
She cited one recent false narrative, which
claimed undocumented immigrants are being
registered to vote at the Nevada Department
of Motor Vehicles. Chapman added another
falsehood going around blames undocumented immigrants for the fentanyl crisis
in Nevada.
“In a recent report from the Cato Institute,
U.S. citizens were 86 percent of the convicted
fentanyl drug traffickers. This is 10 times the
greater convictions of undocumented immigrants, for that same offense.”
She warned people that lies about who is
eligible to vote, as well as when, where and
how to cast a ballot, are expected to surge in
the coming weeks.
Voters can check the Nevada Secretary of
State’s website for the correct information.

Seven
characteristics
of
a
Teachable
Leader
Defining the
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Roadblocks

By Doug Dickerson
Part one of a series
“It’s what you learn after you
know it all that counts.” — John
Wooden
A master martial artist asked
Bruce Lee to teach him everything
he knew about martial arts. Bruce
held up two cups, both filled with
liquid. “The first cup” Bruce said,
“represents all your knowledge
about martial arts. The second cup
represents all my knowledge about
martial arts. If you want to fill your
cup with my knowledge, you must
first empty your cup of your knowledge.” And this is, in part, the secret
to being a teachable leader.
And let’s be honest, it’s not so
much about emptying your cup
of everything you’ve ever learned
about leadership. But the more
significant point is that you have to
make space for new learning and for
new applications in an ever-changing world.
The challenge with new leaders
is found in believing that in a short
amount of time you think you know

DoUg DICkErsoN
all there is to know. The challenge
for veteran leaders is in believing
that you do.
So the obstacle, on one hand,
is arrogance in thinking you know
more than you do, and on the other
is complacency in thinking there’s
nothing more to learn.
Winston Churchill said, “The
most important thing about education is appetite,” and this is the
challenge for all leaders — to have
the appetite and curiosity to keep
learning and to be teachable.

Before I identify the seven characteristics of teachable leaders, I’d
first like to explore the roadblocks
that prevent it. Why is it that we
resist being teachable and what are
the consequences? In order to be
teachable, we have to know what
attitudes, actions, or behaviors keep
us from being teachable. I’ve identified six for your consideration.
You don’t place value
on personal growth
If you don’t value personal
growth you will not invest in it. In
other words, you are content with
the amount of knowledge and skill
that you have believing that it will
carry you. You will never rise to
the challenge of leading others if
you first don’t rise to the challenge
of leading and growing yourself.
Leaders lead by example and if you
are not teachable then don’t expect
it from your people.
You become defensive
In teachable moments that you
have — especially with mentors
and those with more knowledge
and experience, one sure sign of not
being teachable is that you become
defensive. And what happens plays
out like this: you defend yourself

BEHIND THE MIKE

Bookie or Streetie?

By Michael A, Aun
My twin grandsons Cameron
and Keenan look alike but the
similarities end there. Keenan is
“bookie” (book smart) and Cameron is “streetie” (street smart) Which
would you rather be?
In a perfect world, one would
want an ample supply of both if
possible. With both, grinders find a
way to not just survive but to thrive.
Too many “bookies” hope that
some liberal arts degree will open
doors. Perhaps. Unless they possess
a hustler’s mentality, it may be
short lived.
“Streeties” opens doors that their
“bookie” counterparts ignore. Do
not mistake the silence of either
group as weakness. “Smarties”
gleam from both and rarely make
big moves out loud.
Einstein surmised it nicely:
“The only source of knowledge is
experience.” How do you get experience? The path includes bad or
hasty decisions. The ready-fire-aim
mentality can take its toll.
“Bookies” often overestimate
their ability and underestimate their
problems. Never underestimate
yourself because self-doubt kills
more dreams than a road full of
bumps and potholes.
“Bookies” create the world
rules, but “streeties” are the ones
who thrive and survive in that
world. “Streeties” study the objectives and attack with smart planning
and survival instincts.
When you watch my twin grandsons navigate their seven-year-old
world, you cannot help but see
how their environment impacts
their decisions. You navigate dirt
streets much differently than you do
the paved counterparts. It’s called
adjusting. It’s also called “viewing
every problem as an opportunity.”
Winners understand that failure
is a detour, not a dead-end street.
“Bookies” may overanalyze and
give up before the real fight has
begun. “Streeties” are looking for
the unfair advantage.
It does not mean they do not
look both ways before crossing,
but they are not afraid to get to the
other side of the street, no matter

MICHAEL A. AUN
how. “Bookies” know that the path
to victory on Sesame Street is much
different than the path to success on
Wall Street.
When Cameron and Keenan are
addressing obstacles in their sevenyear-old world, often their biggest
impediment is they themselves.
There are many kinds smarts
one can possess in their arsenal of
talents. I would rather see money
smarts over movie smarts. I would
rather see computer smarts over
gaming smarts. However, to become savvy with the computer, it
might start with gaming.
If I could advise my young
grandsons, I would counsel them
to hold back and do not share too
much. Being honest to a fault has

its vulnerability. For instance, the
“straight” trees are the first cut
and often, the totally vulnerable
and honest are the victim of that
honesty.
As “Streeties” gain knowledge,
they quickly find that “bookies”
can have the advantage unless they
use those street skills to navigate a
better path.
“Bookies” are school smart but
is that an advantage unto itself?
Perhaps. In a perfect world, we look
for the hustlers who will interpret
and understand the data before
deciding… but they always decide.
Even if a decision is a failure…
they decide, because in “not deciding” you have made a decision
by “default.” Hard work is understanding that hustle the best way to
navigate the poorly paved streets
of life.
“Streeties” like Cameron gather
the evidence but “bookies” like
Keenan assess and act on that
evidence to take advantage of the
situation.
We need both “streeties” and
“bookies” in our lives, don’t you
agree? Don’t be caught walking
down the street with glasses where
the prescription is obsolete.
Michael Aun is a syndicated columnist and writes a weekly column
for this newspaper. To contact Michael Aun go to www.aunline.com.

rather than listen; you justify your
actions and behaviors rather than
correct them, and you put up walls.
So long as you are defensive and
not teachable, you forfeit the opportunity for a teachable moment
and to be a better leader.
You don’t listen
A big part of being teachable as
a leader is found in listening.
The greatest quality of being
teachable is not found in what you
think you need to say but in what
you need to hear.
Part of our defense mechanism
is that we tend to not listen and we
interrupt (especially when we are
hearing unpleasant truths) when
the most beneficial thing we can
do is to be quiet and listen. Being
teachable is a humbling process that
requires us all to realize that learning never ends and that sometimes
the most prudent thing to do is stop
talking and listen.
You deflect and compare
yourself to others
Another sign of not being a
teachable leader is that you deflect
and compare yourself to others.
What does this deflection look like?
You might say things like, — “but
this person is not doing…” or compare yourself by saying something
like, “at least I’m not like this person…” And here’s the rub — it’s
unhealthy and it prevents you from
being teachable.
The measure of your leadership
is not found in how you stack up
and compare to the person next to
you. You never elevate yourself

as a leader — ever — by putting
someone else down.
You are responsible for your
own growth and development and
it doesn’t happen by propping
yourself up by putting others down.
You don’t seek out
wise counsel
In my years in leadership, there’s
one undeniable truth that I confront
on a daily basis and it’s this — there
is always something to learn from
someone else. The more we learn
the more we realize how much we
don’t know and in order to improve
we have to intentionally seek out
wise counsel.
You’re stuck and have
grown as much as you can
This perhaps is the saddest indication of all that that you are not
a teachable leader. You are living
under a self-imposed lid on your
potential. And until you are willing
to change, you will never reach it.
So long as you are not teachable
you’ve grown as much as you ever
will.
Final Thoughts
Being a teachable leader is one
of the greatest compliments to your
leadership. But arrogance and pride
can be your demise if you’re unwilling to learn. Next week In part
two, I will share seven characteristics of teachable leaders.
*****
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated
columnist. He writes a weekly column for this newspaper. To contact
Doug Dickerson go to www.dougdickerson.net.

Bob Beckett
Attorney At Law

Elected 5 terms as Nye County District Attorney
Practice areas
Criminal defense, Personal injury, Bankruptcy
and debt, Car accident, DUI and DWI
Licensed for 29 years
AVVO CONTRIBUTIONS
Beckett knows Nevada criminal law
— especially how to get the most out of
the probation/monitoring system.
Beckett provides very effective and
personable service — His fees are also fair

During these Covid-19 days, the Urantia Book Study
Group has taken to Zoom, as many other meetings
have. As always, this high-level discussion group
is for all faiths, all ages,and all those seeking
answers to their unanswered questions.
Call 775-505-5058 for details

(702) 334-4886
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Eight
retirement
planning
red
flags
Spotting oversights in your retirement plan early can lead to years of financial stability.
By Rachel Hartman
U.S. News
If something doesn’t seem right
in your retirement savings strategy,
the best time to figure out where improvements could be made is now.
Catching pitfalls early can help you
secure a comfortable retirement
later. Here are some warning signs
that something might be wrong
with your retirement plan, as well
as simple fixes to get back on track.
1. There’s no plan.
If you have been sporadically
saving or occasionally putting
funds into a 401(k), it’s time to sit
down and see exactly how much
you have. “While there are more
and less optimal ways to approach
your retirement, any plan is better
than no plan at all,” says Benjamin
Sullivan, a certified financial planner with Palisades Hudson Financial Group in Austin, Texas. Start
by talking to a financial advisor
and your employer to learn about
your options. You might find out
you can put more in a 401(k) each
year, or you may decide to put a
specific portion of your paycheck
each month in an individual retirement account.
2. Nothing is automated.
If you look for extra cash to
stash away at the end of the month
after your other expenses have been
paid, you could quickly fall short
of your retirement goals. To turn
the situation around, make savings
an automated process that comes
directly from your payroll or checking account each month. “Cultivate
the habit of paying yourself first by
deducting funds for your retirement
account before any other expenses
are deducted from your paycheck,”
says Alexander Lowry, professor of
finance at Gordon College. “You
will find it easier to adjust to living
on the balance of what’s left.”
3. All your money is in one
investment.
Diversity is key when it comes

to retirement planning, and your
portfolio should reflect that strategy. “With markets being volatile,
it’s tempting to want to keep most
of your retirement assets in conservative asset classes such as cash or
certificates of deposit,” Lowry says.
“But these products are likely to
underperform the market and not
keep up with the rate of inflation.”
To create balance, aim for a portfolio allocation with a mix of stocks
and bonds that reflects your risk
tolerance.
4. No meetings with your
financial advisor.
While meeting with a financial
advisor can help you get started
on retirement planning, it’s also
important to check in regularly to
see where improvements could be
made. “If you made a retirement
plan once but you haven’t revis-

ited it in a while, your retirement
plan could be off track without
you noticing,” Sullivan says. You
might need to adjust the plan if you
recently got married, had a shift
in your career path or moved to a
different home.
5. Failure to factor in rising
health care costs.
A couple retiring in 2018 will
need an estimated $280,000 to cover health care costs in retirement,
according to research by Fidelity.
With health care costs expected
to rise in the coming years, it’s essential to consider these upcoming
expenses when planning for retirement. “A qualified retirement financial planner can help you conduct
a thorough analysis of maintenance
costs, insurance premiums, copays, deductibles, prescriptions and
estimate possible long-term care

expenses to help you better prepare
for retirement,” Lowry says.
6. Saving regularly but not
enough.
If you are setting aside 5 percent
of your income each year toward
retirement, you’re likely off to a
good start. But you will have a
more comfortable retirement if
you increase your savings rate.
“Your savings rate has the greatest
influence on your ability to achieve
your retirement goals,” says Stuart
Ritter, senior financial planner at
T. Rowe Price in Baltimore. “You
should be saving at least 15 percent
of your gross household income,
and that includes any employer
match you may be receiving.”
To reach the 15 percent mark,
look at your current budget and determine if adjustments can be made
to certain areas. You might be able

to cut back on entertainment-related
costs, dining out or other areas to
put an additional amount toward
retirement. Saving just a few percentage points more of your income
each year could ultimately lead to
hundreds of thousands more when
you retire.
7. Financially supporting
others at your own expense.
Whether it’s an adult child
who has moved back home or an
aging parent, providing financial
assistance to family members
could be costly down the road. “It
is incredibly difficult to be financially independent when others are
financially dependent on you,” says
Kurt Rossi, CEO of Independent
Wealth Management in Wall, New
Jersey. “While financially supporting family may be critical, it is
important to avoid overextending
your financial support to the detriment of your personal long-term
financial goals.” You might need to
reduce the amount you are spending
to support others so that you can
put those funds toward your own
financial future.
8. Retiring with debt.
If you currently carry high credit
card balances or have a home equity
loan or a substantial mortgage, it
may be time to work on getting rid
of those balances. “Many retirees
carry a substantial debt burden
with them into retirement,” Rossi
says. Addressing your loans now
may free up cash that could be
put toward other living expenses
in retirement. “Consider taking a
proactive approach to addressing
your debt, even if it means that
you must downsize your home or
other assets to eliminate debt levels
before retirement,” Rossi says.
*****
Rachel Hartman has been a
freelance writer for more than 10
years and frequently covers retirement topics.

to your area’s cost of living and
desired quality of life in retirement.
Tip No. 3: Be Sure to Work

Long Enough to Earn Benefits
In order to get your Social Security benefits, you need to put in your
time — a minimum of a decade, that
is. In order to qualify, workers need
to put in at least 40 quarters — or 10
years — of Social Security wages.
Tip No. 4: Choose a Community With a Low Cost of Living
Even though your community
might have been a perfect place to
raise your family, it might not be the
best fit for retirement. If the cost of
living in your area is skyrocketing,
it might be time to think about a relocation to a place where you could
potentially live on Social Security
benefits alone.
Tip No. 5: Think Twice Before
You Retire Abroad
Many retirees dream of the expat life, leaving behind the Red,
White and Blue for some greener
pastures and new adventures. Even
though many countries have low
costs of living, be realistic — do
you really want to learn a new language and adjust to a new culture
that late in life?

Five Social Security tips you need to know
By Rachel Farrow
Yahoo Finance
Social Security might seem
like the highway to a comfortable
retirement, but the program is uncharted territory for most. Instead
of leaping blindly into your golden
years, learn some valuable tips
to make the most of your Social
Security benefits.
Tip No. 1: Don’t Depend on
Social Security Alone
Even though Social Security is
a nice buffer, don’t rely on it as a
retirement crutch. The program was
never laid out to be the sole income
for retirees, so take the advice
straight from the source: the Social
Security Administration. According
to the SSA, the benefit replaces
roughly 40 percent of the typical
wage earner’s income, and retirees
usually require 70 percent or more
of their pre-retirement income to
live comfortably.
Tip No. 2: Higher Earners
Need to Save More
Not all Social Security checks
are created equal — and lower

earners typically see larger income
replacement rates than their higher-earning counterparts.

If your wallet has always seemed
a bit more flush, make sure that piggy bank stays stuffed in accordance

Helpful facts about Social Security disability benefits

By Barbara Duckett
Social Security Public Affairs
Specialist in Las Vegas
When the unexpected happens and you
can no longer work due to a serious medical
condition, Social Security is there with a
lifeline to help you and your family.
Most American workers contribute to
Social Security through federal payroll taxes
and benefit through monthly retirement payments later in life. For others whose working
years are cut short by severe and lasting
illness or injury, Social Security provides
financial assistance to help them through the
critical times.
Here are six facts you should know about
Social Security’s disability program:
Social Security disability insurance
is coverage that workers earn.
The program provides a safety net to
disabled workers who’ve paid enough Social Security taxes on their earnings. Social
Security disability benefits replace some of
their income if their medical condition leaves
them unable to work.
The Social Security Act defines
disability very strictly.
A person is considered disabled under

the Social Security Act if they can’t work
due to a serious medical condition that has
lasted, or is expected to last, at least one year
or result in death. Social Security does not
offer temporary or partial disability benefits.
Disability can happen
to anyone at any age.
Serious medical conditions, such as can-

cer and mental illness, affect the young and
elderly alike. One in four 20-year-olds will
become disabled before retirement age and
may need Social Security disability benefits’
critical support.
Social Security disability payments
help disabled workers to meet
their basic needs.

The average monthly Social Security
disability benefit is $1,197, as of January
2018. This amount helps disabled workers to
meet their basic needs when they need that
help the most.
Social Security works aggressively
to prevent, detect, and help
prosecute fraud.
Social Security is committed to protecting
your investment. Along with the Office of
Inspector General, Social Security takes a
zero tolerance approach to fraud. The result
is a fraud incidence rate of a fraction of one
percent.
Social Security helps people return
to work without losing benefits.
Often, people would like to re-enter
the workforce, but worry they’ll lose disability benefits. We connect them to free
employment support services and help them
maintain benefits such as health care. Learn
about our Ticket to Work program at http://
choosework.ssa.gov. We’re with you through
life’s journey, offering disability benefits to
ten million people.
Learn more about our disability insurance program at www.socialsecurity.gov/
disability.
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What You
Need To
Know
By Dr Nina Radcliff

Viral Respiratory
Infections on the rise
By Dr. Nina Radcliff, MD
An outbreak of viral respiratory
infections is sending children to
emergency rooms throughout our
nation, causing an uptick in hospitalizations. The leading causes
are enterovirus, rhinovirus as well
as cases of Respiratory Syncytial
Virus (RSV), all of which usually
produce cold-like symptoms and, in
severe cases, can cause respiratory
distress.
Additionally, as we head into
cold and flu season, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has warned healthcare
providers to prepare for a possible
increase in cases of another respiratory infection called Enterovirus
D68 (EV-D68).
While Influenza and RSV are
commonly seen each year at this
time, EV-68 has caused an increase
in illnesses across the country,
attracting much attention. This
virus isn’t new, but it is much more
prevalent this year. Here are key
points you should know to help
keep yourself and those you love
healthy this season:
—Respiratory viruses affect
the upper respiratory tract (the
nose, throat, and airways) and are
caused by any of several different
viruses. Common respiratory tract
infections are responsible for dis-

eases such as rhinosinusitis or the
“common cold,” otitis media (ear
infections), sinusitis, and laryngitis.
—Respiratory syncytial virus
(RSV) causes infections of the
lungs and respiratory tract for
adults and children (most children
have been infected with the virus
by age 2). An RSV infection can
spread to the lower respiratory tract,
causing pneumonia or bronchiolitis — inflammation of the small
airway passages entering the lungs.
Severe or life-threatening infection
requiring a hospital stay may occur
in infants or in anyone who has
chronic heart or lung problems.
—The U.S. is seeing an increase
in respiratory infections which
might be more specifically attributed to EV-D68, which, in rare cases,
can lead to Acute Flaccid Myelitis
(AFM). EV-D68, is a respiratory
infection that’s one of more than
100 illnesses called non-polio enteroviruses. It usually causes a mild
respiratory illness like a cold, but it
can also cause a serious complication called AFM, which can lead to
paralysis of arms and legs. Per the
CDC, a rise in EV-D68 have tended
to precede cases of AFM.
Signs/Symptoms
These will differ depending on
the specific virus. Typical viral
signs and symptoms common in-

clude: a runny nose, scratchy throat,
cough, congestion, sneezing, sore
throat, fever, headache, muscle
aches and fatigue. Diagnosis is
based on symptoms.
Illness can also lead to complications. Forms of complications
rely on the virus in question but
can include: rhinosinusitis (common cold), sinusitis and laryngitis,
pneumonia, croup, bronchiolitis,
meningitis, and encephalitis. Importantly, EV-D68 can cause mild
symptoms, severe symptoms, or
no symptoms at all. Generally, its
symptoms mirror those of common
colds, with cough, shortness of
breath, wheezing, and sometimes
fever. It requires doctors to take extra steps to diagnose. And ongoing
surveillance for EV-D68 is critical.
How Respiratory
Infections Spread
Most of the germs that cause
respiratory (breathing) diseases
are contagious and easily spread by
droplets that come from coughing,
sneezing, and body secretions. Viral
respiratory infections spread when
an infected person speaks, coughs,
or sneezes tiny droplets containing

infectious agents into the air. Those
nearby can inhale the droplets in the
air or enter via the eyes. The viruses
are often spread by direct contact
with a sick person, or by indirect
contact with hands, tissues, or
other objects soiled by discharges
of the nose and throat. Enterovirus
and adenovirus infections are often
transmitted by hands or surfaces
contaminated with the infection.
Prevention
The best way to help prevent
the spread of respiratory germs is
to avoid contact with droplets or
secretions of saliva, mucus, and
tears. There are measures you can
take to help lower your risk:
—Practicing good hand hygiene
— wash your hands often with soap
and water for 20 seconds, especially before eating or after using the
restroom
—Don’t touch your eyes, nose,
and mouth with unwashed hands
—Try to avoid close contact
like kissing, hugging, and sharing
cups or eating utensils with people
who are sick
—Cover your coughs and sneezes with a tissue or your upper arm

— not your hands
—Clean and disinfect frequently
touched surfaces like doorknobs,
counters, and more. This is especially important if someone is sick.
—Stay current on vaccines
Experts agree many safety precautions people adopted during the
pandemic can help lower your risk
of getting a viral respiratory infection and EV-D68. Seek immediate
medical attention if a child — or
anyone at risk of severe infection
— has difficulty breathing, a high
fever, or a blue color to the skin,
particularly on the lips and in nail
beds.
*****
This article is for general information only and should not be
used for the diagnosis or treatment
of medical conditions and cannot
substitute for the advice from your
medical professional. Dr. Nina has
used all reasonable care in compiling the current information but
it may not apply to you and your
symptoms. Always consult a doctor
or other health care professional
for diagnosis and treatment of
medical conditions.
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Tune in to
RadioTribune

Tune in and listen to those who will tell you
the truth, and nothing but the truth. You’ll discover different personalities and hear different
opinions, but when it comes to the facts, you’ll
always get the truth from us!

www.RadioTribune.com
702-262-0703
Call-In
Line (702) 983-0711
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